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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
Last year was wonderfully successful, and I have to start by thanking all
my colleagues on the 2012 Planning Committee (including our co-opted
’PR lady,’ Karen Fletcher) for their heart-warming commitment, their
imagination, their energy − and a realistic understanding of the art of the
possible in terms of ’how far the money will go’! When, over three years
ago now, we first started discussing the Anniversary celebrations, and
began planning our part in them, none of us had any idea at all that they
would come to such a marvellously happy and satisfying conclusion.
Whether or not through our efforts, and those of a number of other
Members of the Society, the amount of Delius performed in the year
exceeded all expectations – in the UK, Ireland and the USA, there were
233 concerts and recitals with a Delius work in the programme (the former
given by over 100 different orchestras), and already this year there are
another 50! The performers were from right across the spectrum: the
country’s leading orchestras in London and the provinces, and many of the
serious local pro-am ones, who often did relatively unfamiliar works with
great enthusiasm; a few choirs, and well-known and not so well-known
singers and instrumentalists – all playing in concert halls, large and small,
across the country; in places as diverse as Huntingdon and Kilkenny;
in churches and museums. There were, perhaps surprisingly, only 17
Walks, 16 Cuckoos, but Sea Drift was done seven times (mostly by Roderick
Williams) and Paris five times; the four Concertos had 26 performances
between them – and so it goes on. There was a stunning performance of
A Mass of Life at the Edinburgh Festival under Sir Andrew Davis, A Village
Romeo and Juliet had both concert and staged performances − and (surprise,
surprise – with huge thanks to the Controller, Roger Wright’s recently
disclosed love of Delius) at the Proms there were seven works, five of them
probably unplayed in the past twenty or thirty years. Sadly, however,
there were so many concerts and recitals that it has proved impossible to
review more than a handful of them in the Journal − and in that connection
it is also a matter for great sorrow that almost all the critics of the main
newspapers seem to have a strong, sometimes almost vitriolic, dislike
for Delius’s music. On a happier note, however, among other things, we
sponsored five recordings; assisted with the production of EMI’s website
Delius: Apostle of Nature and greatly improved our own; commissioned
a jazz suite based on Delius’s music; and held an extremely successful
competition for a Composition Prize that attracted 73 entries from home
7
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and abroad.
The crowning events of the year – entirely different from each other
– were our two day seminar at The British Library, Delius in 2012: An
International Celebration, and Chetham’s School of Music’s four-day Delius
150th Anniversary Celebration in Manchester. The former was organised
quite brilliantly and with with typical flair by Roger and Lesley Buckley,
with four of the distinguished lecturers coming from USA, Denmark (two)
and France – while the latter was a simply superb feast of music provided
by Chet’s two orchestras and choir, with the cellist Raphael Wallfisch as
a quite inspirational performer and masterclass-giver. At Chet’s, we also
held the competition for The Delius Prize, which was won by a baritone,
Jon Stainsby. Both are reported in detail below.
We also owe grateful thanks to the Trustees of The Delius Trust for
their significant contribution towards the cost of all that, and more. We
have had to dig deeply into our reserves, but the Committee is in no doubt
at all that it was money very well spent.
As the finale of the year, we decided to award Delius Society 2012
Certificates to thank thirty-one people whom we thought had made a
significant contribution to the celebrations. A list of them follows below,
and fourteen were presented by our President during a really enjoyable
meeting at The New Cavendish Club on the 151st Birthday. All the
recipients were extremely flattered to have been honoured – and it was a
fitting end to our endeavours.
Martin Lee-Browne
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EDITORIAL
Delius in 2012: An International Celebration, the weekend conference held
last September at the British Library, will provide the theme for this and
the next Journal. My predecessor Martin Lee-Browne was much better than
I am at alighting on these themes. However, for this Journal the subject
was wholly inevitable because in that weekend we heard wonderful
lectures and presentations which must I think be shared with all members.
I have prepared reports based on the lectures given, and I hope that these
will give all our readers a flavour of the enjoyment and entertainment that
was experienced by all who were there.
In the last year Delius’s music has reached thousands of people via
nearly 250 professional and amateur concerts and events including the BBC
Proms broadcasts to many people in the UK and overseas. I am delighted
that you will be able to read in this Journal several reviews dealing with
recordings and performances of Delius’s music in 2012. Incidentally whilst
there were certainly many negative criticisms of Delius in the national
press last year, I was heartened to see positive, constructive coverage of the
Wexford performances of A Village Romeo and Juliet, in Musical Opinion and
Opera magazine, in particular. Audiences do want Delius, and they turned
out in big numbers to concerts I attended last year at the Proms and on the
South Bank to hear it.
It is a great pleasure to include an article by David Tall concerning the
performance of Delius, based on his conversations with Eric Fenby many
years ago. I was fascinated by an article from David Eccott, included in
this Journal, which considers Paris and music from Parisian streets. I also
hope that members will enjoy further reminiscences of Eric Fenby, this
time from Bill Marsh on Fenby in Philadelphia. It was very sad to hear of
the death of Colin Scott-Sutherland, and we include an obituary for Colin,
who was a great champion of the Delius cause.
I am increasingly aware of the importance of our Facebook page, and
the website. The quickest way to get information concerning concerts or
events is via the internet. You will find much of interest in both of these
places. On the Delius web site: www.delius.org.uk you can now find a
new Delius discography recently prepared by Stephen Lloyd which will
be updated as new information becomes available. I was very interested
to hear of the Deryck Cooke Archive which is being put on line on the
Cambridge University Library website, and which includes a bibliography
of Cooke’s writings on Delius. We hope to include an article in the next
9
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Delius Society Journal concerning this, as the compiler of the bibliography,
Mark Doran would like to hear from any member who knows of articles
etc. by Deryck Cooke that are not included in the Bibliography.
Many thanks to everyone who has contributed to and helped with the
production of this Journal. Without your contributions the Journal cannot
succeed. Please keep the articles coming.
Paul Chennell
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY’S
150th ANNIVERSARY CERTIFICATES
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OBITUARY
COLIN SCOTT-SUTHERLAND
1930 − 2012
Colin Scott-Sutherland was a bank manager in Scotland, who produced
a number of remarkable books and articles on music and other artistic
subjects, starting with his pioneering Arnold Bax in 1973. When he retired
he was the Royal Bank of Scotland’s area manager for the East Neuk of
Fife. He wrote in his spare time, a demanding regime as I know well. Once
he had retired, in 1991, his output blossomed as he was able to devote
much of his time to writing.
Colin was born in Dundee and brought up in Cellardyke in the
picturesque East Neuk of Fife, where his father Edwin Scott-Sutherland
was Principal Art Teacher at the Waid Academy in Anstruther, a school
Colin would later attend, attaining the highest honour of Dux. He was
the grandson of the Manse on both sides of his family, and he had deeply
religious views though I was never aware of these colouring his many
friendships in the musical world.
Colin’s National Service was served in the Army (1948-50) apparently
a happy time of which he had a fund of amusing stories. It was during this
time he first encountered a Bax symphony – the Fourth.
I was introduced to Colin in the mid-1960s − by the pianist Harriet
Cohen − so we were acquainted, and corresponded, for over 45 years,
though we only met face-to-face twice − in 1972 when my wife and I visited
him and his wife, Margaret, at Strathaven, and in 2001 when we met at the
Gloucester Three Choirs (see photo). I am not qualified to comment on his
banking career, but his musical and literary output was distinguished and
pioneering indeed, coloured by his highly personal use of language and
knowledgeable and sympathetic treatment of the music he wrote about.
What follows is largely based on his writings.
I first became aware of Colin’s name reading his articles on Bax in
Music Review (1962, 1963, and 1967), Scotland’s Magazine in 1962, and the
Musical Times in 1963. He worked closely with Harriet Cohen in writing
his book on Bax, which allowed him to have access to her rich collection of
source materials and scores which then resided in a large black trunk under
her grand piano. Parts of the book, at least, were literally researched at her
kitchen table. It was unfortunate for Colin that his publisher, J. M. Dent,
insisted on cutting his book before publication, but it was, nevertheless, a
13
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worthy first survey of its topic and without Colin’s pioneering work the
later Bax revival and my own book on Bax would have been the poorer.
Its only serious flaw – one that he later admitted to – was that he allowed
Harriet to influence him in various aspects of his treatment, most seriously
in not even mentioning Bax’s other lady, Mary Gleaves. (When I, rather
naïvely perhaps, asked Harriet about Mary, years before Colin’s book had
appeared, she brushed my question aside, saying: ‘Sir Arnold’s nurse, my
dear’.)
In 2001 Richard Adams published on the internet a long and
fascinating interview with Colin during which Colin reminisced: ‘[She
invited] me to a weekend party at her mews flat in London. This was one
of her ‘serenades’ which gathered together all sorts of interesting people,
not only from the arts − where I met people like Jerrold Moore, Jo Berger,
Jeanne de Cassilis and others! This was a Saturday in May. On the Sunday
morning I left to visit John Ireland at Rock Mill, on whose music I had
already written a short survey which he was generous enough to approve
and to which Jocelyn Brooke had agreed to write an introduction. On
the Monday, talking all the while, Harriet took me to visit some of Bax’s
haunts in London the rose garden in Regents Park, the pub in George
Street (also frequented by Constant Lambert) and we sat in ‘The Princess’s
Rose Garden’ (in the mews!) . . . We went to the Albany to visit Clifford
where we spent several hours.’
After Colin’s Arnold Bax had appeared I agreed to edit a book on
British composers who were then under the age of 50 (British Music Now
– many years later Colin drily quipped ‘It’s become British Music Then’).
This was for the publisher Paul Elek (alas no more) and knowing that
Colin knew Ronald Stevenson (and had written a survey of his music
for Music Review in 1965) I asked Colin if he would write the chapter on
Ronald, which indeed he did. It was an account which impressed by its
easy learning and engaging style.
During the 1970s I ran a hobby imprint called Triad Press – books and
pamphlets on British music – and knowing from our mutual friend the
pianist Patrick Piggott that Colin was working on a study of John Ireland I
asked Colin if a booklet on John Ireland in the Triad Press series would be
useful for him to produce, and in 1980 Triad Press published it. However
Triad Press was running out of steam by 1980, and it did not achieve
quite the circulation I had hoped, and when I was editing The John Ireland
Companion for Boydell in 2010 I suggested to Colin he might like to revise
his text for the Companion where it provides the introductory overview to
14
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a wider audience.
The breadth of Colin’s knowledge of the British music of the inter-war
period was further underlined by his magisterial 36-page article ‘British
Piano Music of the Georgian Era 1910-1936’ which he contributed to the
British Music Society Journal in 1982 (Vol 4 pp 19-55), where he reproduced
some or all of the short pieces by ten composers. Over the years there
followed another nine articles in this journal, which if viewed collectively
constitute a sympathetic and knowledgeable overview of the period,
which because Colin had access to many of that generation before they
left us, have a remarkable authenticity. Subjects were Norman Peterkin,
John Jeffreys, Francis George Scott, Cedric Thorpe Davie, Patrick Piggott,
Mervyn Roberts, Balfour Gardiner, Ronald Stevenson and Tobias Matthay.
Colin’s interests were not confined to music and he wrote as
sympathetically about the Glasgow painter and china decorator Elizabeth
Mary Watt (The Pattern Press, 1995), the Scottish fin-de-siècle book
illustrator and poet William Watson Peploe (in Akloe: a volume of the
Fantastic, 1998), the author Jocelyn Brooke (a fascinating account in Book
and Magazine Collector, November 1998) and the author and friend of John
Ireland, Arthur Machen. And, of course, Arnold Bax’s poetry (as Dermot
O’Byrne) and early letters, given memorable sumptuous reality by his
publisher, the Fand Music Press, in Ideala: poems and early love letters by
Arnold Bax (2001). Here Colin is playing to all his strengths – wonderful
source material, a knowledgeable and sympathetic literary treatment, and
an indulgent publisher.
Colin’s interest in Delius found expression in his sensitive article
about Grez-sur-Loing in which he explored the ‘Spirit of Place’ as felt by
Delius. This appeared in Journal 136 (Autumn 2004) and it made one hope
for a longer exploration of Delius by him. But there are only a review and
a letter. Firstly, exploring a similar sensibility, his review of a book about
the painter William Stott of Oldham who painted at Grez (Journal 135) and
an interesting letter to the editor discussing the definition and sources of
Celticism leave us wishing we could have asked Colin to write at greater
length.
Colin was long acquainted with Ronald Stevenson, and first wrote –
so eloquently – about his music in Music Review in 1965, the chapter in my
book already mentioned, an artistic beautifully illustrated ‘analysis and
commentary’ about Ronald’s song cycle A Child’s Garden of Verse (1994),
and an article on Ronald’s MacDiarmid Songs in Tempo (March 1994). After
so long an association and a very lengthy gestation it was very pleasing
15
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Colin Scott-Sutherland (second from right) with conductor Leslie Head, Lewis
Foreman and Graham Parlett at the Gloucester Three Choirs Festival
25th August 2001.
Photo: Lewis Foreman

when Toccata Press published his massive volume (over 500 pages) Ronald
Stevenson: the man and his music – a symposium in 2005.
Left unfinished are his long-gestated study of composer Cedric
Thorpe Davie, a volume of Clifford Bax’s poetry and a collection of Patrick
Piggott’s letters. I do hope they can be given reality while all who might
have an interest are still with us.
I hope I haven’t given the impression that Colin was too solemn –
he had a great sense of humour, if expressed with a pleasing Scottish
reticence, and is the only person I have ever encountered to end his letters
with the parting salutation – ‘Aye’. Aye, I shall miss him.
He is survived by his wife Margaret, his sister Helen, children Susan,
Christopher and Nicholas, and grandchildren Kirsty, Colin and Jamie, to
whom our heartfelt sympathy.
Lewis Foreman
© 2013
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CHETHAM’S 150th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
CHETHAM’S SCHOOL OF MUSIC
17th - 20th October 2012

Chetham’s, based in the heart of Manchester, with just under 300 students
aged 8-18 is the largest specialist Music School in the UK and the only
Music School based in the North of England. The School collaborates with
the city’s leading cultural venues on a range of projects and initiatives
and forms an integral part of the North West’s rich cultural heritage.
Comprising two large orchestras, a chamber choir and a lively group of
jazz musicians, its students have broadcast on Radio 3, have appeared
at BBC Proms in the Park and Chetham’s Symphony Orchestra has
performed in many UK venues and most recently in the Royal Festival
Hall in London with The Bach Choir. The Orchestra has also performed
internationally in the Netherlands, Spain, Germany, the USA and on the
Island of Ischia at the invitation of the late Suzanna Walton. They have
made a number of notable recordings including Tchaikovsky’s Symphony
No 5, Mahler’s Symphonies Nos 4 and 6, Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique,
Shostakovich’s Symphony No 10, Dvorak’s New World and major works
by Walton, Rachmaninov and Vaughan Williams. Guest conductors
have included Sir Mark Elder, Benjamin Zander, Paul McCreesh, Vassily
Sinaisky and Yan Pascal Tortelier. There are close links with the Hallé, the
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra and the Royal Northern College of Music and
regular collaborative events. The School has fine new facilities with a large
concert hall soon to be opened.
Chetham’s Director of Music, Stephen Threlfall, has earned
considerable acclaim as conductor, cellist and educator. His engagements
have taken him to many countries. He has broadcast for the BBC, Classic
FM and Russian National TV and Radio and has made a number of
recordings. Stephen has a passion for working with young people and
has enjoyed successful collaborations with many student and youth
orchestras both at home and abroad. He has also created a number of
arts and community projects involving many guest musicians, artists and
specialists.
In 2007 Chetham’s celebrated the 100th anniversary of Grieg’s death
with a weekend celebration of music and talks and it was then that the
seeds of an idea to celebrate the Delius 150th anniversary in 2012 were
17
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sown with the objective of celebrating Delius in an international context
with particular reference to Delius’s love of Norway and his close
friendship with Grieg.
Plans are already well advanced for a series of concerts and events
in 2013 to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Benjamin Britten.
There will be performances countrywide with a range of works including
a national tour of Noye’s Fludde. We can have the utmost confidence that
these celebrations will be every bit as successful as those provided for
Delius.
Michael Green


CHETHAM’S 150TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
CIVIC RECEPTION
Bradford Town Hall,
Thursday 18th October

Members of The Delius Society and guests were honoured to be invited to
a special celebratory Civic Reception by the City’s Lord Mayor Councillor
Dale Smith. The event took place in the Banqueting Hall in Bradford’s
magnificent gothic style 19th century City Hall, a memorial to Bradford’s
wealthy past as a major centre of the wool trade and other commercial
ventures in the Victorian and Edwardian eras.
Amongst the many guests were representatives of the Lord Lieutenant,
leading members of the Council and senior staff from the City’s Cultural
Services Department, representatives from Chetham’s, the Cathedral, local
arts organisations Artspace and Artworks and the Editor of the Bradford
Telegraph & Argus. The Society was represented by its President, Lionel
Carley, Chairman Martin Lee-Browne, Committee members Michael Green,
Peter Watts and Chris Green and a number of Members, principally from
Yorkshire and Derbyshire.
The Lord Mayor gave a warm welcoming speech in which he spoke of
the importance of Delius to Bradford and its cultural heritage. The President,
responding on behalf of the Society, thanked the Lord Mayor for his generous
hospitality and spoke of the composer’s early life in Bradford, and of the
18
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international reputation he had subsequently attained as one of the leading
composers of his time.
There was then a surprise item in the form of the reading, by its
author, Andrew Mitchell, of a very atmospheric poem about Delius as a
young boy on the Yorkshire Moors. Beautifully done, many found it quite
moving.
Finally, The Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress took their guests on a tour
of the City Hall, showing off the splendid wood panelled Council Chamber
and the delightful Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress’s Parlours. On the way
The Lord Mayor was keen to point out the wall plaque naming the citizens
who, over many years, have been presented with the Freedom of Bradford
– a list including the City’s two greatest creative sons, Frederick Delius and
David Hockney.
Chris Green

Stephen Threlfall, Director of Music at Chet’s with
Lord Mayor Councillor Dale Smith at the Civic Reception in Bradford

19
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CHETHAM’S 150TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
CELLO MASTERCLASS WITH RAPHAEL WALLFISCH
The Baronial Hall, Chetham’s School of Music
Saturday 20th October

One might have thought that this grim-looking part of the old Chet’s
buildings – baronial indeed – would be somewhat off-putting for the
aspiring cellists from the School who came for what was in effect twenty
minutes of private coaching from one of the real masters of the instrument.
Not a bit of it! As always, Raphael Wallfisch’s supreme rapport with young
players made for a heart-warming occasion. The six boys and girls were
never put down, intimidated, admonished or talked-down to – they
were just quietly encouraged to improve the not-so-good bits of their
performances and generously praised for the best ones. The standard of
playing was, as expected, high, but the revelation of the morning was a late
entrant, quite a small boy who was ’squeezed in’ during the coffee break –
and therefore sadly heard by only a few of the audience. His playing was
so assured and mature that when he had finished Wallfisch simply stood
back and clapped him − a really moving moment for every single member
of the audience.
Martin Lee-Browne


CHETHAM’S 150TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
CHET’S OUTREACH WORK
This was another project celebrating the 150th anniversary. Supported
by the Delius Trust and the Delius Society it was built on a series of
concerts and masterclasses to which participants in the outreach learning
programme had access. The project comprised singing gospel workshops,
drawing on the time Delius spent on his father’s plantation in Florida,
which took place in a cluster of schools in both Manchester and Bradford
and focused on Years 6 and 7. This allowed schools to use the project
within their transition programme, working with their local secondary
school/feeder primary schools. Workshops took place in major city
20
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Children engaged in the Chetham’s School of Music Outreach Programme

centre venues in order to give participants the chance to sing alongside a
large group of other young people. It also provided a continuation and
development of the excellent work established in singing in school by the
Sing Up project. The workshops were facilitated by a professional gospel
animateur.
Schools were provided with support materials and copies of the
songs which could then be used in wider curriculum activities. There was
on-line support, including access to advice about teaching and singing
the songs, tips for good singing and vocal technique − as well as links to
information about Delius, his time in Florida on the plantation and how he
was influenced by the voices that he heard there. There was also guidance
on how gospel music has also influenced much contemporary music,
and comparisons and similarities were drawn between Delius pieces and
contemporary gospel music.
Attendance at the workshop was free of charge, the cost of teaching
resources was supported, and there were subsidised or free tickets to the
concert in Bradford reviewed later in this Journal.
The value of singing and music-making has been widely recognized
and workshops such as this, held in a venue outside school, and with forces
larger than can be usually brought together in a single school setting, build
21
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musical skill, confidence and encourage creativity amongst participants as
well as celebrating a local identity and creative musician.
The Outreach Programme Manager, Emma Cunliffe reported that the
days were a great success, with fantastic feedback from the children and
the teachers.
Michael Green
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CHETHAM’S 150th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
THE DELIUS PRIZE
We were privileged to be the very first users of this brand new and exciting
recital hall – part of Chet’s new building, itself part of a three-phase
development at a cost of nearly £50m which has been raised by the College
without any public funding − and it showed itself to be thoroughly ’fit for
purpose’! The conductor Lionel Friend was the adjudicator, with Roger
Buckley as his assistant, and there were four entries. The first was a cellist,
Michelle So from RNCM, accompanied by Yulia Verschinina, and they
played the Sonata and Fauré’s Pappilon. Technically, the performances
were very good, but one felt that they were not fully into the Delian idiom.
A most unusual and enterprising choice of music – the Seven Songs from the
Norwegian − immediately put the next competitor, Jon Stainsby, a student
at The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland in Glasgow, right into the running
– as did the fact that he sang them in what our President said was very
idiomatic Norwegian; although he excused a cold, it seemed to have little
effect on him. His pianist, Se Ho Lee, has a lovely touch and they worked
extremely well together. Jon’s baritone is nicely resonant, with just the
right depth and weight for Delius, and it was not difficult to imagine him,
later in his career, singing Sea Drift and Zarathustra quite thrillingly.

The Delius Prize 2012 contestants with Lionel Friend
Photo: Michael Green
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Alison Langer from the Guildhall School of Music, with Juliane
Gallant, then sang single songs by Fauré and Quilter, and then five by
Delius – including the two Verlaine settings. She has a very pleasant voice,
had clearly worked hard on her French, and the two of them formed a
good team, but ultimately she did not have that last sense of conviction.
The final performers, students at the Birmingham Conservatoire, were
Amy Littlewood and Hetti Price, accompanied by Jon French, with by
far the most significant work ever heard in the competition – the Double
Concerto. All three of them played with obvious enjoyment, and the music
flowed well – but, although John French coped gallantly, a piano is no
substitute for the full orchestra, and they gave the feeling that they, too,
had not quite got into the idiom.
It was a very hard decision for Lionel Friend to have to make, for
all the competitors were extremely good, and there would have been
few surprised members of the audience if any one of them won. It is
particularly difficult to judge a singer against an instrumentalist, and in
the end it probably comes down to musicality and an understanding of
the composer’s style. In the event, therefore, the £1000 Prize was won
by Jon Stainsby and Se Ho Lee − who showed such sympathy with the
music, were so professional in their platform manner and addressing the
audience, and seemed most likely to become a totally convincing advocate
for Delius’s vocal music.
Martin Lee-Browne

The winner Jon Stainsby, with his accompanist Se Ho Lee and Lionel Friend
Photo: Michael Green
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ERIC FENBY IN PHILADELPHIA
With the reprints of the tributes to Eric Fenby in the autumn 2012 issue of
The Delius Society Journal, I thought members in the UK especially might
be interested in knowing about Fenby’s two visits to Philadelphia. Late
in 1973 there was a collaboration between the Delius Society and the New
School of Music to plan for a Delius commemorative programme to be
held on 27th January 1974. Note that the Philadelphia Branch did not have
its first organisational meeting until 11th December 1976 but there were a
number of members here and in New York of the UK Delius Society at that
time, so we latched on to the name.
Bill Smith was the Associate Conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra
and also conductor of the New School Orchestra. He offered to conduct
On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring, Summer Night on the River, and The
Walk to the Paradise Garden. Davyd Booth who was later to become Vice
Chairman of the Philadelphia Branch and who had studied at The New
School but who had joined the Philadelphia Orchestra in 1973, would
accompany soprano Joan Monasevitch in six Delius songs. Eric Fenby
would open the evening with his familiar talk, Delius as I knew him and
later accompany Davyd in Delius’s Violin Sonata No.3.
All very nice! But this was my first go at producing a concert and I did
not have full control. The programme would be the third event held at the
new five-hundred seat Mandell Theatre at Drexel University and would be
the first concert. There was to be a two-tiered admission charge with the
higher amount entitled to a champagne reception following the concert.
The New School wanted about fifty of its donors to attend free, and of
course I would be responsible for the cost! There were many sleepless
nights to be sure.
The night before the concert Eric was due to be in New York
for a performance of Appalachia by the National Symphony Orchestra
under Antal Dorati, and the Howard University Chorus, which was an
African-American college chorus. I went over to Lincoln Centre for the
performance and rushed forwards at the end of the piece to say I would
meet Eric at 30th Street Station the following evening. That evening was
damp and foggy and on the warm side. I looked in vain for Fenby to come
up the stairs from the train platform. I went home, called the Barclay Hotel
on Ritten-House Square where he was booked and found he had somehow
evaded me and was ensconced in a large but rather faded room and had
ordered room service dinner. I went over and had a remarkable one-on25
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one conversation during a good meal. Afterwards I drove Eric around the
historic district of Philadelphia to allow him to at least get a glimpse of
some of the city.
Delius Society members manned the box office at the theatre on
the night of the concert, and I was still rather worried as advance sales
had not been very good. In the end there was a full house which saved
the day financially and which bowled over Eric when he appeared on
stage. Jim Keeler, Vice President of Programming at WFLN a commercial
radio station that broadcast only classical music and which is long gone,
introduced Fenby. The event was a huge success and is still talked about
here. Following the reception, Jim Keeler, Davyd Booth, Davyd’s mother,
Fenby and I returned to Davyd’s apartment where Mrs. Booth prepared a
steak dinner and we all, lubricated with good Scotch, had a grand evening
with Eric.
In 1979 Bill Ferris ran a Delius Festival in Chicago with his William
Ferris Chorale. Fenby, attended and the late David Duke and I flew out
for it returning to Philadelphia with Eric when he stayed with David at
his house in Chester, P.A. This time the occasion was our second AGM
on 20th May 1979. The pre-dinner Concert was held in the Parish House
of the 18th century St. Peter’s Church when Eric played the Violin Sonatas
Nos. 2 and 3 with Davyd Booth on a small upright piano that badly needed
tuning. Nevertheless, the event was memorable and many more Delians
had a chance to meet Eric on that occasion. We were privileged to have
had Eric with us twice.
Bill Marsh
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DELIUS IN 2012:
AN INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATION
AN INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to include below in this and the next edition of The Delius Society
Journal, reports concerning the lectures and presentations delivered in this
wonderful weekend at the British Library last September. We hope our readers,
particularly those who were not lucky enough to be there; will enjoy these accounts
of a really enjoyable, informative and worthwhile celebration. These reports aim to
provide a summary of the content of what was said at this event and do not pretend
to be a complete account of presentations. Any mistakes in or omissions from these
reports are my fault. (Ed.)
Martin Lee-Browne welcomed a large, enthusiastic audience to this
celebration of the 150th anniversary of the birth of Frederick Delius. The
audience heard that preparations for this conference have been under way
for nearly three years. An eminent group of speakers was assembled to
celebrate various aspects of the life and music of Delius. 2012 also marks
the 50th anniversary of the Delius Society. Membership numbers have in
fact remained quite stable for a number of years. A wealth of events and
concerts in this year reflect the interest in Britain and abroad in the life
and music of Delius. Events and activities of particular interest include an
exhibition in Germany of pictures by Delius’s friend Ida Gerhardi; and two
books on Delius which are both in preparation concerning various aspects
of Delius’s life and music. Thanks were given to the British Library, Roger
Buckley and all of our speakers, before the day’s events commenced, to
ensure everyone heard them.
Michael Green explained that this weekend had been in preparation for
two years. The group of Delius Society members tasked with preparing for
2012 spread the word in order to encourage both professional and amateur
orchestras and instrumental performers about the importance of this year
for Delius and his music. Organisations were encouraged to perform this
music. The Delius Society Committee thought that it was very important
for us to concentrate on the whole of Delius’s life, and not just the last few
years, so vividly described by Eric Fenby. It is important for people to know
about Delius the young, vigorous, gregarious musician, and not just the
elderly disabled recluse. This, it is felt, will be likely to attract more people
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to the music. There will not be another significant Delian anniversary until
2034 and so we are determined to make these celebrations a success. At the
last count we know of 215 concerts with a work by Delius included in the
programme. In recent years there has been a large increase in the number
of performances of Delius’s music by professional and amateur orchestras,
choral societies and instrumentalists. This can be seen in the Events sections
of The Delius Society Journal. The BBC included eight works by Delius in this
year’s Proms season. This was a most welcome and adventurous departure
from the BBC practice of recent years at the Proms. Our thanks must go to
the BBC for this and other Delius-related activities; in particular the film
made by John Bridcut and other coverage.
We currently have a fine promotional website, as well as facebook and
twitter pages which are thriving. Thanks to Karen Fletcher our publicity
goes from strength to strength.
Several important individual CDs and CD collections were mentioned,
including the EMI Beecham anniversary box set as well as the EMI Delius
website, Frederick Delius Apostle of Nature, and the superb 18-CD set entitled
Delius 150th Anniversary Edition. Another important group of CDs which
are currently appearing in the set conducted by Bo Holten, which when
completed will consist of a five-CD set: of Frederick Delius Norwegian
masterworks; Frederick Delius Danish Masterworks; Frederick Delius English
Masterworks; Frederick Delius French Masterworks and Frederick Delius
American Masterworks. The first two CDs appeared several years ago.
Another well-received recording which has appeared in 2012 is
A Mass of Life performed by The Bach Choir, soloists and the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra conducted by David Hill, on Naxos, to great critical
acclaim. The appearance on Heritage Records of The Delius Collection has
restored to circulation all of the recordings of music by Delius, conducted
and performed by Eric Fenby with a number of other important recordings
by prominent performers, and is warmly welcomed.
Michael mentioned various other important CDs which have
appeared, including the Somm recordings of Delius part-songs; a CD of
arrangements for two pianos of orchestral music, as well as a second CD
of piano arrangements of Delius’s orchestral music to be released soon.
These recordings have received support from The Delius Society. Stone
Records with support from The Delius Society has issued Paul Guinery’s
CD of music by Delius and his circle. We are delighted to see that a CD of
music performed by Digby Fairweather, To Frederick with Affection, is now
available. We will hear more about this later in the conference. The Delius
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Society has reissued a recording of Eric Fenby speaking about Delius in
1984, which first appeared as a radio programme, and this presents Dr.
Fenby in fine form reflecting on the composer, fifty years after Delius’s
death.
It is very satisfying that Mark Stone has completed his survey of all
of the songs of Delius on CD and that Julian Lloyd Webber has issued a
beautiful CD of arrangements for cello, of songs by Delius and Ireland.
Michael reminded us of the various performances of music by Delius
at various festivals in 2012, including: A Mass Of Life at the Edinburgh
International Festival; Sea Drift at the Three Choirs Festival; eight works at
the BBC Proms; A Village Romeo and Juliet in both London (Queen Elizabeth
Hall) and at the Wexford Festival. He also mentioned the Ealing Festival
held last October which was devoted to Dickens and Delius who both
celebrated anniversaries in 2012.
In conclusion Michael mentioned the Delius International Composition
Prize which attracted a large number of highly accomplished entries.
Again we will hear more of this prize and the prize-winner later in the
proceedings. After the introduction which gave the background to this
conference we proceeded to the lectures.
Paul Chennell


DELIUS TODAY: PUBLICATION, PERFORMANCE,
RECORDING AND RESEARCH
In this lecture, Dr. Lionel Carley gave us an outline of the achievements of
the Delius Trust and an overview of various current activities concerning
the music of Delius. Dr. Carley began as follows: ‘I don’t claim to be a
British composer’. Thus spake Delius, relatively late in his life. Did he
ever really write all that ‘English’ music with pastoral associations that
so many commentators have erroneously informed us that he did? Have
people been rather too busy trying to categorize Delius? A few words from
Edvard Grieg can illustrate how this sort of thing can happen. He explains
to Percy Grainger in 1906:
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‘[The Germans] tried me in the Wagner box, & I wouldn’t fit. And they
tried me in the Brahms box & that also didn’t do. They say: “he won’t
fit anywhere, therefore he can’t exist.” They couldn’t guess that I might
fit a little box of my own.’

That surely goes for Delius too, though the boxes into which he doesn’t fit
are, for Dr. Carley’s present purpose, perhaps national ones rather than
those relating specifically to Delius’s own musical language. Taking stock
during the course of this remarkable year one can surely see that critics or
writers seeking to place Delius in any single box are more than misguided
What 2012 has done Lionel Carley hoped, has been to reinforce the
proposition that Delius is neither English, American, German, French nor
Scandinavian. He is a little of all of these, based on a cultural, familial
and musical background that he possessed that is much wider than that
of most of those contemporaries of his whom one might well accept as
‘English’ composers. The study of Delius, his life and his music is moving
on apace in this 21st century. A number of factors have contributed to this,
and these are factors that Dr. Carley wished to lay before the audience.
In her Will, made just a year after her husband’s death, Delius’s
widow, Jelka, directed that the income of her residuary estate should be
applied towards ‘the advancement in England or elsewhere of the musical
works of my late husband Frederick Delius’, and that this should include
‘the publication and issue of a uniform edition of the whole body of the
works of my late husband or any part thereof or the publication and issue
of any separate work hitherto unpublished under the editorship of Sir
Thomas Beecham, Bart.’
This, in 1935, was the beginning of the Delius Trust, and Jelka required
of present and future trustees that they ‘obtain and faithfully observe the
advice and opinion of Sir Thomas Beecham’ in all aspects of the Trust’s
activities. Over the years from early on in the 20th century, Delius’s scores
had been published by a range of musical houses, and Delius, aware of
how unsatisfactory many of these publications had been, made it clear
that Beecham was to be entrusted with the preparation of the proposed
‘uniform edition’ of his works. ‘I wish you,’ he wrote to Beecham five years
before his death, ‘who so thoro’ly understand my music and who are the
one authority as to how it should be played – would re-edit my music as
you are planning. Nothing would please me better.’
What then was the purpose of this re-editing? Simply put, Delius’s
manuscripts, as Beecham himself wrote, ‘contained very few indications
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of changing time, marks of expression, dynamics or phrasing to guide or
instruct’ those who might study or perform them. As, gradually, Beecham
worked – and conducted – his way through the Delius repertoire, he added
his famous blue pencil markings to the scores, either directly into Delius’s
manuscripts or into published full scores. As Robert Threlfall succinctly
put it, Beecham had already recorded that ‘once the notes of a score had
been set down, Delius considered his task all but fully accomplished.’
But Beecham was a conductor in great demand in many parts of the
world and the promise he made to Jelka when she was virtually on her
deathbed to produce a uniform edition of Delius’s works was long-delayed
in its execution. Finally, in 1951 the first volumes of Beecham’s editions
appeared, beginning with Appalachia, Sea Drift and the Piano Concerto.
But then contractual problems for some time dogged the progress of the
Collected Edition. After Beecham’s death in 1961, the Trust relied on Eric
Fenby (who was not a member of the Trust) to edit a number of scores in
accordance with Beecham’s markings, and in some cases – where Beecham
had taken little or no interest in a work – he edited manuscript scores in a
manner that was consistent with Beecham’s. But it was not until the 1980s
that there came a major step forward. Delius expert and musicologist
Robert Threlfall, an adviser to the Trust, was charged with the completion
of the Collected Edition. He defined his task as:
‘(i) to present a clear musical text, as accurate as possible and in
accordance with Delius’s final intentions, and
(ii) to incorporate the revised dynamics and articulation etc. suggested
by Sir Thomas Beecham as a result of his practical experience in
performance.’

This vast and complex task was completed by Threlfall in 1993, although
some supplements were to appear in 1999. Threlfall’s expertise also meant
that a manuscript score like that of the early tone poem Hiawatha, almost
all there but lacking a number of bars a part of the way through, could be
completed (and published) by the construction of a short linking passage
based on material there in the rest of the score.
What does all this represent? It means that by the beginning of the 21st
century virtually every note of Delius’s compositions has been available in
crystal clear publication – in exactly the way Delius himself wished his
works to have been issued. There has been minor criticism of the fact that
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Beecham’s markings have been included, but who would willingly gainsay
the execution of the composer’s own wishes? Certainly not the Delius
Trust, committed to the clearest of instructions that Jelka, according to
her husband’s well-documented wishes, set down in her Will. However,
any performer is at liberty, of course, at any time to disregard editorial
markings at his or her own discretion, and in recent years one is well aware
of conductors – whose approach to and understanding of Delius’s muse
may well run parallel to that of Beecham – seeking to find fresh approaches
to individual works in interpretations that have nonetheless impressed,
without their having felt the need all-too-faithfully to follow Beecham’s
directions.
So – in overseeing the completion of the Collected Edition, the Delius
Trustees have ensured that the wishes of the composer have been fully
complied with, and perhaps the most important task that was set for the
Trust has now been fulfilled. The music is all there, readily available to
all of us. And, taking the question of accessibility one step further, the
completion of the Edition has enabled the Trust to donate, as an outright
gift, all of the Delius manuscript scores that were in its possession, to the
British Library, where they are accessible, whenever needed, to legitimate
scholars. Similarly the Trust has given copies of the published Edition to a
number of musical institutions at home and abroad.
‘With the honourable exception of the BBC Proms and isolated
performances elsewhere, his [Delius’s] music is being routinely ignored
this year, the 150th anniversary of his birth… It is as if a composer who
was disdainful of fashion during his lifetime (1862–1934) is determined to
remain unfashionable beyond the grave.’
Here we have one journalist’s view of Delius’s standing today,
published in a national daily in August 2012. Dr. Carley remarked that
those lines were written by a usually reliable and perspicacious critic
whose views most of the audience would, normally, be more than happy
to endorse. But how wrong he is in this instance.
The Delius Society’s all-embracing website, allied to that of the Delius
Trust, has ensured that all major performances of Delius’s works – and
particularly, of course, those in the UK – have been well-signalled in
advance this year. But 2012 activity has been much wider than concert
performance alone has suggested. There have already been festivals in the
United States, in France, London (Ealing), Manchester and Bradford. On
the day this lecture was delivered, Norway celebrated Delius in a weekend
festival in the mountainous district first visited by the composer as a young
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man, and Norwegian Television was there. In the early 1920s Delius had a
house built there for himself and his wife.
This Norwegian tribute includes both chamber and choral music
and, perhaps surprisingly, a guided hike up to the top of the mountain
made famous by Delius having been carried up there on his last visit to
the country he so loved. Had it not been for this celebratory weekend in
London, Dr. Carley said that he would have been there – although, alas,
these days he would probably have had to pass on the climb. Many years
ago, when he visited this beautiful part of the world, he found that the very
chair on which Delius had been carried by his wife, Percy Grainger and a
Norwegian friend was still there. Dr. Carley hoped it still is there.
There is also the matter of exhibitions, in 2012 almost always allied to
performances. Prom-goers will have found one such in the main gallery
of the Royal Albert Hall. Another, at the Barbican Music Library, was on

On the simple blue chair, Delius was carried up Liahovda. The rocking chair is
well-known from a 1922 photo of Delius. Today they are owned by Mette Øverli,
granddaughter of the farmer who sold Delius the plot for his cottage.
Photo: Andrew Boyle
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show until mid-September. The Delius Festival in Ealing in October 2012
similarly offered an exhibition, as did Manchester, with an exhibition
featuring Delius’s life in France – the country in which, after all, he spent
two-thirds of his life.
To all intents and purposes (and putting to one side one isolated
performance in Oslo in 1891 and another in Monte-Carlo in 1894), Delius
performance history started in Germany in 1897, when the conductor Hans
Haym started to programme his music in Elberfeld. Although there was
that again isolated, if extraordinarily wide-ranging concert in London in
1899, English performance history only dates from 1907, when Beecham
first heard Delius’s music given in London under the baton of another
German conductor. It is, then, above all to Germany and to England that
we owe the wider dissemination of Delius’s music in the first half of the
20th century. In England there would be little falling-off of favour until the
1970s, when – oh so slowly – Delius’s music appeared to go out of fashion.
In Germany the trajectory had been different. One frequently hears
today that Delius was played extraordinarily often in Germany until the
First World War, after which decline set in. This is nonsense, as Delius’s
music was a common fixture in German concert halls throughout the 1920s
and certainly into the mid-1930s. Again in the 1950s there were conductors
like the ever-faithful Carl Schuricht who were still willing to play Delius
– Sea Drift in particular – and Schuricht’s performances on German radio
are still being picked up from the broadcast archives by the longestserving German member of the Delius Society, Hans Peter Dieterling.
Interestingly, since the 1980s it has been German and Swiss opera houses
to which we most often have to look for productions of Delius’s operas.
Each of Delius’s six operas, with just the exception of Irmelin, has been
given in the German-speaking world since 1980, two of them in several
distinct productions. In October 2012 A Village Romeo and Juliet began its
second run in that year in Karlsruhe, a month during which – incidentally
– this particular opera gained its first-ever production in Ireland.
It is of course beyond the scope of this paper to record more examples
in different parts of the world in respect of concert and opera performances,
except perhaps to register the seeds at last of an interest in this music in
France – a country which hitherto has largely declined to take note of a
composer who made his permanent home there.
The first notable Delius discography was expertly compiled for the
Delius Society by two of its earliest members, Stuart Upton and Malcolm
Walker. Walker was at the time Assistant Editor of Gramophone magazine
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and would be appointed full Editor in 1973. Their discography, published
by the Society in 1969, was a comprehensive work and one much needed
at the time. Many, many Delius recordings later, we now have in 2012 an
up-to-date and considerably enlarged catalogue compiled by discographer
and former editor of the Delius Society Journal Stephen Lloyd, who was
appointed Adviser to the Delius Trust three years ago.
The first recording of Delius’s music dates back to the acoustic
era. This was by courtesy of Columbia records in May 1923 and was an
abridged version of the first Dance Rhapsody, with Henry Wood conducting
the New Queen’s Hall Orchestra.
Thomas Beecham’s first orchestral recording did not come until
December 1927, when he conducted, for Columbia, the Royal Philharmonic
Society Orchestra in On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring. He was not, then,
the first conductor to commit any of Delius’s orchestral works to disc,
as has sometimes been averred, preceded as he was by Wood, Eugene
Goossens and Percy Fletcher, as well as by Barbirolli and Stanley Chappell
in other short pieces.
However, with the founding of the first ‘Delius Society’ – a recording
project entered into in November 1934 with Columbia Records – came
the Society’s first volume, with Beecham as both ‘Artistic Director’ and
conductor in seven 12” 78 rpm recordings. Two further volumes followed
in 1936 and 1938. Here then were the first serious examinations of a range
of Delius’s works, including Paris, Eventyr, Sea Drift, In a Summer Garden (of
which there had nonetheless been an earlier recording), Over the Hills and
Far Away, and Appalachia, among a number of other first-ever recordings of
shorter orchestral and choral works.
A similar enterprise was to follow in May and July of 1948, when
Beecham made the first full recording of any Delius opera – A Village Romeo
and Juliet – in two volumes (issued under the title of The Delius Fellowship)
and consisting of 12 12” 78s.
The advent of the long-playing record meant that recordings of
Delius’s works became relatively everyday events, a process accelerated in
the CD era. Dr. Carley would go so far as to say that today we have an odd
imbalance, in that the prolixity of commercial recordings of Delius’s works
over the course of many years does contrast with the relative paucity of
products of the concert hall or of radio broadcasting – certainly over the
past 40 years. At least 2012 has done something to correct this imbalance.
And we must, of course, happily acknowledge the arrival of a considerable
number of new recordings this year, including commemorative box sets
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from HMV, Decca and others – a phenomenon that has been exceedingly
welcome.
Finally, where recordings are concerned, a grateful nod to the
successors of the likes of Beecham, Del Mar, and Mackerras (and indeed
to today’s instrumentalists of the calibre of Tasmin Little and Julian LloydWebber, among others). David Lloyd-Jones, Andrew Davis, Mark Elder
and Bo Holten have proved themselves to be excellent and committed
torch-holders for this composer. Less than three months ago, in a review
of Danacord’s issue of Delius’s English Masterworks, the prime French
classical music website carried a heading in the form of a question: ‘Bo
Holten, best successor to Beecham in Delius?’ To this question Dr. Carley
gave just one answer and it’s a positive one. Bo Holten’s magnificent series
of five Masterworks discs was concluded at the end of 2012 with the release
of Danacord’s American Masterworks. True successor to Beecham indeed,
as the Aarhus Symphony Orchestra is to Beecham’s own Delius-suffused
orchestras.
The first biography of the composer, published when Delius was in
his mid-forties, was written by a distinguished German musicologist Max
Chop, and was issued over a hundred years ago. Almost symmetrically a
century later came a second book in German devoted exclusively to Delius.
Published in 2008, it takes the form of ten essays by various writers on
aspects of Delius’s music, and it has a particularly interesting piece on the
reception of that music over the years in the German-speaking countries.
The publication in 2002 of the programme book for the Cagliari
Opera’s production of A Village Romeo and Juliet resulted in an opus of
some 200 pages which could well be said to be the only real Italian guide
to Delius’s life and music.
From the land in which Delius chose to live for most of his life, one
might well say that there virtually has been a wall of silence until the
publication just two years ago of Jérôme Rossi’s path-breaking biography
Frederick Delius, which he subtitles A Celebration of his Life.
Otherwise it is above all to England that we have still to look for
detailed examination of our composer’s life and work, though signs of
expansion and change are now becoming evident. Looking back, we see
that the first biography in English – like that of Max Chop, published
during Delius’s lifetime – was the Heseltine book dating from 1923. There
followed the well-known books by Clare Delius, Eric Fenby, Arthur
Hutchings, Beecham and Christopher Palmer, all opening up the field little
by little.
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We must not forget, either, other source-works – books brought into
print by distinguished writers who have often come, too, from the ranks of
the Delius Society – Lyndon Jenkins on Beecham and Delius, John Boulton
Smith on Edvard Munch and Delius, and Stephen Lloyd on Eric Fenby’s
writings. Recently we have also had a scholarly examination of Delius’s
complex relations with his publishers, the cooperative work of Robert
Threlfall and Robert Montgomery.
Robert Threlfall’s scholarly catalogues had at last taken us to the heart
of the matter, examining Delius’s scores and their history in great detail,
with more than a nod to Rachel Lowe Dugmore’s meticulous Catalogue of
the Music Archive of the Delius Trust, which appeared in 1974. Dr. Lionel
Carley’s several books on Delius, published between 1975 and 1998, went
back as far as possible to primary sources, above all the thousands of letters
in the Delius Trust’s archive and elsewhere, and have sought to provide an
accurate survey of the composer’s life – on which other writers could, he
hopes, largely rely.
A full bibliography of essays and other writings on our composer
would present an enormous challenge. All one can say is that many
hundreds (the inclusion of, say, significant concert reviews and other such
writings would certainly take us into the many thousands) have been
written in the course of the past century and longer, and come from many
countries. Mary Huismann’s 2005 Frederick Delius: A Guide to Research does
provide in some 270 pages a hugely useful document for scholars, listing
some 1200 articles and ‘related materials’, together with a discography.
Among such writings are inevitably a large tranche of essays published
over the course of the past fifty years in the Delius Society Journal and in a
number of the Society’s newsletters. Dr. Carley wished to mention here
the excellent work of Society member David Tall, whose expertise has
recently made our Journal available over the internet.
Finally, a look ahead. Already signalled and already in the writing are
books by a partnership of Martin Lee-Browne and Paul Guinery, by Roger
Buckley, by Jeremy Dibble, and by Daniel Grimley. Furthermore in France
Jérôme Rossi will be publishing in book form the papers given at the Delius
Seminar organised at the Sorbonne in May this year, and broadcaster and
Delius scholar Michel Fleury is preparing the first French book which will
be devoted exclusively to the music of Delius.
Dr. Carley hoped he would be forgiven for not having mentioned,
in this short space of time, performances, recordings and written works
which, in other circumstances would have earned their place in the light,
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but hoped that it will have become clear from this abbreviated survey how
healthily alive and well Delius and his works have emerged into this 21st
century of ours.
Paul Chennell


DELIUS AND FRANCE:
A CONTEMPORARY FRENCH VIEW
Dr. Jerome Rossi presented this lecture and began by recalling that in May
2012, he organized a study day devoted to the relationship between Delius
and France. Today, it is important to show how Delius is perceived in
France, a country that still has difficulty in acknowledging this composer,
even though he chose to live there and had composed an orchestral
nocturne in praise of Paris.
Dr. Rossi divided his study in to two parts: Delius in the French general
musical press and Delius in the French specialist press. Concerning the
French general musical press between 1987 and 2012 he said that ten years
ago he undertook a study concerning how the major English composers
appeared in the most important French newspaper Le Monde between 1987
and 2001.
We heard that the most common names were those of Sir Edward
Elgar and Frederick Delius, whilst Ralph Vaughan Williams obtained an
honorable mention. During this study, Dr. Rossi noticed that journalists
continued to convey the perennial clichéd view of English music as boring
and outdated. However, some of them sought to be better informed
concerning this kind of music, in particular with regard to Delius’s works.
‘Perhaps it is time to pay more attention to Elgar, Delius, Vaughan
Williams, Tippett and lots of other British composers who deserve it.’
‘In France, it’s time to discover the symphonic poems and operas of this
British composer Delius, Gauguin’s friend, who passed half of his life
at Grez-Sur-Loing.’
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Listening to A Village Romeo and Juliet, Alain Lompech declared:
‘A little stunned with all this musical strength, we wonder why this opera isn’t
performed on the French stage. It would triumph.’

Ten years later, in our new study from 2001 to 2012, still in Le Monde,
we can only note that these calls didn’t receive any response. English
composers’ works are still rarely programmed in France and, even worse,
the number of planned performances of these composers during 2001-12
mentioned in Le Monde, has declined.
Only the number of performances of Gustav Holst’s works has
increased, whereas the number of performances of works by Elgar, Delius
and Vaughan Williams has declined. The decrease in the popularity of
Delius’s music in this second period can be explained by the publicity
which he had enjoyed during the first period following the broadcast of A
Village Romeo and Juliet on Arte, and the story reported in the French press
concerning the use of Delius’s music to deter vandals from gathering at
railway stations in Newcastle. This particular story caused much interest
in the French media. Similar publicity has not been forthcoming for this
music in recent years.
In the first period considered in the study, ‘nostalgic’, ‘melancholic’
and ‘dreaming’ were the most frequently used words to describe Delius’s
music, while his symphonic poems were considered as ‘charming and
sensual’. This music’s main qualities lay in the orchestration: and its
nuances of orchestral writing call to mind the music of Debussy. However,
some critics reject Delius’s art and reject his pieces as ‘sickly sweet’ or
‘sentimental’.
In the second study, if Delius is less often mentioned, we note that
negative critics are not so prominent. Here are some comments which
have been published:
‘…….the evanescent Brigg Fair of Frederick Delius whom the British
wrongly consider as the most soporific of their composers, needs
careful consideration, and we admire the receptivity of the public.’
‘Can we imagine, in Paris, hundreds of people rushing to the British
soprano Carolyn Sampson, who sang some unknown settings
[insolentes raretés] such as Gerald Finzi’s melancholic English melodies
or the sensual French Melodies – very close to Debussy’s work − of
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Frederick Delius settings of Verlaine’s poems?’

It is quite strange that these two critics praise Delius by showing the
understanding of foreign audiences.
‘Contrary to the often repeated view, English opera didn’t begin with
Britten’s Peter Grimes in 1945. Frederick Delius, Gustav Holst and some other
composers had already produced fine operas in the period after Purcell and
before Britten.’

Other articles speak of the ‘splendid cantata Sea Drift’, the ‘wonderful
Danish songs’ and the ‘wonderful and unknown opera Fennimore and
Gerda’, considered by the critic as ‘one of the most secret pearls of Elisabeth
Söderström’s discography.’
Turning to Delius in the French specialist musical press, Dr. Rossi
remarked that the enthusiastic commentary of critics regarding Delius in
the articles published in Le Monde during the period 2001 – 2012 is echoed
in similarly enthusiastic articles published in the specialist French musical
press.
Two discs of concertos under Andrew Davis’s direction and a
compilation of rare or unpublished compositions – bringing together the
Lebenstanz, Poem of Life and Love, Irmelin Suite and A Village Romeo and Juliet
suite – conducted by David Lloyd-Jones, were reviewed by Jean-Charles
Hoffelé in the French magazine Diapason. We note that they are the only
reviews devoted to recordings of music by Delius over this period of
eleven years. This enthusiasm for Delius has to be linked with the 150th
anniversary of his birth, the two reviews ending with an allusion to this
celebration.
About David Lloyd-Jones’s recording, Jean-Charles Hoffelé
complimented the ‘lovely direction’ of the conductor.
‘This disc illustrates the impact of Nietzsche, which remained with
Delius throughout his life. If Lebenstanz (1901, revised 1912) was
written for the drama of Helge Rode La Ronde se déroule, this is a
dancing Zarathustra which emerges from the Dionysian whirl of the
orchestra. Nietzsche was still in mind when Delius wrote Poem of
Life and Love (1918), hymn to the Norwegian landscapes dear to the
composer (and the first recording).’
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During the last few months the French website Res Musica has devoted
several pages to Delius. They interviewed Dr. Rossi, Lionel Carley and Bo
Holten. They gave high praise to his masterworks series. They see in Bo
Holten a potential successor to Thomas Beecham. The English masterworks
CD conducted by Bo Holten has received a ‘choc’ distinction awarded by
Classica.
The publication of Dr. Rossi’s book in September 2010 caused a big
reaction in the specialist press. He chose to focus on French critics’ reviews
which were only concerned with the composer. Overall, they mentioned
many of his works and this shows the critical favour he enjoys among
performers. The most frequently mentioned works of Delius were A Mass
of Life and A Village Romeo and Juliet.
Most of the articles start by expressing their regret that this composer
and English musicians in general are ignored. Then, there are a few
comments on the difficulty in locating this composer in a national
framework, which puts him on the margin. Concerning the French
disinterest in Delius, Le Toquin asks what’s wrong with Delius?
‘So, what’s wrong with Delius? Actually, lots of things. He is a sound
poet and not a structure builder, and this is what offends French
sensitivity to clarity and construction. His main musical influences
come from northern music, especially Grieg, and African-American
melodies. Delius died in 1934 and it is only today that France is
discovering that there is great music north of Hamburg and Berlin!
His taste for society life and visits to fashionable circles? If he gave in
to this necessity, it was only followed by retreat to the country and to
meditation. Concerts? Even for his own work, he avoided them, for
example, in 1901 when he was popular in Germany. Does he deeply
change music, erasing the past? Not at all. Does he preach to his
contemporaries, does he surround himself with followers, as a kind of
patriarch? None of this; and he preferred painters to musicians.’

His situation as an outsider doesn’t prevent him occupying an
important place in the pantheon of the main Western composers in the
opinion of French specialist critics.
‘But if we can grant a place, and posterity seems to agree with this, to
Ravel, Falla, Prokofiev, Shostakovich, Poulenc and many others, Delius
deserves to be among them.’
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And, once discovered, Delius’s work is admired by critics for its
scope and its diversity. To define it, Delius’s music calls for terms usually
employed in the visual arts, the link with Impressionist painting suggests
itself: As in the general press, the sense of nostalgia that is part of his music
is highlighted by critics.
In June 2012 a major article by Michel Fleury appeared in the
magazine Classica. He returns to all these points in more detail, making a
synthesis between general and specialist French critics. He regrets the lack
of knowledge of Delius in France.
Like his favorite writers Walt Whitman and Jens Peter Jacobsen,
Delius was a marginal figure, a vagabond without true ties. Delius was an
autodidact, he preferred instinct to scholarship. His music is as marginal
as its composer: it follows its own ways, its own science − a complex
science, but one that owes nothing to others.
More than any other musicians, he is nature’s painter, the wealth of
all his journeys’ experiences is reflected in his abundance of experience.
Pantheistic fusion with nature is essential to him: man takes his strength
by looking at Nature. That was one of the things he learned from reading
Also Sprach Zarathustra, a book that soon became his bedtime reading. A
Poem of Life and Love is one of his most beautiful symphonic poems (1918).
Nature is the symbol of life and love; to Delius, love is inextricably linked
to the natural setting and the nearby mountains are the spectacular symbol
of the endless love between Sali and Vreli in A Village Romeo and Juliet (1899
– 1900), which is doubtlessly one of the most poignant and great operas of
his time.
Delius mixed humanity and nature. This great score The Song of
the High Hills allows us to compare pantheist frescos of Delius to much
more impressionist works, such as those of Debussy. Objectively, the
impressionism of Debussy offers a sound equivalent of natural phenomena.
Delius, however, conveys the feeling and the emotions invoked by nature,
so that the major part of the evocation is imagined by the listener when
he hears the message of the music: and removing the two clarinet notes
of the cuckoo, in his most famous work, wouldn’t change anything for
the listener. The impressionist method of Delius is indirect; he modulates
feeling: he is a romantic impressionist.
When Michel Fleury returns to the importance of nostalgia of
past happiness (Sea Drift, Songs of Sunset, Cynara) in Delius’s music, he
immediately adds that it’s compensated for by the strength of the vital
impulse in music such as The Song of the High Hills.
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More than in Debussy and Ravel, the choir or the soloist singing in
the background transmits a remarkable feeling of ecstasy, of eternity, of
vastness (A Mass of Life, Appalachia, Fennimore and Gerda, The Song of the
High Hills). There are also some regrets because behind the ecstasy, he
highlights the tragedies of the human condition, the acute awareness of
the ephemeral character of beauty, love and joy. Fleury emphasizes the
beautiful expression of ‘sad joy’.
General critics and specialist critics have repeated their desire to make
Delius better known to the French public. Recent news seems to give hope
to Dr. Rossi, who learned last week, that the Opera Bastille – which is the
biggest musical institution in France – will give a tribute to Delius in two
concerts. Now we can reasonably hope that an opera house in France will
present a Delius opera one day!
Paul Chennell


DELIUS AND THE SETTING OF LANGUAGE
Dr. Nora Sirbaugh presented this lecture and began by saying that
studying his songs confirmed her recognition of Delius’s extraordinary ear
for the prosody of languages. Prosody can be defined as the intonation,
stress and rhythm of speech. His awareness of prosody is evident in the
original setting of each text as well as in the re-setting of many of those
songs for publication in the chosen languages of the publishers.
Dr. Sirbaugh thinks that Delius was able to capture the rhythms and
sonorities of the languages he set and incorporate those qualities into his
musical settings of a language. Furthermore, while resigned to publishing
in translation, Delius sought to control the published translations to fit not
only the music, but the ethos of the poem more accurately.
What also emerges in examining these settings is Delius’s poetic
sensibilities. While Eric Fenby is known to have observed that Delius
declaimed poetry poorly, one only has to listen to many great poets of the
early 20th century declaim their own poetry, Robert Frost being a famous
example, to know that verbal declamation does not reflect a general skill
with language. In crafting his best songs, it is clear that Delius reflected
upon the punctuation and structure of his chosen texts in setting them to
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music. Like many composers, he often opted to leave stanzas and lines
out, even repeat lines, but with a view to reflecting his particular reading
of a poem, reminding us why so many poets dislike having their poetry
set. Edward T. Cone has written a very fine essay on this, observing that
in many ways these settings reflect a personal reading of a poem—as when
one pauses to savour a phrase, or re-read a particularly moving passage.
While Delius may not have easily read Scandinavian languages, and in
fact, probably read the poets first in German translation, he had an ear
for their rhythm and sonority. In Danish, Delius heard a language with
familiar Germanic linguistic roots, with links to English phonology to make
it seem almost familiar. Stress in Danish is usually on the first syllable of
a word with accommodations to adjust for prefixes, prepositional groups
and, like English, a word’s position in a sentence. In conjunction with
this, is a similar English habit of ‘swallowing’ syllables — or blurring
syllabification.
For this talk, Dr. Sirbaugh chose to examine Delius’s approach to
Drachmann’s Lyse Nætter (På Stranden), first set in 1891, subsequently set
again around 1893-5, and set (both ways) into English for publication. The
second was also published in French in 1901, and a German translation by
Jelka exists. Clearly, he loved this poem.
Basically, the two Danish versions show two approaches with the
same core concepts. Both are marked in slow tempi, both are rooted in
an E flat tonality, and both seek to portray the quiet of evening tide on the
shore through the rhythmic gesture of the piano. Both also have extremely
slow harmonic rhythms. In the first version he worked with his favourite
compound time of 6/8 — moving into 4/8 when the poet looks back in time;
while the second is in 4/4 throughout. This 4/4 treatment is more static,
more ‘restful’, and ultimately, Dr. Sirbaugh thinks, the more successful
setting.
If you look at the setting of the Danish, you see that the rhythmic
structure of the vocal line is stressed identically — you could say that one
bar of the 4/4 version equates to two of the 6/8. Besides placing dominant
syllables on the principal beats, BOTH his settings reflect an understanding
of some exceptions to that ‘first syllable gets the stress in Danish’.
For example, when words begin with the letter u in Danish, that
first syllable is stressed, as in uden, and Delius places it on a stronger
beat. However, when the u is a prefix, uendelige, it is weak, and Delius
sets it accordingly, as with all the prefixes: ----see the prefix weakly set on
vemodig.
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Also, double consonants in a word in Danish usually mean a
preceding short vowel, and Delius’s setting reflects that prosody as well:
note the rhymed Pletter and Nætter.
Comparing the two English versions, Dreamy Nights and Summer
Nights (On the Sea Shore), note that Delius actually created two different
translations to accommodate the different settings.
In the first version Delius tried to capture the original structure of the
Drachmann poem, both in the rhyme scheme he created and in the syllabic
count of each line (minus the feminine endings of the Danish).
He then inserted this translation into the exact same mould of the
1891 Danish version — much like a translation written for publication
— and perhaps that’s why the resulting insertion into the existing song
is awkward at times, with single-syllable English words singing over the
multiple pitches of the multi-syllable Danish words.
The songs are identical, and demonstrate the care Delius took in
crafting an English language version for publication which fit the notes.
But it is poor poetry. As he matured as a composer, he avoided this trap by
FIRST translating texts into the expected publication language and THEN
setting that to music. Perhaps this is where he first learned this?
The 4/4 setting is an entirely different, and quite frankly, superior
translation, as is the song. While Delius sought basically to maintain
the syllable count in the poem, trying to retain the rhythmic integrity, he
totally abandoned the rhyme scheme in favour of an attempt to capture in
English the atmosphere of the poem.
Clearly, the skeleton of the second Danish setting is the framework
of this second English version. What is of interest is how he altered the
song to accommodate the English, and maybe too, a clearer sense of poetic
meaning as a result of his better translation. Note the attention to nuance
of language.
The Danish begins with the preposition ‘on’ [På] an eighth note
[quaver] pick up. The English translation begins with ‘no leaflet’ — a
determining adjective that has more weight and gets a quarter note
[crotchet] anacrusis.
In the next line – simple pick up eighth (quaver) for the definite article
‘the’ which is not in the Danish, and then the lovely tied quarter [crotchet]
plus triplet figuration on ‘silvery’ replacing the two word, crotchet (qtr)+
two quavers (eighths) of her ruler. The qtr/eighth construction allows for
stress on the first syllable of ruler. The triplet more accurately expresses
the prosody of three syllables of a single English word.
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Dr. Sirbaugh said that in fact the entire line is a lovely shifting of
syllables to set the English comfortably. Of particular interest is how he
redesigns the line ‘I Himlen smeltes ind de bløde Vover,’ when it is in the
English garb of ‘The heavens seem to melt into the waves’. Setting aside
the pitch changes from the Danish version, notice that Delius eliminates
the appoggiatura in the vocal line at ‘Vover’ to settle immediately on the
monosyllabic ‘waves’. And he maintains that same thematic material
— E flat in the piano part — just moving its location. By doing this, he
accommodates the new language but keeps the musical concept he’d
created in the Danish version.
Now, ignoring the melodic changes wrought in this re-working of
the Danish version, note the comfortable prosody in each language. Dr.
Sirbaugh marked for the audience the spots which correspond to make it
clearer to connect.
While the addition of bars in the English version between sections
allows the song to breathe more, it also demarks that portion of the poem
which leaves the present to reflect back in time. Consider the fact that the
poem is one long stanza without breaks, and perhaps the initial setting
sought to respect that, while the English version recognized the need to
express the mood change with space.
Then with similar space, Delius returns us to the present at ‘Half sad,
half glad’. In the Danish version, there is a colon and break, which Delius
incorporates in the music before the final phrase. The final phrase ‘De
lyse Nætter, ak de lyse Nætter!’ in the Danish version falls elegantly in the
framework of Danish prosody. ‘Those summer nights, oh those twilight
nights!’ The English setting shifts slightly since in translating, Delius gives
us the TWO understood meanings of ‘lyse Nætter’ in Danish — long AND
twilit summer nights, with the simple long note on ‘nights’ reflecting the
single syllable English word.
It is this elegant English version which Delius orchestrated for his 1899
London concert. We can never be sure what the final DANISH version
might have looked like and Robert Threllfall has warned that restoring
the original Danish texts must recognize that Delius always modified the
accentuations for his translations as published, but in recording this song,
Bo Holten beautifully re-inserted the Danish back in a manner that reflects
the new musical choices Delius made in re-working the song into English.
Dr. Sirbaugh felt the need to include a French song because of the
unique character of French prosody. It is the French language’s prosody
which she believes contributes to the distinctive nature of the sound of
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French music, and the great French mélodies. Most European languages,
English included, are marked by strong and weak accents. But French has
no such feature, using duration as a means of stress rather than accent.
French words do not have innate stress, as in English. Accents occur at the
phrase level (not the word level, as in English) and are variable, depending
upon the phrase context. Words of more than one syllable typically have
a defined point of emphasis in English — and that may vary even within
the language — As Dr. Sirbaugh remarked; ‘you have controversies we
have controversies!’ Furthermore, the tonic accent in English diminishes
the length and resonance of the surrounding syllables, whereas the stress
on the final syllable in French has no diminishing or varying effect on the
preceding syllables. Consider Debussy.
Dr. Sirbaugh remarked that most English poetry is built upon regular
patterns of stress and unstressed syllables, traditionally scanned as feet.
Hence, one senses an underlying metrical pulse or beat. Not so in French.
In French, the rhythmic shape of each line is determined by the way in
which the poet chooses to dispose the words, and the pattern of one line
does not predict the pattern of the next. French verse has traditionally
relied on a precise syllable count both to highlight its status as poetry and
also to distinguish different meters. We were advised to keep in mind that
they regard meters as measurements of syllables and NOT organization of
strong and weak beats. Differences in line length are extremely important
to the French poet. In French poetry you know by placement in the line
where the stress lies — in an alexandrine, for example, traditionally at the
6th and 12th syllable. French stress is phrase-related, whereas stress in
English remains linked primarily to individual words.
Then there is the handling of the mute e—in spoken French it
disappears. However, it is critical to French poetry and is said as a schwah.
The rules of French poetry as relates to the mute e are (1) at the end of
line, NOT included in syllable count. (2) WITHIN the line, it does count
UNLESS the word immediately following is elided. (3) And the mute e can
NEVER count as a stressed syllable.
Dr. Sirbaugh thinks that Delius was aware of these aspects of French
and that such knowledge contributed to his ability to successfully set
Verlaine, whose poetic sensibilities so clearly meshed with Delius’s. His
correspondence with his German publishers reveals his attention to the
importance of the language. Understandably, they sought to make these
songs available to a wide audience by including multiple translations of
the texts, but Delius vetoed the possibility of an English translation in the
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French songs. In addition, he was known to object strenuously to some of
the more banal ‘singable’ translations supplied with his music.
Il pleure dans mon coeur is dated at 1895, by which time Delius had been
in residence in Paris for eight years. Delius is ambiguous as to his key —
sliding between B flat minor and D flat minor and their dominant seventh
harmonies. This ambiguity mirrors the two themes of the poem — raining
outside and inside.
The poem reflects this mood not only in the obvious text, but in
construction. In examining the rhyme scheme, the following pattern
emerges: The first, third, and fourth stanzas are rime suffisante — just
tonic vowel and following consonant rhyme, and the second stanza is rime
pauvre — only tonic vowel rhymes.
In French poetry, rhyme degree has an expressive function: utilizing
rime pauvre and suffisante conjures up the prosaic, the uninspired, the
weary. Verlaine’s rhyme scheme, combined with the unrhymed line in
each quatrain, suggests that the poet lacks the energy and will to attempt
anything more elaborate. and emphasizes the meaning of the text.
Furthermore, the quatrains of French poetry are either rimes croisées
(abab) or rimes embrassées (abba). Verlaine suggests the first, but utilizes
the second. The second gives greater unity and self-absorption — a sense
of enclosure. But by suggesting one and then doing the other, perhaps
he was expressing the sense of being trapped. More than one third of
Verlaine’s poems are alexandrines (12 syllables). This one is deliberately
hexasyllabic (6), or half — again suggesting an inability to make the effort
to complete an alexandrine. All of these structural aspects emphasize the
meaning of the poem.
In setting the poem, Delius gave the melodic material into the hands
of the pianist. His opening theme is found in the piano. The second theme,
also in the piano, is derived from that first theme. The repetition again and
again of these themes contributes to the sense of weariness — evident in
Verlaine’s poetic construction, with the rising use of accidentals reflecting
the poet’s rising anguish. By shifting the burden of the thematic material
to the instrument rather than the voice, Delius frees the voice to a more
parlando style that better reflects the prosody of French — one built on
duration rather than pulse.
Dr. Sirbaugh asked the audience to note that Verlaine structured
this poem in quatrains, which Delius observes with breaks in the vocal
part. Furthermore, in stressing words within lines, Delius respects the
more subtly French syllabic subdivision of the poetic line, 3+3. As at ‘Qui
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penetre mon coeur’ by lengthening the note, in a distinctly French fashion.
Note too how he understands the LACK of stress on that mute E in the
very first phrase, and its absence from pronunciation at the elision of
‘comme il’.
Finally, there is Verlaine’s enjambment in the final quatrain. While
enjambment, the running on of the thought from one line, couplet, or
stanza to the next without a syntactical break, is common to English
poetry, it is very unusual in French. Because of French’s more autonomous
lines, enjambment carries a greater shock value. Verlaine’s poem has an
enjambment after ‘pourquoi’ (why) — thus isolating the particular word
and giving it attention and stress. In reading the poem, going to the next
line would slow the reader down, lingering over the word. Please note
that the original poem has NO punctuation after pourquoi — the published
song has a comma, which dilutes that poetic impact. That comma seems to
now occur throughout most books on French vocal literature, but doesn’t
belong there.
See how Delius places that sixth syllable of the line on the longest note
of the phrase, on a downbeat — respecting the hexasyllabic stress, stops the
dripping rain motive, and then spins out a rallentando over the harmonic
shift in a kind of musical enjambment. In returning to the opening theme
and finally, the rain pattern in the piano, which then subsides and sinks
back into the opening b flat tonality in the postlude, Delius creates the
same sense of weariness and enclosure created by Verlaine’s use of rimes
embrassées.
The tragedy of such great songs as this is that because it was composed
by an Englishman, it does not appear in most catalogues of French art song,
nor is it listed under French repertoire in most vocal literature books — a
notable exception is Graham Johnson’s A French Song Companion. Thus,
it is seldom heard.
Dr. Sirbaugh finished with a recording of just the last stanza of Il pleure
with Anthony Rolfe Johnson and Eric Fenby, to illustrate the enjambment.
Paul Chennell
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DELIUS, JEBE AND JACOBSEN
This lecture was given by Professor John Bergsagel who began with an
apology. When he wrote his lecture he had reluctantly abandoned hope
of being able to include a music example that he considered central to his
subject. Very recently however, due to the help from Bo Holten and others,
the missing example has become available and this has meant the paper has
had to be rewritten. This music is a world premiere performance lasting
eight and a half minutes.
Though Sigmund Freud may have said that there is no such thing as
an accident, Professor Bergsagel remarked that it is difficult to know what
else to call Delius’s early encounter, at the age of 19, with the countries of
Scandinavia, which were to be of such decisive importance to the further
course of his life. The natural beauty of the three countries, Sweden,
Norway and Denmark, was each in its way a source of deep satisfaction
and inspiration to Delius and learning the language (Dano-Norwegian
would have done for all three countries) opened up a literary world, which
just at that time was enjoying a period of particular richness in both prose,
poetry and drama. So receptive was he to these influences that a reviewer
of the first full concert of his music in his native England in 1899 assumed
that the then virtually unknown composer was of Scandinavian descent.
At the beginning of the 1890s the early influence of the great
Norwegians Ibsen and Bjørnson was succeeded by that of a number of
Danish writers such as Helge Rode, Ludvig Holstein, Holger Drachman
and, in particular, Jens Peter Jacobsen, in whose works both Delius and
Jebe found inspiration.
Handicapped by ill-health, Jacobsen, who died of tuberculosis at
the age of 38, achieved only a limited literary production, yet his works
already in his own lifetime exerted an astonishing influence on literary
developments in Scandinavia and throughout Europe and are still today
held in high esteem. In Denmark he is considered the first modernist in
Danish literature, while in the German-speaking world, he is considered a
pioneer of symbolism.
Professor Bergsagel remarked that Delius in particular seems to have
been responsive to Jacobsen’s art, culminating with the magnificent setting
of An Arabesk (1911). In choosing to set An Arabesk Delius courageously
accepted the challenge of one of Jacobsen’s most mysterious and darkly
symbolic poems. How did he cope with setting music to one of Jacobsen’s
most original and disturbing texts? Professor Bergsagel thinks it is beyond
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Jens Peter Jacobsen

question that the powerful impression made by An Arabesk is primarily due
to the success with which the music – in particular the textless orchestral
music – realizes the atmosphere of the poem, the impression conveyed by it
rather than the meaning, which is difficult to express with any exactitude.
Delius may therefore have thought that, having given inspiration to his
music, Jacobsen’s fantastic poetical diction had served its purpose and
could thereafter be replaced by more mundane verses in English and
German, since ‘very few people understand Danish anyway’, as he said.
To anyone who does know Danish, however, this treatment of the text is
rather like reducing Delius’s orchestral palette to a hurdy-gurdy: so much
is lost by dispensing with the sound and colour of Jacobsen’s words and
the impressionistic effect of their juxtaposition. This must be what Thomas
Beecham appreciated when in 1955 he arranged for An Arabesk to be sung
in Danish and recorded. It is a sympathetic idea, but it was apparently
not Delius’s idea, nor could the marriage of words and music under these
circumstances be better than an approximation, if Delius is to be believed
when he wrote that ‘in composing …the Arabesk…I composed to German
words’. Nearly thirty years ago, in connection with a discussion of Delius’s
Seven Danish Songs, Professor Bergsagel commented that ’whether they have
ever been sung in Jacobsen’s Danish is not known to me’. This is no longer
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the case: on the splendid Danacord recording, conceived and conducted by
Bo Holten and issued, with the help of the Delius Society, in the year 2000
under the title Frederick Delius: Danish Masterpieces, all the songs, including a
new performance of An Arabesk, are sung in Danish. The excellent notes by
Lionel Carley which accompany the recording unfortunately say nothing
about how this result has been achieved, how and by whom the music was
adapted to the Danish words and what difficulties were encountered.
An Arabesk is dedicated to Halfdan Jebe, Delius’s particular friend,
whom Christopher Palmer once described as a ‘mysterious, itinerant
Norwegian violinist’ (Palmer, p45). Jebe must have been a good deal more
than that to deserve the dedication of this masterpiece. Professor Bergsagel
didn’t go into detail here, except to say that Delius held him in especial
affection; that he was in Paris in the 1890s, accompanied Delius on his return
to Florida in 1897, led the orchestra in London in 1899 and that he wrote to
Delius in 1905 to say that he could not stand the euphoria of nationalism
accompanying the achievement of Norway’s independence and that he
intended to leave Norway. It is after this time, when he disappears from
the European music scene, that Jebe really becomes mysterious, but the
mystery is now not quite as great as it was. He went to the United States
in 1906, where his movements can be sporadically traced on both coasts
and in 1915 he is once again in the southern States, where he had toured
with Delius in 1897. By about 1920 he had arrived in Yucatan in Mexico,
where he died in 1937 and where Professor Bergsagel rediscovered him in
1951 – more than sixty years ago. Of course, he was never really lost: in the
rather remote world in which he had chosen to live he had led an active
and productive professional life as violinist, composer, conductor, teacher
and critic and here he had been recognised and appreciated, in spite of
an acknowledged alcohol problem. In Norway he had a wife, who, like
Peer Gynt’s Solveig, remained faithful to him during all the many years
of his vagabond existence and who certainly had not forgotten him. His
death was accordingly noted in the Norwegian newspapers, but outside of
Yucatan, unless one could read Norwegian, his passing would have gone
unnoticed and as a consequence Halfdan Jebe slipped into oblivion.
By another of those accidents that Freud did not believe in, the wife of
a friend of Professor Bergsagel in Yucatan happened to be a relative of the
lady who had comforted and cared for Jebe in his Mexican exile and when
she died, well up in her 90s, the family decided that despite the delicacy of
the relationship, a box of Jebe’s papers, which she had carefully preserved
over the years, should be given into Professor Bergsagel’s custody. In this
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way our speaker become responsible for the memorial of one who, though
careless of his own fate, was fortunate to have it said of him by one more
famous than himself (Delius), that ‘Jebe is the only man I have loved in all
my life’ (Lionel Carley, Delius A Life in Letters Volume 1, p230). Amongst
the treasured memories were numerous pages of a work for soprano soloist,
chorus and orchestra, which proved to be a setting of J. P. Jacobsen’s poem
Lad Vaaren Komme Let Spring Come, together with the vocal score bearing
the title Primavera, into which a Spanish translation of Jacobsen’s text had
been copied. It interested Professor Bergsagel to think that J. P. Jacobsen’s
poetry had thus also been heard in Latin America. He then learned, through
an interview that Jebe had given to a Norwegian journalist when he had
been back in Norway in 1931-2, that he had composed the work ‘during
the years that I rode around in America’, as he said, and that it had been
performed by the Scandinavian Symphony Orchestra in New York under
Ole Windingstad (1886-1959) – an interesting figure in American musical
history (Tonkunst, 2/1932). This would mean at some time between 1911,
when Jebe is first known to have performed with the ‘Norwegian Singing
Society of Brooklyn’, as it was then known, under Windingstad, and 1915,
when he is known to have moved to Atlanta, Georgia – that is, before he
arrived in Mexico (See Delius Society Journal No. 149 p34). In the interview
Jebe actually says that he had composed two large works at this time to
words by J. P. Jacobsen, but only ‘Lad Vaaren Komme’ is referred to by name
and the other work must be considered lost.
In addition to being a setting of a poem by J. P. Jacobsen, it is also
in other respects similar in conception to Delius’s An Arabesk, both being
for soloist, chorus and orchestra. Furthermore, since Delius’s work was
dedicated to Jebe in 1911, supposing the date of composition of Lad Vaaren
Komme to be about right at 1913, the thought occurs that Jebe might have
intended with his work to return the compliment. This is not confirmed
by a dedication on the score, but Professor Bergsagel thinks the idea is
perhaps not impossible nevertheless, especially when we remember that
Delius himself set this particular poem by Jacobsen in his Seven Danish
Songs published in 1897 and that it was among those performed in the
1899 concert, for which Jebe had led the orchestra. That the song meant
something to Delius is indicated by the fact that as late as 1929 he dictated
a new ending for it to Eric Fenby.
Lad Vaaren Komme and An Arabesk are more complementary than
similar; the two works are as different as are their respective poems. An
Arabesk is longer, more complicated, somewhat claustrophobic, richer and
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deeper than Let Spring Come, which is open, fresh and charming, melodic,
simple and seemingly idyllic until the characteristic Jacobsen twist of
pessimism is introduced near the end. Both poems are pure Jacobsen and
both settings are faithful expressions of them.
Whereas Delius composed his piece to a German translation, with the
attendant problems this creates for performance in Danish, it is evident
that Jebe composed to Jacobsen’s Danish and that the Spanish version has
been fitted to the music afterwards as well as possible – undeniably leaving
much to be desired.
One may nevertheless wonder what Jebe used as his source for
Jacobsen’s text. Certain discrepancies might suggest that he had relied on
his memory, without having reference to a printed edition. Differences of
orthography may simply be the difference between Norwegian and Danish,
or between older and newer forms of spelling, but one or two words are
misspelled and in one place Jebe has actually used a different word to the
one Jacobsen wrote. On the illustration he showed the audience Professor
Bergsagel copied the text in accordance with Jacobsen’s original, but he
allowed Jebe’s word to stand in the first line: ‘Lad vaaren komme naar den
vil’, where Jacobsen wrote ‘Lad vaaren komme mens den vil’. The two
phrases mean much the same, but there is nevertheless a difference: what
Jacobsen wrote may be translated: ‘Let spring come while it may still want
to’, which is a little strange and perhaps slightly cynical, whereas Jebe,
carefree, has written ‘Let spring come whenever it wants to’. Professor
Bergsagel is uncertain as to whether the alteration was inadvertent on
Jebe’s part or deliberate. The somewhat bitter change of mood that comes
towards the end of the poem is introduced by a brief outburst marked quasi
recitativo: ‘What has that to do with me? My heart is neither flower nor leaf
− and spring does not make me happy. My heart has its own peculiar spring
− when?’ Jacobsen has probably for poetical reasons wanted to reserve
this word ‘naar’ [‘when?’] for the end in order to enhance the echo effect it
provides (‘Vaar − Naar?’) and therefore avoided using it in the opening line
and Jebe, for his part, may just have had a lapse of memory. The words
are set to a sweetly innocent, lilting melody, somewhat reminiscent of the
Norwegian folksong I Ola – Dalom, I Ola – KjØnn used by Delius in On
hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring, which in the final section becomes rather
darker and more plaintive.
If Jebe composed this work while roaming around in the United States,
he has probably had to recognise the need to be practical in his demands.
The part for soloist is not demanding and the chorus is not complicated
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by having to work together with the soloist, as it does in An Arabesk, but
only repeats what the soloist has sung. The orchestral accompaniment is
lightly but effectively orchestrated, for the most part carried by the strings
throughout. The impression of the pragmatic musician is strengthened
by the evidence of parts and loose sheets offering various performing
possibilities. One page of score, accompanied by separate parts, shows
that Jebe has himself prepared a reduction of the orchestral score for string
quartet.
Professor Bergsagel’s first thought was that Jebe had reworked the
piece as an independent string quartet, but this has proven not to be the
case. When Professor Bergsagel’s Norwegian colleague, Bård Dahle,
reconstructed the string quartet version from the parts, it was evident that it
is still only an accompaniment for the soloist and chorus. He has therefore
allowed the thematic material of the vocal parts to be assumed by the string
players. It cannot be pretended that the result gives an ideal impression
of the work as Jebe wrote it, but it is nevertheless a great satisfaction to be
able to present the next best thing: a world premiere performance of Jebe’s
own arrangement for string quartet of the orchestral part of Lad vaaren
komme, played especially for this occasion by a string quartet consisting
of Elisabeth Zeuthen Schneider, 1st violin, Ivana Jasova, 2nd violin, Matan
Gilitshensky, viola, and Morten Zeuthen, who organised the play-through
and is himself heard in the lovely cello part. The recording, which does
not pretend to be a professional one, has the added interest of having been
made during a chamber music festival at a place called Thy on the west coast
of Denmark, where J. P. Jacobsen was born and died. Professor Bergsagel
is extremely grateful to these musicians who thought it was an interesting
and worthwhile project to prepare a recording so that we can hear this
work – not of course in its full glory. The performance however, allows
the audience to get some insight into the musical style of ‘the mysterious
Halfdan Jebe’.
Paul Chennell
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THE DELIUS MANUSCRIPTS
IN THE BRITISH LIBRARY
This lecture was given by Dr. Richard Chesser, and began with important
background information. We were told that The British Library’s collection
of Delius manuscripts is one of the Library’s most important archives of
works by British 20th century composers. Presented by the Delius Trust
in 1995, most of the manuscripts are in the composer’s autograph, though
the hands of other copyists have been identified too, such as Jelka Delius,
Peter Warlock, Florent Schmitt and Eric Fenby. The manuscripts were
important sources for the Collected Edition of Delius’s works instigated
in 1951 by the Delius Trust, ‘revised and edited by Sir Thos. Beecham’.
Today they are an invaluable source which help us understand how well
the printed editions we are familiar with accurately reflect the intentions
of the composer.
Dr. Chesser said that The British Library Delius manuscripts constitute
one of its most important 20th century British composer collections. This
lecture focused in the main on the manuscripts which were donated to the
British Library in 1995 by the Delius Trust, and our speaker welcomed the
opportunity to record the British Library’s appreciation to the Delius Trust
for its generosity.
Delius had long been of interest to the library. It was in the 1950s
that the British Museum (as it was then) acquired autograph manuscript
collections of some of Britain’s greatest 20th century composers. It was
entirely understandable, therefore, that in due course senior colleagues
within the British Museum should turn their mind to Delius. Ownership
of his manuscripts had by now passed to the Delius Trust. So it was that
the Keeper of Manuscripts wrote to the Delius Trustee Philip Emanuel
enquiring whether they might ever come to be preserved in the national
collection. One might consider this enquiry slightly impertinent, but it
was well meant, born of a sincere recognition of Delius’s standing in the
musical world. Hence the delight of the British Library staff in 1995 when
what had long been in contemplation finally came to fruition. As a result
Delius today takes his rightful, honoured, place in a collection which
contains manuscripts by many of the world’s greatest composers.
The manuscripts, formerly owned by the Trust, and which now
belong to the British Library fall into three categories:
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· material formerly in the possession of Jelka Delius, received
●
directly after her death from the Delius home in France.

· material published by Boosey & Hawkes, and donated by them in
●
two tranches in 1976 and 1980

· material from the library of Sir Thomas Beecham, who was
●

apparently given some manuscripts ‘for his sole use and as his sole
property’ in 1929. He also took charge of further material in 1952
to assist his work on the Delius biography he published in 1959.
Some of this material returned to the Trust after the conductor’s
death in 1961; the rest came back in 1982.

This collection of manuscripts consists of sketches, drafts, scores, vocal
scores, parts, notebooks, much of it in Delius’s own hand, but there are
also copies in the hands of others. Dr. Chesser illustrated the range of this
material over the course of his talk by showing the audience images of the
various manuscripts.
All of this material has been described in three incrementally
complementary catalogues: the first, by the Trust’s archivist during the
1960s Rachel Lowe, was published in 1976, while the later ones by Robert
Threlfall appeared in 1977 and 1986. In addition, microfilms of the
manuscripts themselves are held at the Royal Academy of Music and York
University. So the material is accessible to scholars now via a number of
routes.
Our speaker considered here the importance of these manuscripts.
Some relate to works not published during Delius’s lifetime (such as
Koanga, Irmelin and The Magic Fountain), so they have been used as sources
for publication. Other manuscripts, relating to pieces already published,
have allowed review and revision of those editions. And for many works,
material exists showing the genesis of a work from earliest sketches
through intermediate drafts, to full score and final publication. In some
cases we can also see how arrangements and vocal scores have been
produced.
One of the original aims of The Delius Trust was to promote the
publication of Delius’s works. This began in earnest with the Collected
Edition in 1951 and since then this series has done much to raise awareness
and appreciation of Delius and his music. Sir Thomas Beecham was one
of Delius’s most devoted supporters and it was the composer’s express
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wish that he be closely involved with this activity. Writing about 6 months
before the London Delius Festival of 1929, for example, Delius said:
‘I wish you, who so thoro’ly understand my music and who are the
one authority as to how it should be played – would re-edit my music
as you are planning. Nothing would please me better.’

It is evident from this letter that Beecham had earned the full confidence
of the composer. Dr. Chesser wondered why was Beecham planning
to re-edit Delius’s music? There are various possible answers to this,
based on Beecham’s own record of what he himself thought of Delius’s
manuscripts and how well they reflected the composer’s intentions for
performance and as the source for subsequent editions. For instance, in
Beecham’s biography of Delius, he wrote:
‘It appears to have been Frederick’s belief that once he had set down
the mere notes of a score, barring the occasional inclusion of a few
ambiguous hints as to tempo, his task was fully accomplished.’

Beecham goes on to quote from ‘a monograph written many years ago’ that
‘although he has the ability to inscribe on paper a combination of
notes capable of yielding delightful effects if adequately rendered, he
is wholly unable to instruct his interpreters how to obtain the desired
results. . . When he attempts to do so, . . .by the addition . . . of . . .
indications of time, expression and phrasing . . . he is so invariably
in the wrong that he only succeeds in adding to the obscurity of
comprehension.’

In Beecham’s autobiography A Mingled Chime he ascribes this failing as
‘indifference or ineptitude on Delius’s part’, and arising because he seldom
left his retreat at Grez to venture into the active world of music-making. He
considers that Delius is totally wanting in talent as a public performer and
recounts an instance when Beecham had watched him conduct Appalachia:
‘In one of the slow variations which was in four-four time he
contrived . . . to beat five to the bar throughout; and to compass this
extraordinary feat had practised the motions of conducting in front
of a looking-glass for six weeks beforehand’.
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As a consequence, as Hubert Foss noted in the 1951 edition of Philip
Heseltine’s Delius biography
‘complaints of bad performances of Delius’s works are found in
Delius’s own words and letters, in Heseltine, in Clare Delius, in
Fenby, and elsewhere; but it is impossible to doubt that in some large
measure this was due to the composer’s notational carelessness and
ineffectual markings.’

Having inspected many of Delius’s manuscripts in the preparation for his
talk, Dr. Chesser thought some of these views about the inadequacy of
performance markings were a little harsh, because many of the scores do in
fact appear to have plenty of such markings. It is nonetheless true, though,
that some scores are wanting.
Whilst showing the manuscript of the early Légende for violin and
orchestra to the audience Dr. Chesser pointed out that the wind players
are given no guidance on whether to play their quavers legato or staccato,
and another hand has added the dynamic marking of ‘piano’ in blue
pencil. Equally, the solo violin part seems to be totally devoid of phrasing.
Lots of the hairpins in this passage have been added in another hand too.
Elsewhere, conflicts between annotations added in different hands need
to be addressed by the editor on publication. All of these non-autograph
markings find their way into the modern score as being essential for
performance. The manuscript for this work does therefore substantiate
some of the criticism pitched at Delius for his cavalier attitude to providing
performance indications on his scores.
The manuscripts in The British Library cover the entire range of
Delius’s life. There are notebooks, for example, from his student days
in Leipzig. Delius was to develop a very distinctive chromatic harmonic
language, but he evidently learnt about counterpoint too. Dr. Chesser
showed the audience a study of invertable counterpoint at the twelfth.
There are three exercises. On the top two staves a treble and bass proceed
in two-part counterpoint. In the middle staves the voices are inverted and
the former upper voice is transposed down a twelfth. On the final system
of three staves, we return to the formation of the first system, with the bass
simply an octave lower, to make room for a middle voice. One can see the
suggestions of a teacher annotated in pencil. One might have expected
him to have commented on a rather awkward melodic interval, but he has
not. Examples such as these illustrate how Delius learnt his musical craft.
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Another manuscript shown to the audience, indicates how first
musical ideas might form in Delius’s mind and transfer to the page. Here
one can see the contours of a melody now familiar to us emerging from the
scribbles and crossings out. Equally, with the title: he did not get it right
first time.
Turning now to a manuscript in full score, we have A Song before
Sunrise, for small orchestra, 1918. This shows what happened to a
manuscript after the composer had finished with it. It has all sorts of
printer’s markings. In the top right hand corner the printer has written
in blue ‘add dedication’. So the dedication has been added – ‘For Philip
Heseltine’ in the top centre. This is in Jelka’s hand. Then at the top left
there is the hire score library number in red (A1457), and the plate number
of the edition in black at the bottom (15274).
This is a particularly interesting Delius source because in 1968 The
British Library was able to acquire some proofs from Augener which
show the next stage before publication. There are proofs for the score and
parts, and a piano duet arrangement by Philip Heseltine, all bearing the
annotations of both him and Jelka. Note that on the first page of the score,
the dedication is still missing. In answer to the query in blue by the printer
at the top, Heseltine has had to add his own name in the margin in pencil.
With his operas Delius was able to call on some of his musical
acquaintances from his Paris years to prepare the vocal scores. Florent
Schmitt dealt with Koanga, Irmelin, the Magic Fountain and A Village Romeo
and Juliet. At this point the audience was shown an illustration of the
Prologue from Act I of that opera.
It is the vocal score for a fifth opera, Margot La Rouge, which is more
interesting, however. Delius’s autograph looks rather plain and unexciting
in that it is obviously a cleanish, fair copy, with few indications of how
this final version was arrived at. But the vocal score looks much more
engaging. For a start, the style of handwriting is visually more striking,
and turning the page one can see there will be much more to study, as
regards both the musical and literary text. This score was arranged by
Ravel.
Two letters from Ravel to Delius in 1902 highlight three interesting
issues. The first is that Ravel finds one particular passage so puzzling
that he has left it blank. Dr. Chesser showed the audience the passage
in question. The issue has obviously been resolved, however, as one can
see, because the score is filled in. One view is that Delius himself added
this passage. Dr. Chesser is not entirely convinced, on the evidence
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here, though one can clearly see Delius’s distinctive bass clefs, which are
different from Ravel’s. But in other respects, the handwriting of the music
notation of the bars in question looks very like Ravel’s. Dr. Chesser said
he did not know the answer to this mystery.
The second issue is that Ravel points out that in another passage
Delius himself has left the voice without any orchestral accompaniment,
so that there is nothing for Ravel to reduce for piano. We were then
shown the relevant passage from the full score. But it does have an
orchestral accompaniment, so this must have been filled in, following
Ravel’s observation. Indeed, these notes appear to have been written with
a slightly thinner pen – a point that surely would have gone unnoticed but
for the tip from Ravel.
The final point that Ravel raises is whether he must transcribe the
opening prelude for just two hands, since it would work much better for
four. The published vocal score reveals that a compromise was reached in
that one passage is transcribed on three staves. (As an aside: Dr. Chesser
told us that when he looked at this score he discovered that coincidentally
it was one presented by Delius to Heseltine in 1913, and which the British
Museum bought by some chance in 1954.)
By mid-1925 Delius was completely blind. In the years immediately
preceding, his eyesight was steadily deteriorating towards that state. Two
of the last works he was able to write out himself are the incidental music
to Hassan and the Cello Concerto.
We were then shown the opening to Act II of Hassan, and one can
see how indistinct Delius’s hand is. When additional music needed to
be written for the London performances, this had to be written out by
Jelka. For the performances themselves (conducted by Eugene Goossens),
a copyist was employed. Dr. Chesser showed the audience the parallel
passage from that score: it’s a lot clearer.
The handwriting in the Cello Concerto is equally indistinct. It has
been described as ‘shaky but accurate’. Our speaker showed the audience
a slide of this score and said this is from the final score, from which a
copy was made by C.W. Orr which in turn served as the Stichvorlage for
publication. Here one can see the same extract in Orr’s copy. We must be
glad and grateful that Orr was able to transcribe the difficult text that he
had to work from. However on this point Robert Threlfall has written
‘If Delius’s crotchets and their rests at times confused Orr, Orr’s
crotchet rests baffled Universal’s engraver even more and are
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responsible for some notes never written by Delius emerging in
performance to this day.’

For the Second Violin Sonata, from the same period, there are autograph
sketches, but no autograph full score. Instead, we have a fair copy
completely in the hand of Jelka.
Finally, no study of Delius manuscripts would be complete without
mention of Eric Fenby. His appearance in 1928 afforded the blind and
paralysed Delius the possibility of an Indian Summer of new compositions.
Delius composed such scores as A Song of Summer and the Songs of Farewell
with his assistance, Fenby writing down the notes by dictation. He also
assisted Beecham with the Covent Garden performances of Koanga in 1935.
We then saw Fenby’s score, as used for that production. It is
interesting to note that even when the Delius score is in another hand,
Beecham still felt the need to get out his blue pencil.
It is time to question the dominance of Beecham’s editorial legacy
and to do proper Urtext editions that clearly distinguish his contribution
notably from Delius’s. This point made Dr. Chesser consider the question
whether editions which so readily absorb Beecham’s experience as a
conductor are more performing editions rather than urtexts. If so he
wondered whether the next steps for a future generation of scholarly
editors might be to distinguish between emendations which corrected
the text and those which offered subjective advice on performance
interpretation. After all, a conductor or performer with an appropriate
understanding of the music and its idiom ought to be able to fashion a
stylistically accomplished performance from a musical text even if it lacks
detailed performance directions, so long as that text is free from error.
That’s what happens with Baroque music, after all. But Dr. Chesser hasn’t
compared the scores closely enough with their critical reports to be able to
develop this idea, so on that note, leaving that question in our minds, his
presentation ended.
Paul Chennell
To be continued
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“I KNOW HOW THE OPENING OF SEA DRIFT
SHOULD BE PERFORMED.”
THE CASE FOR AN URTEXT EDITION
OF THE MUSIC OF DELIUS
Walking in the Christchurch meadows in Oxford in May, 1964, Eric Fenby
said to me, ‘I know how the opening of Sea Drift should be performed.’ I
asked him to enlighten me, but he declined gently, affirming that he would
reveal his secret in the book that he was preparing on Delius. Since that
day, I eagerly awaited his insight in print, but it never appeared and now
he is no longer with us.
The Delius Society Study Weekend at the British Library on September
22-23, 2012, offered the privilege of hearing and discussing views on the
performance of the music with a diverse range of experts. In a conversation
with Anthony Payne and Lewis Foreman, I asked Anthony about parallels
between his completion of Elgar’s Third Symphony using Elgar’s sketches
and Fenby’s relationship with Delius in his role as amanuensis. He affirmed
that he came to know Elgar’s ways so well that he felt he knew what Elgar
wanted. He mentioned a possible performance of the Elgar symphony in
which a potential conductor wished to remove the sounding of a gong at
the end, which he roundly rejected because he sensed that he knew what
was appropriate. At this point I recalled Eric’s comment about the opening
of Sea Drift, suggesting that the amanuensis, who knew Delius’s thinking
processes intimately, may have had insights into the performance of the
music that were not widely grasped, even by Beecham. Lewis Foreman
enquired if I had published this observation. I replied that it never occurred
to me to write about a question for which I had no answer.
When the weekend was over, I reflected on the talks and discussions
and returned to Fenby’s comment on the opening of Sea Drift. We had
heard from both Bo Holten in person and Sir Mark Elder on video that they
needed to erase Beecham’s markings from the score and parts to get back
to Delius’s original intentions. I compared the Beecham edition of Sea Drift
with the 1929 version as corrected by Balfour Gardiner with the approval
of the composer, and found significant differences between the two. On
listening in detail to the performances of Sea Drift available on CD, I found
that no-one explicitly followed the Beecham edition, not even Beecham
himself. This confirmed an observation made by Fenby, who said, ‘I have
come to the conclusion that a Delius tradition is impossible. To imitate
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Delius’s greatest exponent, Beecham, would lead to sterility.’1
To illustrate the differences between the two versions of the score, I
present the original 1929 version by Delius in figure 1 and the Beecham
edition in figure 2. Both scores have been redrawn using the software
Sibelius with the woodwind solos on a single stave played by successive
instruments to illustrate how the woodwind line changes subtly in
intensity from the cool first entry of the flute, the richer sound of the
oboe, later supported by second clarinet, then four bars played by the first
clarinet, joined by the oboe, then by the flute.

Figure 1: The opening eight bars of Sea Drift according to Delius

Delius marks the woodwind line initially as pp with the accompanying
strings p playing with mutes (con sordini). The pulse of the music is
supported by timpani and by two harps playing in unison with cellos and
basses, but marked p rather than pp so that the supporting pulse is heard
in the harp line.
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The second four bars begin even softer (pp in the strings, ppp in the
clarinet) with a supportive chord played by flutes and bassoons marked p
in the seventh bar, dying back to pp, while the flute and clarinet play pp
falling to ppp.
This clear and sparing use of dynamics in a highly subtle orchestration
clearly shows the intentions of the composer. The strings are marked
louder than the woodwind except for the accompanying flutes and
bassoons in bar seven which function as part of the accompanying texture.
Beecham’s edition deletes the con sordini instruction, taking away
the cold edge of muted strings. He removes the distinction between the
dynamics of strings and woodwind by marking the whole orchestra pp,
adding a swell up to mp and down again in the first four bars, and repeats
the same dynamics in the strings in bars five to eight, losing Delius’s
instructions to begin the second four bars softer than the first four.

Figure 2: The opening eight bars of Sea Drift edited by Beecham
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The difference between Delius’s original and the Beecham edition is
manifest for all to see.
The Delius Society weekend featured many presentations and
discussions on the flow of the music. These included the underlying pulse of
the music suggested by the changing tensions in the harmonies, the flow of
the melodic line and the setting of the words. In Sea Drift, Delius marks few
dynamics in the solo part and Beecham leaves these dynamics unchanged.
In performance the soloist must rely largely on the interpretation of the
words and the surrounding ambience of the orchestral and choral music.
The way in which Beecham handles the choral and vocal aspects is
illustrated in the central unaccompanied passage that is at the heart and
soul of Sea Drift: ‘Oh! Rising stars! Perhaps the one I want so much will rise,
will rise with some of you!’
This is simply marked piano by Delius. Its performance rests on the
interpretation of the text of Whitman and the harmonic and melodic pulse
of the music.
Beecham marks the passage pianissimo and adds three pairs of hairpins
in the first eight bars to suggest the rise and fall of the sound (figure 3).

Figure 3: ‘Oh! Rising stars’, edited Beecham

The melodic and harmonic pulse in the opening ‘Oh! Rising stars’ rises to
the top G# in the sopranos, clashing with the A in the tenors and basses.
The next phrase rises to the word ‘want’ with its B natural in the sopranos
and B# in the altos and tenors. The third phrase has a natural melodic and
harmonic pulse that emphasises the word ‘rise’ each time it appears.
Beecham’s dynamics in the first phrase correspond to the verbal,
harmonic and melodic pulse, rising to the word ‘stars’. However, the
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harmonic and melodic climax of the second phrase emphasises ‘the one
I want so much’ while Beecham emphasises ‘the one I want so much’. The
third phrase harmonically and melodically emphasises ‘will rise, will
rise’ with the first occurrence of ‘rise’ more prominent than the second.
The hairpin of the Beecham edition starts pp on the first ‘rise’ and makes
the second ‘rise’ the high point of the phrase, again contradicting the
underlying harmonic, melodic and textual pulse.
What happens in performance? In a printed journal, it is only possible
for the author to paint a word picture of his personal opinions. However,
using modern technology, it is possible to offer the reader short clips of
the music for listeners to compare for themselves. If you are fortunate
enough to have an iPad (and over a hundred million are currently in use),
then download the file: davidtall.com/seadrift.ibooks from the internet and
choose the option to open it in the latest version of iBooks. (Allow time to
download because the file is big.) This will enable you to view the score
and to choose to hear the opening eight bars or the central choral passage
from any of nine performances as often as you desire, including all four by
Beecham (Figure 4). The choral excerpts include the first eight bars and

Figure 4:
Using an iPad to choose
to listen to an excerpt
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also the singing of the baritone solo. To my own ears, all the performances
of the choral section follow the implicit emphases in the verbal, harmonic
and melodic flow in the music in various ways, but none of them, not even
those of Beecham himself, precisely follow the dynamics of the Beecham
edition. Beecham’s performances of the first phrase ‘Oh! Rising stars’ all
follow the rise and fall of the Beecham hairpin, which also coincides with
the natural flow of the musical pulse. In the second phrase the choir on
each occasion emphasises ‘the one I want’ with some performances making
this the climax of the phrase while others carry the crescendo through to
‘so much’. The phrase ‘will rise, will rise’ always emphasises the first ‘rise’,
as suggested by the harmonic and melodic pulse rather than as marked by
Beecham.
Other recordings, such as the first recording by Anthony Bernard
(1929) (the only one to include the optional woodwind parts), and those of
Groves (1989), Hickox (1989, 1999) and Mackerras (1991), follow the broad
Delian flow in various ways, sometimes swelling the first phrase ‘Oh!
Rising stars’, sometimes not. The three key words in the phrase ‘the one
I want so much’ are emphasized in different ways, each subtly giving life
to different meanings, while the final phrase ‘will rise, will rise’ inevitably
leans on the first rise and sometimes also on the second.
The evidence is clear. Beecham’s written dynamics are those of a
conductor with a remarkable affinity for the music of Delius, but he does
not consistently follow his own markings, nor does he always (as in the
opening) follow the written intentions of the composer. His performances
rely on his sensitivity to the flow of the music and the charisma that he
exercises in rehearsal and performance to draw the best out of his gifted
players.
When Fenby claimed that he knew how to perform the opening of
Sea Drift, we can now see that no performance on record precisely follows
the original instructions of the composer and that the performances of the
central choral section follow the natural flow of the music rather than the
hairpins of the Beecham edition. If Fenby were simply to play what Delius
wrote, taking account of the natural pulse of the musical flow, he would
have a performance closer to the intentions of the composer than any other.
There is a need for reflective performance. Once Delius had written
a score, his interest moved on to composing new works, leaving the
performance of the music to sensitive interpreters. In the case of Sea
Drift, apart from one or two exceptions, Delius never gives instructions
to the baritone soloist and Beecham also leaves the solo part essentially
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unmarked. It is therefore most important for the soloist (with direction
and cooperation from the conductor) to utilise the words, the implicit
pulse of melody and harmony, and the surrounding ambience of choir
and orchestra to inspire his performance. This is evident, for example, in
the performance of baritone John Shirley-Quirk who rehearsed intensively
with conductor Richard Hickox at the piano.2 The score tells its own story
through the harmonic and melodic flow of the music. This is the starting
point from which the musician can create individual performances with
personal touches that remain true to the spirit of the music.
For instance, as I reflected on the use of the instruction ‘con sordini’
which Delius wrote and Beecham ignored, my mind wandered to my own
personal experiences of the beaches on Long Island before ‘the fifth month
grass was growing’. I remember standing there in the breeze on a beach
in early March with my then five year old daughter dressed in a red cape.
The breeze was fresh and invigorating, but it was cold.
Perhaps Sea Drift opens as the coldness of winter begins to warm
as the birds arrive in March and April, leading on to the entrance of the
chorus in May as the ‘fifth month grass was growing’. Now the change
from the coldness of the muted strings to the warmth that accompanies
the removal of the mutes makes sense. Delius very carefully attends to the
practicalities of the change by giving the strings four full bars rest and the
horns and woodwind play alone just before the entry of the chorus.
Fenby’s experience with Delius included the memorable moment
when Delius told him to imagine the opening of Song of Summer, ‘sitting
on the cliffs in the heather looking out over the sea,’ while the solo entry of
the flute ‘suggests a seagull flying by.’3
As I listen to the opening of Sea Drift, I imagine the body of the strings
representing the massive presence of the sea as the tide drifts in and out,
while in the background the solo woodwind suggest the gliding of birds in
the air. In the closing bars of the piece, we are left with the ever-present sea
in the flowing sound of the strings, but the woodwind lines that fly above
in the opening bars are now silent. It is as if the birds that arrived in the
opening bars have now gone.
This offers a personal interpretation of the score, suitable to breathe a
new life into a performance, although it may not be what Fenby imagined
himself. He wrote, ‘Listen to the waves rocking softly under the noon-light
of a May day. Feel the serenity of the scene in the opening strains of the
orchestral prelude.’4 Here he links the opening with the waves rocking on
a May day, rather than the coolness of spring.
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While the woodwind in the opening may be imagined as birds gliding
by, they are not seagulls flying as in Song of Summer, even if the graphic
artist for the first Hickox recording pictures two seagulls flying through the
air by the cliffs. The birds in Sea Drift are not seagulls; they are mocking
birds, more likely to flutter through the air, perhaps like the solo violin
singing above the orchestra (Figure 5).

Figure 5: solo violin

Attempting to guess what Delius intended in terms of specific representation
of real events is inappropriate. However, it is valuable to imagine new
ways of performing the music that are consistent with the written score.
For example, the sense of a bird gliding through the air supports the
phrasing of the solo winds where each phrase begins on the second beat
and extends over two bars. As Delius sat at the piano imagining the sounds
in his mind, his fingers would play the first chord, then launch the phrase
on the second beat, allowing the sound to glide down without adding any
extra impetus on the first beats of successive bars. Such an interpretation is
consistent with the body of strings providing a firm foundation respecting
the impulse of the bar-lines, while the solo wind press the second beat of
each bar, emphasised by each successive entrance.
The original score opens firmly but gently with the woodwind in
the background over a dominant sea, dropping softer in the fifth bar.
This suggests a gentle purposeful lilt consistent with the tempo marking
moderato e tranquillo rather than a slower dreamier movement that occurs
in the opening bars of some performances.
The score has many subtle touches for the interpreter to use to best
advantage. For instance, in this story of a boy observing a bird losing
its mate, the soloist shares the role of the boy and the bird while, as
Fenby writes, ‘the chorus intensifies the drama by sharing the narrative
or in poignant re-echoings of the text’.5 Delius does more than this.
He pre-echos the text in several places. For instance, as the soloist sings
‘somewhere I believe I heard my mate responding to me’, the orchestra is
already sounding the melody line later set to the words ‘in vain, in vain’,
commenting on the hopelessness of the bird’s search before the bird is
aware of the futility of its actions. There are many touches of genius such as
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this that make Sea Drift in particular, and many other of the works of Delius
in general, so heart-breakingly beautiful. Attending to such details offers
the performers the opportunity to seek a fresh and personal interpretation.
Those of us fortunate to attend the 150th Anniversary Celebration at
the British Library in September 2012 were presented with a connected
story line considering the essential qualities of Delius’s music. The opening
speaker, Tim Blanning, Emeritus Professor of Modern European History at
Cambridge, set the scene by placing Delius in the evolution of ideas that
arose with the 1848 revolution. This changed the old order in which the
art of painting represented the object in all its splendour, to expressing the
meaning of the object to the viewer. In the same way, the music of Delius
in a piece such as Sea Drift offers not a representation of the story, but the
emotional sense of feeling conveyed by the music.
As the Celebration progressed, speakers returned time and again
to the natural flow of the music, taking account of the harmonic pulse
arising from the use of subtle dissonance, sensing the line of the melody,
pointing a single note to give shape to a phrase. This arose, for example,
in Paul Guinery’s appraisal of the Dance for Harpsichord and the underlying
dissonances that propel the flow. It was implicit in the performances of
the winners of the Delius Prizes for performance and composition. In his
analysis of the Walk to the Paradise Garden, Jeremy Dibble mentioned the long
Wagnerian up-beat and, in a different way, Digby Fairweather commented
on the early up-beat in a jazz version of The First Cuckoo played by flute
and guitar. The music of Delius has its own pulse that varies subtly in each
phrase. Sometimes it is a gentle off-beat lilt, as in the dance music of the
Florida Suite, sometimes it is subtly dependent on the emotional flow of the
moment.
John Bridcut’s film revealed the inspirational insights of conductors as
they played and listened to performances of Delius’s music, commenting
on their interpretations, sensing the flow of the music leading to a climax.
We heard Sir Mark Elder and Bo Holten speak of their decisions to remove
the dynamic hairpins of Beecham to reveal the underlying flow of the
music, sensitive to the placing of the operative note in a melody. But even
if they remove the hairpins, the dynamic marks themselves may contradict
the original purpose written in the composer’s score.
Thanks to the sterling efforts of Robert Threlfall, we now have the
music of Delius in modern editions carefully corrected after years of
detailed effort, with the dynamic markings of Sir Thomas added. But the
original score, as written by the composer, is not available.
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This analysis of the score of Sea Drift as edited by Beecham shows that
he followed his own inclinations in performance rather than the original
markings of the composer or the precise detail of his own edition.
The Beecham edition remains a touchstone for the performance of
Delius’s music. It is also essential to have a separate urtext edition of the
original scores, so that interpreters are free to reflect on the implicit flow
and pulse of the music, to refresh their interpretations of the immortal
spirit of Delius for new generations.
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DELIUS RETURNS TO LESJASKOG
DELIUS FESTIVAL, SEPTEMBER 2012
Percy Grainger was an artist in so many ways: pianist, composer, inventor
of musical instruments, and he was also a master of the art of persuasion.
How else can we explain the fact that he convinced three people to help
him carry a sick Delius in a kitchen chair up a Norwegian mountain and
down again?
These were my thoughts as I yet again stopped for breath on the
punishingly steep parts of the climb up to Liahovda. On the morning
of 23rd September last year, Delius enthusiasts in England were settling
into their chairs, reconvening for the second day of lectures at the British
Library. I was one of 50 warmly-clothed and rucksack-carrying hikers who
were puffing and panting their way up from the site of Delius’s cottage in
Lesjaskog to the plateau on which he was for the last time stirred by the
loneliness and melancholy of the great mountains.
Did the weather gods tease us, as they did Delius that famous day?
Did the clouds part as if by divine intervention? Well, I’ll come back to that
later. I will also return to the facts of the Delius Weekend organized by the
Lesja Municipality, all it had to offer of concerts, lectures – even English
tea and scones! But first let me ask you to take in the most extraordinary
fact of that day. That so many people in the wilds of mountainous Norway
had come for the trip!
Of the 50 or so souls who climbed Liahovda that Sunday, there were
very few who had heard a note of Delius’s music. But most had heard
the almost incredible local legend of a composer being carried by friends
to his last sojourn on a mountain summit. Now, thanks to the work of
the committee who had organised and promoted the Delius Weekend,
they had come to find out more, and – if not to relive the trip (no one was
carried up in a chair!) – to reimagine the spectacular feat of endurance
it was, and its bold statement of love between the composer and those
around him.
I wrote in the last journal about the impressive efforts of the festival
committee in lobbying the local council for support, and then preparing
the weekend of events. Foremost was newly retired professor of music
Jon Faukstad. Through his contacts in the media and music world he had
alerted the whole region to the fact that Delius was being celebrated in
Lesjaskog that weekend. But would anyone heed his horn?
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Some of the 50 hikers who climbed Liahovda outside the rebuilt Delius cottage.
Front centre, Andrew J. Boyle. To his left, Grieg-expert Asbjørn Eriksen.
Looking over Eriksen’s shoulders, Gudrun Haraldsen Faukstad
(whose family bought the Delius house in 1939) and Jon Faukstad.
Photo: Andrew Boyle

Before the opening event at the Lesjaskog School – a lecture on Delius
and Norway by me – the tall, lean figure of Professor Faukstad stalked the
entrance nervously. And his work was not in vain. Soon there were hordes
of expectant people crowding the exhibition of Delius memorabilia in the
school lobby, among which were four evocative pieces of furniture: two
dining chairs from the Delius cottage, the stylish rocking chair (in which
Delius was photographed) and, of course, the simple rustic chair on which
the ailing composer was transported to the summit of Liahovda.
Some 80 people attended this first day. My lecture was followed by
choral singing from the local choir, and by a fascinating talk by Faukstad’s
wife, Gudrun Haraldsen Faukstad, whose family had bought the Delius
cottage in 1939. Her childhood memories of the place were of a chilly
house where the fire was inadequate for the cold climate of the upper
Gudbrandsdal. Grieg-expert Asbjørn Eriksen gave an illuminating talk
about harmonic similarities in the music of Grieg and Delius, before
Professor Faukstad rounded off the day with specialist insights into the
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At the close of the mini-festival the organisers were thanked.
From the left: Paul Lien (conductor, Lesjaskog Choir), Gudrun Haraldsen
Faukstad, Jon Faukstad, Steinar Tronhus (mayor)
and Sonja Mathisen (Lesja Culture Secretary).

folk music that was played to Delius by his neighbour Mattias Øverli,
farmer and renowned fiddle-player.
About the same number attended the main musical offering on
the Sunday. This was a well-balanced diet of song and chamber music
presented in the Lesja Concert Hall by soprano Cecilie Ødegården, cellist
Frida Fredrikke Wærwaagen, and pianist Wolfgang Plagge. Settings by
Grieg and Delius of the same poems were juxtaposed by Ødegården to
fascinating effect.
Towards the end of my talk on Saturday I had described in detail the
significance Lesjaskog has in the Delius narrative. The audience heard
that the Deliuses had described the place as the loveliest they had visited
in Norway. (Approving nods and chortles.) And then I narrated the
story of Grainger and the ascent of Liahovda, concluding by describing
it as ‘one of the most extraordinary events in European cultural history’.
There was a spontaneous laugh or two. That Lesjaskog was lovely – no
problem, but this last claim sounded preposterous. I pressed the point
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and challenged the listeners to think of an event that could match Delius’s
Vidde Valediction for sheer romance, improbability, emotional fortitude,
and spiritual conviction. (Stunned silence.)
Whether or not this helped to swell the numbers on the trip to the
summit on Sunday, I don’t know. But the weather trolls were clearly doing
their utmost to aid the cause. Stunning, crisp, late autumn weather, not
a cloud in sight, as Jon Faukstad gathered us round him by the perimeter
wall of Lesjaskog churchyard. First stop was the cottage, relocated a few
metres from where Delius’s 1922 building had stood, and then onwards
and upwards.
Of the view from the summit, I could write many paragraphs. Let
me instead encourage Society members to make the trip themselves, and
to restrict myself to this: we were rewarded with a jaw-dropping vista of
snow-topped peaks as far as the eye could see. After the gentle fields and
placid lakes of Lesjaskog, this panorama came almost as a shock, a jolting
reminder of why Delius had built a home beneath it. To quote Jelka:
‘Because there is a heavenly view on the High Snow-mountains and a great
solitude with no human trace up there.’
Andrew J. Boyle

Andrew J. Boyle has lived in Norway since 1980. He wrote his Ph.D thesis on
Delius and has made two films about Delius for Norwegian State Television. He is
now working on a book about Delius and Norway, På Viddene. (Ed.)
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100 YEARS AGO
Travel took up quite a large amount of time for Delius in 1913. Firstly he
visited Munich, to hear A Mass of Life on 20th January. In March Delius
was in London for a short visit, to hear A Mass of Life again, this time
conducted by Beecham at Covent Garden. The Times critic remarked of
the performance ‘…one could not feel this concert to be a very happy
conclusion to the season…..Further, the theatre proved very unsuitable for
the purposes of oratorio, and it was exceedingly difficult in some parts to
hear both choirs equally, while the brass on raised seats at the back of the
stage often obliterated everything.’ However, Jelka told Ida Gerhardi in a
letter that Delius said of this concert that, ‘apart from the singers, in this
performance his orchestra was for the first time just as he had conceived
it, & Munich & Elberfeld so bad that he had doubts about the quality of
the work.’ Whilst he was in London Beecham and Lady Cunard ensured
that Delius was lionised by London society, and indeed he was given lunch
on one occasion at 10 Downing Street. Jelka Delius appears to have been
greatly impressed by the social circles in which they moved during this
visit.
Delius was visited by Philip Heseltine, who stayed for eight days in
March. The correspondence at this time shows that Heseltine was anxious
for advice from the older man, and Delius provides his views on life
frankly. Delius also entertained Heseltine’s mother at Grez early in 1913
and explained his opinions on how Philip’s career might develop.
Another correspondent, Percy Grainger, wrote to Delius from London
in early March and regretted the fact that he was unable to attend
the performance there of A Mass of Life because he was at that time in
Switzerland. Grainger emphasised in this letter how much success
Delius was having in London at this time, and greatly praised Beecham’s
performances of the music of both of these composers.
In May Delius was in Paris for performances by the Ballets Russes.
There he appears to have attended the first performance of The Rite of
Spring. Delius wrote to Stravinsky on 27th May, apologising for not being
able to attend the final rehearsal of The Rite of Spring, but promising the
composer that he would attend the first performance. He told Stravinsky
that the Russian composer’s music interested him enormously, in contrast
to much other music. Delius met Stravinsky on at least one occasion.
Stravinsky’s memoir Memories and Commentaries, contains his recollection
of meeting Delius in either 1914 or 1913; ‘He had come to Covent Garden to
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attend a performance of our Ballet. Beecham introduced him to me, and he
paid me compliments for Petroushka, but, as I spoke almost no English, and
he but little French, the conversation did not develop. Thirty-seven years
later I visited his famous orange farm, D. H. Lawrence’s would-have-been
Utopia in Florida.’1
From Paris Delius travelled
to Cologne and then Jena
where Fritz Stein conducted
a performance of In a Summer
Garden. Delius returned to Paris
in June to hear Beecham conduct
the Colonne orchestra in what
Delius later called a ‘pitiful
performance’ of Appalachia.
In this year Delius revised
Fennimore and Gerda, as well
as beginning the Requiem and
North Country Sketches. At this
time Delius was trying to shake
himself free from his publisher
Harmonie because he was unable
to obtain satisfactory royalty
statements and answers to his
questions. He was in negotiations
Igor Stravinsky
with Universal another publisher
who he hoped would buy out Harmonie. Delius also negotiated with other
publishers at this time.2
Paul Chennell

NOTES
1
Memories and Commentaries by Igor Stravinsky & Robert Craft, Faber, 1960. p133
n1.
2
For further details see Music and Copyright: The Case of Delius and his Publishers,
by Robert Montgomery and Robert Threlfall, Ashgate, 2007 pp104-125.
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LES CRIS DE PARIS
It has been said that Delius’s musical depiction of the French capital seems
very remote to listeners of today. For some inexplicable reason, it has also
been said that, to Parisians, Delius’s Paris has always been unrecognizable.
Philip Heseltine has explained that, ‘For Delius, Paris is not merely a city
of France, whose collective life is something to be studied objectively, from
a place apart, much as an entomologist studies an ants’ nest; it is a corner
of his own soul’.1 Sub-titled The Song of a Great City, much of the music
indeed evokes the heady night life of Montparnasse, suggestive of a ‘city
of pleasures, of gay music and dancing, of painted and beautiful women’,
and similar phrases with which Delius prefaced his sketches for the work.
Whilst such a musical tapestry may or may not be recognizable to listeners
of today, there is certainly another aspect, particularly pertinent to the
opening and closing passages to Delius’s score, that is most certainly
unrecognizable to our modern ears.
The audible landscape of our cities has changed dramatically over
the last century. Today, the soundscape of our cities consists largely of
the drone of the car and bus engine, but there was a time when cities
throughout Europe and America were alive with the cries of street vendors
who pestered passers-by as they endeavoured to sell their wares. Together
with the shrieks of hawkers seeking to advertise services such as knife
grinding or the mending of old china, they created a discordant cacophony
that was invariably described by contemporary writers as annoying and
offensive to the ears. Daily life was punctuated by the sounds of these
street traders who not only had their own routes, but their own distinctive
cries. Over time they refined and standardized their calls, giving them
their own particular voice and idiosyncratic twists in order to make them
more easily recognizable above the din and hurly-burly of everyday life.
The cries of vegetable sellers, milk-maids, ink pedlars, shoe cleaners,
chimney sweeps, washerwomen, scissor and razor grinders, water sellers,
− every commodity and trade imaginable, permeated city streets from
dawn till dusk. Many of these street cries persisted until well into the 20th
century, and even today one occasionally comes across a newspaper seller
or a rag-and-bone man with his own unique call.
The rhymes and cries of these colourful characters became the subject
for ballads and children’s books of which hundreds appeared during the
17th and 18th centuries. Many of them contained an illustration, known as
a ‘cut’ on each page with a ‘cry’ printed underneath. Books were published
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that consisted specifically of collections and descriptions of street cries. Old
London Street Cries and the Cries of Today2 by Andrew W. Tuer is a notable
example, and in Les cris de Paris3 Victor Fournel described the merchants
and street singers of old Paris.

Street cries also found their way into artistic works, and they certainly
held a fascination for 17th century composers such as Thomas Weelkes,
Richard Deering, Thomas Ravenscroft and Henry Purcell. Clément
Janequin, one of the great masters of the 16th century French chanson,
incorporated ‘street noises’ into his Les cris de Paris for unaccompanied
mixed choir. In more recent times, Rinsky-Korsakov, in Act II of his operaballet Mlada which he composed between 1889 and 1890, incorporated
multiple cries into the rural midsummer festival scene where vendors have
come to sell weapons, fabrics, and all manner of produce. Each vendor
is given a moment of prominence, although it is uncertain whether their
refrains are derived from traditional material. Gustave Charpentier used
some Parisian street cries in the opening of the second act of his opera
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Louise which was first performed in 1900, and Ralph Vaughan Williams
also quoted a street cry in his London Symphony of 1914. In Lionel Bart’s
Oliver there is an extended sequence of genuine street cries including
‘Ripe Strawberries, Ripe’; whilst another famous example of street cries
appearing in a musical work for the theatre occurs in Gershwin’s Porgy
and Bess. Even if the colourful, characteristic ditties of Strawberry Woman
and Crab Man that appear in the opera are not truly authentic, they were
probably based upon cries that Gershwin had heard in Charleston where
the opera is set. Gershwin modelled the blues songs, praying songs
and street cries that he used upon the southern black traditions of South
Carolina and Georgia with which he was familiar, and drew much of his
inspiration from the James Island Gullah community.
However, the specific appearance of truly authentic street cries in
a modern work for the concert hall that concerns us here is, of course,
Delius’s Paris. Although in his preface to the sketches for the score, Delius
made no mention of street cries, in a private letter dated 10th December
1910, he revealed that Paris ‘is a nocturne and describes my impressions of
night and early dawn with its peculiar street cries and Pan’s goatherd, etc.
These cries are very characteristic of Paris and the piece begins and closes
with them.’ Whilst programme notes invariably allude to the use of the
street cries in the opening passages of the tone poem, when listening to the
initial dark, brooding murmurings of the music which seems to conjure
up a picture of a misty Seine as the city stretches its limbs in preparation
for the revelries of the night ahead, it is all too easy to forget that we are
hearing fragments of authentic Parisian street cries that once infiltrated
the city on a daily basis. As soon as the virile dance rhythms begin to
pervade the score, and we are thrown into the thrilling night life of the
French capital at the turn of the century, the ‘peculiar street cries’ have
almost passed from our memory. Indeed, some commentators make no
mention of the street cries at all, and simply state that the slow opening of
the work reflects the mood of the ‘mysterious city.’ as Delius described it in
his notes. Therefore, in view of all that has been discussed so far, perhaps
the melodic fragments that appear in the first 80 bars of Delius’s Paris
deserve to be studied with a little more scrutiny then that with which they
have hitherto been granted, especially as these fragments, to all intents
and purpose, form a permanent record of some old Parisian street cries
that have now vanished from memory. Furthermore, Delius’s treatment
of these cries, as compared to their treatment by the other composers
mentioned above, also needs to be explored.
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The first thing that becomes evident when studying the score of Paris
is the complex rhythmic structures that are employed in the opening
bars. Such rhythmic complexity, which persists largely for the entire
duration of the introduction and actually becomes even more intricate as
the music gains momentum, is somewhat unusual for Delius. Despite the
6/8 time signature, the rising figure on the bass clarinet which appears in
the second bar is really in a 3/4 meter, thus giving a 6/8 - 3/4 cross rhythm
effect; a feature which is continued in the ensuing divisi ’cello chords of
the accompaniment. It is difficult to determine whether the dark, almost
menacing bass clarinet motif is a street cry or simply an idea to help give
the impression of nightfall. The fact that it appears again in the closing
pages of the work, as dawn approaches, suggests that it is an actual
Parisian street cry, although there are similar thematic and chordal brush
strokes throughout the opening passages that are purely mood-setting
effects, and it is not always easy to distinguish them from authentic street
cries.
The first real tune doesn’t occur until the 13th bar. Up until that point,
the textures have been thick and muddy, and have been confined to the
orchestral basses, but now a high, floating melody appears on the oboe like
a gentle ray of light penetrating the mist.

Here again, it is difficult to determine whether this is a street cry or
an idea to help create an impression of luminosity. However, unlike the
previous example, there is a good reason, soon to be revealed, to believe
that the oboe theme is, in fact, a true Parisian street cry. Soon after the
lyrical oboe melody, there appears a brief motif played on the bassoons.

The oboe theme then returns, after which the bassoons introduce yet
another motif which is repeated by the cor anglais.
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There can be no question that these are real street cries; so chirpy
is their character that one can almost hear the verbal articulations of the
original cries. Their cheery nature is particularly noticeable in the faster
tempo of the introduction undertaken by Sir Andrew Davis in his recent
recording of the work, 4 of which more will be said later.
Another melodic fragment then follows on the bass clarinet, which is
reminiscent of the instrument’s earlier statement from which it seems to be
derived, and which is almost certainly another Parisian street cry.

This is also echoed by the cor anglais before the meter changes to
4/4. At this point the harmony becomes stagnant; another highly unusual
technique for Delius. In fact, for thirteen bars the harmony essentially
consists of nothing but a B flat major chord, the interest being maintained
purely by the B flat arpeggio figurations of the violins, violas and harps,
and also the street cries which now begin to dominate the texture quite
prominently. First of all, the string basses, reinforced by bassoons and
contra bassoon, perform an augmentation of the previous bass clarinet
motif, but the second bar of the theme is overlaid with another statement
of the second bassoon motif. It is again played by the bassoons, but
this time they are reinforced by the cor anglais. Bass trombone and tuba
then take up the augmentation whilst, above them, three oboes state the
bassoon motif in unison. As the horns make a third statement of the
augmentation, something very interesting happens which distinguishes
Delius’s treatment of the street cries from that of other composers who
have used them.
In the works mentioned above by Charpentier, Vaughan Williams,
Gershwin and Lionel Bart, the street cries, whilst presented in a highly
characteristic and colourful mode, are nevertheless transformed as they
become interwoven into a balanced and organized musical composition.
In these works and the works of the earlier composers, with the possible
exception of Janequin and Rimsky-Korsakov, there is little of the noisy
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atmosphere evoking the haphazard din and clamour that would have been
heard in the city streets as hoards of street sellers vied with one another,
shouting and screeching at the tops of their voices, each with their own
distinctive timbre, in an attempt to attract and draw in customers. There
is no ‘discordant cacophony’, nothing ‘annoying and offensive to the ears’.
But in Delius‘s purely orchestral setting, we arrive at a point where three
street cries are juxtaposed directly on top of one another, each one with its
own rhythmic pattern. To begin with, as can be seen in the extract below,
the second bar of the augmentation on the horns is extended by an extra
bar; triplet quavers becoming triplet crotchets, which is then repeated a bar
later by the ’cellos and basses. At that moment, a muted trumpet enters
with a forte re-statement of the motif first heard earlier on the bassoons.
Above the trumpet, horns and string basses, the oboe and clarinet play,
in the upper limits of their register, as if to mimic a hawker’s screech, a
piercing fortissimo version of the theme first heard on the solo oboe at the
beginning of the work. Although it is barely audible above the general
clatter, its superimposition over two other street cries supplies proof that
the (supposedly) lyrical oboe theme is, itself, a genuine Parisian street cry.
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The four bars shown in the above example especially illustrate the
rhythmic complexities mentioned earlier. With cries now appearing at the
same instance in the bass, mid-range and upper registers of the orchestra,
the words of Jonathan Swift come to mind:
The Small Coal Man was heard with cadence deep
Till drowned in shriller notes of ‘Chimney Sweep’5
With a relentless rhythm now hammered out on the tambourine, the
accompanying B flat chord becomes occasionally enriched with overlays
of its 7th and 9th degrees, and is further embellished by rising chromatic
scales on clarinets and bass clarinet that create further rhythmic and
harmonic clashes with the street cries that now flood through the orchestra.
The noise and uproar of the city’s streets becomes even more intense as the
cries, which are passed to and fro between various instrumental groups,
wrestle with one another in their struggle to be heard. Throughout the
climactic apex of the 81-bar introduction, Delius, in his treatment of
the street cries, undoubtedly comes closer than any other composer in
portraying and re-creating the annoying and offensive cacophony that
would have been heard on the boulevards of Paris and many other cities at
the turn of the century as salesmen, strollers, and entertainers mixed and
intermingled with the crowds. Eventually the commotion subsides, but
not before ‘Pan’s goatherd’ has been intoned on flutes and piccolo.
Before concluding, there are some important points regarding the
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opening oboe theme, which first appears in the 13th bar of the score that
need to be addressed. As we have seen, this particular theme is obviously
an authentic Parisian street cry. However, street cries were, by their very
nature, brisk and lively in character. The street sellers, whose sole purpose
was to draw in customers whom they then attempted to persuade into
parting with their money in return for the goods and services on offer,
attracted attention by articulating their cries in loud, cheerful, effervescent
mannerisms. That being so, why is the opening oboe theme presented
as a slow, lingering melody? Beautiful and lyrical though it is, such an
expressively romantic canto is hardly representative of the type of perky
signature tune that would have been used by a seller of trinkets, knickknacks, consumable produce and the like, to allure unsuspecting clientele
and entice them into making an on-the-spot purchase. Therefore, is it the
case that not only the oboe motif, but indeed the entire 81-bar introduction
of Paris was not intended to be played at the slow tempo to which we have
become accustomed?
In his recent recording of Paris with the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, Sir Andrew Davis takes the introduction at a much faster
tempo than any conductor has previously chosen to do. As a result, there
have been some raised eyebrows and scathing objections and criticisms
from certain quarters. The interpretation has even been described by
disparaging phrases such as ‘a mad dash through the city’ (a rather inept
description, in any event, seeing that Davis’s swift tempi really only apply
to the introduction. In the remainder of the score, they are very much,
apart from a few minor instances, on a par with previous performances
and recordings). Whilst such expressions are a matter of opinion so to
speak, we would do well to put such musically devoid sentiments aside
and consider some hard facts. On initial hearings, whilst Sir Andrew’s
brisk pace at the very outset certainly comes as a not altogether pleasant
surprise, upon reflection it soon becomes clear that at a faster speed, the
oboe theme suddenly takes on, as it should, the appropriately animated
character of a street cry. This is extremely important, and whilst we must
make no mistake over the matter, it is also worth pointing out that the long
tied pedal notes that are written for the contra bassoon are impossible to
sustain at a slow tempo. To ignore this fact is tantamount to suggesting
that Delius knew not what he was doing. But at a faster tempo, the long
tied notes become much more practical to execute. Bearing these crucial
points in mind, we must now investigate the matter further to determine
whether Delius actually intended the introduction to be played at the speed
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at which we now hear it performed in Sir Andrew Davis’s interpretation.
Delius simply employs the tempo heading of ‘Adagio’ at the very
beginning of the score. As there is no metronome marking, the question
arises as to what exactly Delius meant by ‘Adagio’. Whilst the term is
generally interpreted as meaning ‘slow’, the literal interpretation is ‘ad
agio’, meaning ‘at ease’, and a metronome marking of roughly 55-65 BPM
is the accepted norm. ‘Adagio’ isn’t as slow as ‘Largo’ (broadly, 45-50
BPM) or ‘Lento’ (slowly, 40–45 BPM), and is nowhere near as slow as
‘Grave’ (slow and solemn, 20-40 BPM). Attempting to align metronome
beats with those of a musically expressive performance is not the easiest of
procedures by any stretch of the imagination, but such an exercise with Sir
Andrew’s recorded performance reveals that, (taking the dotted crotchet as
the pulse), his chosen tempo for the opening Adagio hovers approximately
around 56 BPM, which is not only within the accepted range for an Adagio
marking, but is more accurate, for instance, than Myer Fredman’s 1995
Naxos recording and Charles Mackerras’s 1991 EMI Eminence recording,
both of which, in the opening Adagio, reveal a tempo of approximately 36
BPM, which is actually more apposite for a ‘Grave’ marking. Sir Thomas
Beecham and Sir Charles Groves also perform the Adagio at a marking
either close to or below 40 BPM.
To summarize, considering the results outlined above, along with
the precise nature of the musical content of the opening episode of Paris,
it would not be unreasonable to suggest that, over the years, it has been
played too slowly, and Andrew Davis’s tempo is, in fact, very close to the
tempo that Delius originally intended. In other words, Andrew Davis
plays the Adagio as an ‘Adagio’, not as a ‘Grave’ as has hitherto been
the case. However much we may have come to prefer hearing a slow,
atmospheric opening for Delius’s Parisian nocturne, such a tempo is, if the
truth be known, really unsuitable for the temperament of the music. On
the contrary, it’s clear that Delius wanted us to hear les cris de Paris, which
were so characteristic of the city he knew and loved, sung in the same spirit
with which he had heard them sung over a hundred years ago.
David J. Eccott
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BRIGG FAIR – AN ENGLISH RHAPSODY?
The recent issue in the Danacord series of Delius recordings is of English
Masterworks and the performers are the Aarhus Symphony Orchestra with
soloists and chorus, conducted by Bo Holten. Two things in particular
surprised me about this compilation. One was the inclusion of Songs of
Sunset and the other was the omission of Brigg Fair.
Of course, Dowson was English and the verse set by Delius was written
in English, but I have always thought of Songs of Sunset and its companion
Cynara as being quintessentially French; indeed heavy with the atmosphere
of ‘fin de siècle’ Paris. However, Delius rather confuses the matter by
quoting from Appalachia in the fifth song.
There should be no confusion about Brigg Fair, which Delius himself
called ‘an English Rhapsody’. Although in the form of a set of variations,
in calling the work a ‘Rhapsody’ he has given himself the freedom to
step outside the strict confines of variation form whenever he finds this
necessary for his poetic purposes. The Universal Edition miniature score
of Brigg Fair contains a ‘Synopsis of Form’ and according to this there is an
introduction of nineteen bars followed by six variations up to bar 147. The
first three quote the complete song; the fourth is freer in style but sets up the
semiquaver figure which continues throughout the fifth and sixth variations,
where again the tune is given in full.
The next part, bars 148 to 193, is called the Middle Section in the Synopsis,
but is better described as an Interlude as Mr. Eccott suggests in DSJ 136. This
is followed by six more variations in which note values and time signatures
are changed and in variations seven and eight a brief coda includes bells for
the first time. Variation nine introduces a new countermelody and this in
turn becomes variation ten in which the folksong is omitted altogether. A
quiet coda of eight bars leads to the final two variations of this section and
a complete change of mood. Variation eleven is a slow and solemn march
with off-beat chords and a tolling bell which, in variation twelve involves the
whole orchestra in its majestic tread before quietening to commence what
the Synopsis calls a Transition Passage.
This again I would call an Interlude and it leads straight into the
final six variations. We are approaching the fair and the music becomes
increasingly animated until with the seventeenth variation we are thrust
pell-mell into the throng with everything thrown into the mix, including
distorted fragments of birdsong and pieces of the tune, to create a loud,
garish, and confused scene, bringing this last sequence of variations to its
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climax. The work could have ended here. The First Dance Rhapsody is also
a set of variations and it concludes in a similarly noisy fashion, but Delius
chooses to withdraw us, and his two lovers, from all the din and excitement.
The music begins to quieten for a final beautiful variation, which is also a
restatement of the theme and the coda to the entire composition. No words
can convey the heart-felt, exquisite essence of this closing music.
Just as the folksong contains six verses, so Delius arranges the
variations in three groups of six. The folksong was of course collected by
Percy Grainger and his beautiful setting of it (originally of all six verses) so
impressed Delius that he wanted to use the tune as a basis for a work of his
own. Was this the only motivation? It will be remembered that in 1906 he
had extended the interlude between scenes five and six of A Village Romeo
and Juliet into what we now know as The Walk to the Paradise Garden and that
the opera itself was first performed in 1907 in Berlin.
He must have been struck by the subject matter of the folksong; a young
man setting out to meet his sweetheart to take her to the fair and his desire to
always remain faithful to her cannot have failed to suggest Sali and Vrenchen
to him once again. The two passages I have described as Interludes and which
separate each set of six variations, have themselves been called variations in the
past, but it seems clear to me that they had especial meaning for Delius himself.
Both Interludes commence by quoting from the introduction whereas none of
the variations do so. The first of them could almost have been part of The Walk
to the Paradise Garden itself, so exactly does it mirror the mood of that piece,
particularly in the continual use of Delius’s most recognisable fingerprint – a
rising triplet followed by a longer held note. And the second Interlude, with
its echoing horn calls, quotes from the opening of Scene Three of the opera,
where they suggest snow-clad mountains in the distance. Lincolnshire may be
a beautiful county but unfortunately it has no mountains. Evidently, Delius has
forgotten where he is supposed to be and is once again back in Switzerland.
Fortunately, the young people in Brigg Fair do not have to fear either
the violence of Marti or the malevolence of the Dark Fiddler and it must
have afforded Delius particular pleasure to remember the hero and heroine
of his earlier masterpiece but in far happier circumstances. Could there even
be a hint of the opera’s ‘dream wedding’ in the stately tread of variation
eleven in Brigg Fair with its tolling bell?
As they walk home across the fields, the two lovers are enveloped in
the darkening landscape and become as one with it, and indeed there is a
similar, though sad, resolution as the end of Delius’s finest opera.
John White
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DELIUS THE YORKSHIREMAN
Much has been said recently about Frederick Delius not being genuinely an
English composer. Perhaps he is not as idiosyncratically English as Elgar,
but much of his music breaths out the unmistakable feel of our landscapes
in particular those of the North. His setting of the Lincolnshire folk song
Brigg Fair, what could be more English! On hearing the first Cuckoo in
Spring, although based on a Norwegian folk song, Delius’ lovely tone poem
richly exhales the English countryside rather like Vaughan Williams’s The
Lark Ascending. Delius however had felt alienated from his homeland
because of his disillusionment with the way English music happened to be
preoccupied with religious themes and he felt that his work was neglected
here. One would conclude − the natural reaction of a real yet frustrated
genius, utterly focused on his own way!
Delius’s German father Julius; originally from Bielefeld, had become
a naturalized Englishman and plied his wool business most successfully in
Bradford, at the height of the industrial revolution. Being successful in
business Julius became an established member of polite society and aspired
to the lofty Victorian values of the age. He was however no philistine being
among a cultivated, music loving German immigrant population who
actually enriched the culture of those gritty northern towns. In Bradford,
for example Julius was instrumental in the debut performance of the
Hallé Orchestra in the newly-built St Georges Hall, and helped fund those
successful and enduring subscription concerts. Although ironically music
‘as a profession’ was then considered ‘by society’ and thus by Julius, to be
demeaning for a gentleman, Fritz (who was later to adopt the more English
‘Frederick’ Delius) was given every encouragement to pursue a love of
music. Music lessons were given from an early age and he was entertaining
family and friends playing the violin proficiently at the age of seven.
The English landscape, in particular that of the North and
Yorkshire must have had great influence upon this impressionable young
man. Walking across the nearby moors and later riding a pony must have
given him intimate contact with those wild, north country landscapes that
lay just beyond the dark satanic mills of industry.
The Delius family took regular holidays generally at Filey on the
Yorkshire coast. Fritz was the fourth of the fourteen children and second son
of Julius and Elise, who also came from Bielefeld. An entire private railway
carriage was required to take the complete Delius entourage on holiday
hitched-up to a regular train service heading for the Yorkshire coast. Filey
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and that area of coast towards the popular resort of Scarborough left a deep
impression on Delius, who in later life would often reflect on his adventures
thereabouts, the cricket matches and getting stuck on Filey Brigg as the
tide was coming in − (something that is very easy to do today!). Even in
old age, blind and severely disabled he would ask Fenby (apparently in a
broad Yorkshire accent!) how the Yorkshire cricket team was doing, and
indeed take an interest in anything The Yorkshire Post newspaper had to
offer. In addition the wireless in the Delius household was frequently
tuned into the BBC and reception was reasonable in this part of France.
Delius took an active interest in what was going on back in England and
not just musically! Eric Fenby was another Yorkshire man born and bred in
Scarborough, indeed Eric Fenby’s heart always remained there in his home
town. The two Tykes developed a way of working together musically, but
beyond that formed closeness on a more personal level. This combination
of circumstances, brought together not just by chance, is the basis for the
remarkable story that was to follow.

Filey in the 19th century

The online film Delius The Yorkshire man follows the young Fritz
from Filey, where he is on record as performing musically to family and
friends, up the coast through the quaint villages where he played cricket, to
the resort of Scarborough. Here Delius attended the yearly cricket festival
and knew all about what went on at the Spa, then a fashionable health spa
resort with a popular resident band. All these events were later recalled
and shared with Eric Fenby as their ‘home thoughts from abroad’. Delius,
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a Cosmopolitan yes, maybe, but fundamentally a Yorkshireman. ‘Tha can
allus tell a Yorkshireman − but not much!’ Ha ha.....
The video featured above can be viewed on my exclusive Delius/
Fenby channel via the Delius Society Facebook page, where a selection of
related items can be viewed; all have programme notes attached. For those
of us not so computer minded, all videos are also available on DVD and
mostly in wide screen format. Please do contact me at jayne.strutt@live.
co.uk for more information. Please remember if you are reluctant to use
the web, as I once was, – for Facebook or YouTube, you choose what to
watch and the web is what you make of it! Here are some easy steps to
access above. Go on to Facebook The Delius Society – select the link Delius
and Fenby Playlist, or Google search for Frederick Delius and Eric Fenby
Tribute Videos. I hope you can join us to share this passion.
Jayne Strutt
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MEMBER SOCIETIES
RECIPROCAL MEMBERSHIP
Links with all of our Member Societies are provided on our website at
www.delius.org.uk where there is a section dedicated to our Reciprocal
Member Societies Scheme. We aim to encourage joint meetings, activities
and other relevant links with Member Societies. Our 150th Anniversary,
2012 was a very exciting year for Delians and brought us many new
members and friends. We continue to be particularly keen to focus on
Delius’s relationship with his fellow composers and musicians.
Details of concerts and events will generally be found on Member
Society websites. Additionally, please refer to the excellent English
Music Festival Bulletin: http://www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk/britishcomposer-organisations.html. This is published twice per year and
although only the latest issue is on display earlier issues can be obtained by
contacting Sue Parker: composer.scheme.secretary@englishmusicfestival.
org.uk
Delius Society Members are reminded that if they wish to join any
of our Member Societies they can enjoy the benefit of a concessionary
50% reduction in the first year membership fee (£10 in the case of Finzi
Friends) by contacting Michael Green by telephone: 01299 400883 or
email: ViceChairman@TheDeliusSociety.org.uk and your details will then
be passed on to the appropriate Treasurer/Membership Secretary. Our
Member Societies are likewise offering their Members a similar concession
if they wish to join The Delius Society (£14 in the first year instead of £28)
and telling them about our meetings and events in their Newsletters and
Journals.

CONTACT DETAILS
The Berlioz Society
Annual Membership is £15.00 and the Society is very active with
publications, conferences, weekends and meetings. Website: www.
theberliozsociety.org.uk.
The Arthur Bliss Society
Members of The Delius Society may join the ABS at a reduced subscription
of £7.50 (normally £15). Upon joining they will receive the last two
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published copies of the Society’s substantial Newsletter. To join please
see the ABS website www.arthurbliss.org or telephone Mrs. Jill Smith on
01242 578688.
The Havergal Brian Society
Annual membership is £12.00 (£150.00 Life). Members receive a bi-monthly
Newsletter, discounts on a wide range of Brian books and memorabilia.
Website: www.havergalbrian.org.
The Elgar Society
Membership is £30 Single; £17.50 Joint UK and Europe. Members receive
three copies per year of the Elgar Society Journal, discounts on CDs and
free entry to the Elgar Birthplace. The Elgar Society has nine UK branches
and a Canadian branch. Each branch has its own programme of meetings,
usually in the form of a lecture, and these are open to members of the
public. The lectures are given by eminent Elgarians and members of the
Society. Further details can be found on the Society website: www.elgar.
org, which also lists a wide range of performances of Elgar’s music both in
the UK and abroad.
The Elgar Birthplace Museum is located at Broadheath, Worcestershire
and is open daily 1st February 2013 – 23rd December 2013 (inclusive) 11
a.m. – 5.00 p.m. The Museum stages a variety of exhibitions and events
throughout the year. Details will be found on their website: www.
elgarmuseum.org.
Finzi Friends
Annual membership £15.00. The Friends produce a Journal twice a year,
hold occasional workshops and study days, organise a lunch and lecture
at the Three Choirs Festival and a Triennial Weekend of English Song in
Ludlow. Website: www.finzifriends.org.uk.
The Percy Grainger Society
Annual Membership: £14.00.
Further details via www.bardic-music.com.
The Grieg Society of Great Britain
Annual subscription is £12.50 (Individual), £18 (Joint) and £7 (Student).
Life membership is £100. Members receive a Journal and meetings are held
which are open to non-Members. Website: www.griegsociety.co.uk
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The Ivor Gurney Society
Annual membership is £14.00 (individual) £18.00 (Joint). Website: www.
ivorgurney.org.uk. The Society produces a substantial annual Journal
and Newsletters throughout the year, has undertaken substantial work
in cataloguing and conserving the Gurney archive and has organised and
facilitated a number of recordings on the Somm and Naxos labels. Society
events are normally held each Spring.
Holst Birthplace Trust and Museum
All Holst events can be found on Composer Societies page of the English
Music Festival website www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk/society.htm.
Annual Membership rates are £15.00 (Single), £20.00 (Joint) £25.00 (Family),
£50.00 (Corporate), £60.00 (Benefactor), £100.00 (Joint Benefactor), £300.00
(Corporate Benefactor). Website: www.holstmuseum.org.uk.
Ralph Vaughan Williams Society
Benefits of membership include a regular Journal which contains scholarly
articles as well as interesting news, events and reviews of the latest
concerts and CD releases together with a select discography. There are
opportunities to meet socially, with invitations to special events and
advance information on future concerts, as well as concert ticket discounts
and discount purchasing of RVW-related materials. Upon joining, new
members receive a £5.00 voucher towards any Albion CD or publication.
Society Journals available as downloads: Journal issues 1 - 17 are
now available as free downloads from the RVW website, providing a userfriendly way to locate previous articles: www.rvwsociety.com/journallist.
html. Annual Membership is £20.00 (£12.00 concessionary). Website:
www.rvwsociety.com
Sir Arthur Sullivan Society
UK Membership is £15.00 (Adult), £10.00 (unwaged student, OAP) £20.00
(two people at the same address). Overseas $US50/£25.00; Couples
$60/£30.00. Website: The Society publishes a Magazine twice yearly.
Website: www.sullivansociety.org.uk .
The Peter Warlock Society
Membership £15.00 (full), £5.00 (Students), £180.00 (life). A Society
Newsletter is published twice yearly and the Society arranges various
events, partly for the benefit of the membership and partly with an
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element of outreach. The Society is pleased to help members gain access
to Warlockian material. Further information will be found on the Society’s
website, www.peterwarlock.org
Michael Green
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LETTERS
From Martin Lee-Browne
Concerning your review of the recent CD Frederick Delius Orchestral Music
arranged for Two Pianos Volume 1, as the 2 piano arrangements CD was in
effect a Society initiative, produced for us by Somm, I was a little sorry that
you adversely compared the arrangements with the ‘real’ versions. You are
absolutely right in what you say, but they were never intended to be other
than substitutes, and the object of having the recording was, of course, to
present them for what they are, not for what they aren’t! For about 100
years from the later 19th century, duet and two piano arrangements (of
both the classics and a great deal of new or relatively new music) were
hugely popular, as a way of enabling people to get to know works that
obviously weren’t going to become staples of concert programmes stuff –
I have a small cupboard full of them to prove it! The venture was, in effect,
a little musical history lesson.


From Tony Noakes
While in London for the first time in four years, I not only attended the
splendid British Library event, but also the concert performance of A Village
Romeo and Juliet. I bought the 18-CD collection which has introduced me
to some items, like Paa Vidderne, that were new to me, but also contained
a number of works that I had only ever had on LP, long since lost to me.
I was particularly glad that this set included all three of the Delius choral
recordings in which I had taken part: Songs of Farewell when with the Royal
Choral Society, and A Mass of Life and the Requiem when in the London
Philharmonic Choir.
I was delighted with VR&J, and didn’t miss the stage action − Lionel
Friend had once remarked on the practical problems of staging the
opening ploughing scene! This performance enabled me to appreciate
the orchestral sounds and where they were coming from − not, as in an
opera house, submerged in the pit. We had a similar experience when
we recently heard, here in Perth, Henk de Vlieger’s The Ring: an Orchestral
Adventure, which not only gave a condensed version of the four operas, but
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also made vividly evident Wagner’s glorious orchestration, well played by
the WA Symphony Orchestra under Paul Daniel.
No great surprise that all the reviews of VR&J that I saw were snide
and condescending. I expect readers may know of Sibelius’s reply to a
young composer who complained of adverse reviews: ‘No one ever put
up a statue to a critic.’ But Paul in his editorial in DSJ 152 remarks on
critics’ consistent hostility to Delius. Why is this? Were they all educated
(if educated at all) in colleges where a very narrow view was held about
what was the ‘right kind of music’ for the 20th century?
While travelling to England from Perth via Dubai on Emirates Airline,
I was delighted to hear on my headphones Chris de Sousa and Tasmin
Little on ‘Post-Romantic Music’ − an interesting term. I have always
found this a wonderful period (c. 1890-1930) when there was arguably a
greater diversity of fine music composed than at any other time in history.
Needless to say, Delius got due recognition in the Emirates feature.
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BOOK REVIEWS
LENNOX BERKELEY AND FRIENDS
WRITINGS, LETTERS AND INTERVIEWS
Edited by Peter Dickinson
The Boydell Press
2012 pp 344
ISBN 978 1 84383 785 5
*£45.00
At first there does not appear to be a link between Lennox Berkeley and
Delius however, on closer examination, members of the Delius circle
and other musicians associated with his music do have connections to
the younger composer. Berkeley like Delius was drawn to France, but
unlike the older composer he was greatly enthusiastic about French music.
Much of this book deals with Berkeley’s enthusiasm for French music
and musicians. We shall try to see later what these two composers had in
common and what separates them.
This collection of writings, letters and interviews is a major source of
information concerning one of the most influential British composers of the
mid-twentieth century and the musicians he knew. It also provides details
of the musical relationship between Paris and London before, during and
after World War II. Berkeley had a ring-side seat when he lived in Paris,
studied with Nadia Boulanger and wrote reviews of musical life there from
1929 to 1934. His little known letters to her reveal the mesmeric power of
this extraordinary woman.
Berkeley was an elegant writer, and it is fascinating to read his firsthand memories of composers such as Ravel, Poulenc, Stravinsky and
Britten. The book also contains interviews with Berkeley’s colleagues,
friends and family. These include performers such as Julian Bream and
Norman Del Mar; composers Nicholas Maw and Malcolm Williamson;
the composer’s eldest son Michael, the composer and broadcaster; and
Lady Berkeley. Lennox Berkeley knew Britten well, and there are many
references to him in this eminently readable collection.
The first mention of Delius in this book comes in a 1938 letter from
Berkeley to Nadia Boulanger. He complimented her on the success of a
concert she had recently given and complained that he is ‘suffocated with
Sibelius, Delius, Ireland and Vaughan Williams.’ It would be interesting
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to know what Boulanger said in reply to this letter since she visited Delius
in August 1927, and was an admirer of his music, and in particular of A
Mass of Life. Lionel Carley included a letter from Jelka to Marie Clews
concerning this visit in Delius A Life in Letters 1909-1934 pp324-325. Peter
Dickinson mentions that Berkeley visited Delius in 1927 with Gordon
Bryan. A short account of this visit can be found in Lennox & Freda by
Tony Scotland, Michael Russell 2010 pp144-145. The visit may have been
arranged by Gordon Bryan who was a pupil of Percy Grainger according
to Tony Scotland who cites the obituary for Bryan which appeared in The
Times on 22nd November 1957.
When interviewed by Peter Dickinson in 1973, Berkeley was asked
about the chromatic progression in his song The Thresher, and questioned
as to how much Delius he knew at that time. In reply he said: ‘Yes I did
then, and I was very fond of certain things of Delius. He’s not been a
composer who’s worn very very well – I don’t know quite why. I found I
went off him, but there are still some very beautiful moments in his music.’
In his book Tony Scotland mentions that Berkeley admired Delius’s music
for Hassan.
In 1990 Peter Dickinson interviewed Norman Del Mar about Lennox
Berkeley, and illustrates how reluctant Beecham was to talk about music.
In 1948 Beecham conducted the music Berkeley composed for a film, The
First Gentleman. Del Mar recalled: ‘If anybody asked him serious questions
he would always come up with a quip. I remember he once did one of
Delius’s Dance Rhapsodies and some fool of a journalist said: ‘Sir Thomas,
would you tell me which of the two Dance Rhapsodies you prefer’. He
said: ‘I don’t know that I care for either of them!’ It was a perfect answer,
knowing that he did them all the time and loved them both! Absolutely
typical.’ Del Mar mentions that Berkeley like Delius left performers
somewhat in the dark as to his intentions. ‘With Delius the notes are more
solid – he always knew what the harmonies must be. Delius didn’t phrase
or balance – Tommy did it to perfection and he got the sense of the ebb and
flow in a way that Delius never set down on paper. Apart from misprints
the notes are always there.’ However, with Berkeley there were doubts.
In the style he used, which became dissonant later on, performers do not
know which note he did want. Del Mar recalled that for one performance
of a work by Berkeley he brought the score to the composer, they sat at the
piano and the conductor played it in two ways. ‘He couldn’t make up his
mind and it didn’t seem to make too much difference to him.’ Here Del
Mar points out that this kind of uncertainty does happen with composers,
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and cites an anecdote concerning Brahms and his Symphony No. 4. Del
Mar suggests that Berkeley and Delius are both the kind of composer who
once they finish a score become detached from it, and in both cases are
rather vague, in different ways. Although Berkeley admired Delius when
he was young, Del Mar comments that their harmonies were different,
since Delius’s were sensuous and Berkeley’s were astringent.
The biographical approach of Peter Dickinson in this book is most
interesting. The book contains several interviews, talks and articles by
Berkeley; diary entries; letters to Nadia Boulanger and reports from Paris
between 1929 and 1934. This is an attractive, well produced volume which
is most informative and useful for those interested in the history of music
in England and Europe in the last century. The book is dedicated to the
memory of Richard Hickox, and is warmly recommended.
Paul Chennell
Offer details
*The publisher Boydell & Brewer is kindly making this book available at a
reduced rate of £33.75. The usual price is £45.00. To order from Boydell &
Brewer:
• Securely online at: www.boydellandbrewer.com (place item(s) into
basket and enter offer code when you check out)
• By post at: Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 3DF
• By telephone: 01394 610 600
• Or via e-mail: trading@boydell.co.uk
Payable by Cheque (payable to Boydell & Brewer), by MasterCard, Visa
or Maestro/Switch.
(Please add full delivery address, card number, name on card, expiry
date & security code/Issue Number)
Postage: Please add £3.00 for the UK, for Europe £6.50 per book (up to a
maximum of £26.00), international £10.00 per book.
In all instances please be sure to quote reference 12358. Offer ends 30
June 2013.
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LIONEL TERTIS THE FIRST GREAT VIRTUOSO
OF THE VIOLA
By John White
The Boydell Press
2012 pp 456
ISBN 978 1 84383 790 9
*£16.99
Lionel Tertis stands in the company of Ysaÿe, Kreisler, Casals, Thibaud
and Rubinstein as one of the greatest instrumentalists − and arguably the
greatest viola player − of all time. Many composers, including Bax, Holst
and Vaughan Williams, wrote significant works for him; he was a member
of a number of prominent string quartets, and he was later to design and
promote his own ‘Tertis model’ viola. Tertis is virtually synonymous with
the increasing importance of the viola as a solo and recital instrument
alongside the violin and the cello. This updated paperback edition of
the book, which first appeared in 2006, tells how he rose from humble
beginnings to become ‘the father of the modern viola’. It explores in detail
his long and distinguished career, persuading composers to write works
for the viola, arranging existing works for the instrument, editing and
performing, and teaching and coaching, notably at the Royal Academy of
Music.
In 1909 Lionel Tertis became the leader of the violas in the Beecham
Symphony Orchestra, and Beecham wrote to Delius at this time to boast
about the establishment of his orchestra. Beecham told Delius that he had
not heard a finer viola player than Tertis, who remained with the orchestra
for eighteen months or so. In his autobiography A Mingled Chime, Beecham
remarked: ‘…unable to endure longer the strenuous routine, the long
hours, and the close atmosphere of the Opera House, he resigned his
position, and I do not think has ever been seen in an orchestra again.’ John
White tells us that when writing about her visit to Paris in 1924, Harriet
Cohen’s opinion was that; ‘Tertis’s playing of Handel, Delius and Bax was
the marvel of the town.’
Tertis arranged Delius’s Violin Sonata No. 2 for viola and recorded
this with George Reeves in 1929. This performance greatly pleased the
composer who wrote an appreciative letter to the arranger. In 1933 Tertis
visited Delius to perform his arrangement of the Violin Sonata No. 3. Eric
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Fenby vividly remembers his performance with the great viola player and
the letter Tertis wrote in appreciation of Fenby’s accompaniment was one
of his most precious possessions. The performance had gone so well that
they played Delius the arrangement of his Violin Sonata No. 2 also, with
great success; Delius had been delighted by both performances. Lionel
Tertis in his autobiography My Viola and I, recalled how, after performing
in Berlin, he travelled to Paris in order to visit Delius. After a terrible
journey, which was much longer than he had expected, he arrived at Grez,
and after a reviving meal, performed for Delius. Tertis recalled: ‘Fenby
played the piano part of the Sonata splendidly and at the end of it Delius
was quite happy about the arrangement I had made, said he had much
enjoyed it and gave his consent to the publication of the work in this
form.’ He then continues by recounting how: ‘We played one or two other
compositions for viola and piano which included the arrangement I had
made for my instrument of his beautiful Serenade from Hassan, in which I
repeated one of the lovely phrases an octave lower. He was so delighted
with the idea that he burst out with: “Why didn’t I think of that – it is a
great improvement!” To be with him was a most unforgettable experience
for me.’ Included in Tertis’s European tour at this time were performances
of his transcription of Delius’s Violin Sonata No.3.
The author tells how, after Delius’s death, Jelka wrote to Tertis to
enquire if he would perform the Double Concerto in his arrangement
for Violin and Viola, with May Harrison, which he agreed to do. Jelka
mentioned to Tertis that May Harrison: ‘…studied it one whole winter
under Delius’s own guidance and he always thought her playing very
beautiful and musical.’ In March 1935 Adrian Boult conducted the first
performance of this arrangement of the Double Concerto with May
Harrison and Lionel Tertis as soloists. John White tells us how Jelka wrote
to Percy Grainger indicating that the success of this performance was
largely due to Lionel Tertis’s playing. Two months later Tertis was one of
those who attended the re-interment of Delius at Limpsfield.
John White mentions that in My Viola and I, Tertis relates how
Grainger dedicated his piece A Platform Humlet to the viola player, and that
it was: ‘…so devastatingly ugly that I never performed it either in private
or public – neither do I remember to what infernal end I consigned it!’
Tertis did edit this work for publication, and also played arrangements of
other works by Grainger.
In conclusion this is a well-produced, thorough and attractive
study of the achievements of a great artist. There is much information
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on the Tertis viola and his writings, talks on music as well as his BBC
appearances. Anyone who loves 20th century English music and the story
of its performers will surely not be disappointed by this book; thoroughly
recommended!
Paul Chennell
Offer details
*The publisher Boydell & Brewer is kindly making this book available at a
reduced rate of £12.74. The usual price is £16.99. To order from Boydell &
Brewer:
• Securely online at: www.boydellandbrewer.com (place item(s) into
basket and enter offer code when you check out)
• By post at: Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 3DF
• By telephone: 01394 610 600
• Or via e-mail: trading@boydell.co.uk
Payable by Cheque (payable to Boydell & Brewer), by MasterCard, Visa
or Maestro/Switch.
(Please add full delivery address, card number, name on card, expiry
date & security code/Issue Number)
Postage: Please add £3.00 for the UK, for Europe £6.50 per book (up to a
maximum of £26.00), international £10.00 per book.
In all instances please be sure to quote reference 12358. Offer ends 30
June 2013.
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MODERNISM AND THE CULT OF MOUNTAINS:
MUSIC, OPERA, CINEMA
By Christopher Morris
Ashgate.
2012. pp 203
ISBN: 978-0-7546-6970-8.
£55
What was so important about the high hills, the mountains and remote
places generally for Delius? What inspired him to write so beautifully on
the heights, or in the north country? He is by no means alone in his love
of remote northern mountainous solitude as this book makes clear. It is of
course a fundamental aspect of his life story; this desire to be away from
people and above the world. His life in France, which Christopher Palmer
interestingly splits into two parts; the time in Paris and the years in Grez,
underlines his desire for a remote secluded life. The high hills however,
are something else. Delius shared his love of the mountains with Grieg,
Beecham, Grainger, Heseltine and Bartok who returned from one trip with
a Hardanger fiddle presumably for research purposes.
Delius’s diary entries for the summer days he spent in the Norwegian
mountains in the late 1880s show him frequently commenting on the
wild, dramatic and romantic nature of the scenery, which clearly made a
great impression. He was very interested in the physical characteristics
of the mountains but did not speak about the musical inspiration the
mountains provided. For this we need to turn to the texts by authors such
as Ibsen and Bjørnson which Delius set. An early work is the melodrama
Paa Vidderne based on Ibsen’s poem of 1859-60. It is easy to see why this
appeals to Delius as it concerns a young man who rejects his valley home
and a life to be spent in toil and banality and goes instead to the mountains
where he steels himself mentally and physically to the harshness of his
surroundings, his purpose set to higher things. Delius set this poem in a
German translation rather than its native Norwegian. The poem reminds
us of Delius’s rejection of Bradford, the family business, and of his desire
for solitude. Ibsen’s poem Paa Vidderne is mentioned in Christopher
Morris’s book. Once Delius had accepted Grieg’s friendly but devastating
criticism of his melodrama he followed it up with a symphonic poem with
the same name: which this time was for orchestra alone.
This book looks at the artistic and symbolic affinities between music
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and mountains. The interest of artists and composers over the last couple
of centuries in mountains – particularly (but not exclusively) the Alps − is
examined. Christopher Morris aims to bring together an examination of
German modernism and German music in the 20th century. Much of the
book concerns opera and other art forms. However, for Delians there
is some interesting material included, though there is no direct mention
of Delius. Christopher Morris does have much to say about Ibsen and
Nietzsche. He contrasts the response to mountains of 19th century artists
to that of artists of the 20th century.
Christopher Morris discusses the cultural background to Delius’s
interest in Ibsen, Nietzsche and the Nordic countryside. Artists in many
countries became fascinated by mountains at the beginning of the last
century as we learn from this book. Nietzsche and his philosophy is
central to the German cult of mountains in the last century and at the
end of the 19th century, so we can see that Delius is not alone in his love
of the high hills. For German artists Nietzsche’s celebration of mountain
solitude was a way of escaping from and resisting the pressures of urban
modernity. Christopher Morris aims to see if this differs from the 19th
century manifestation of the love of mountains and its cultural influence.
The book shows that one of Ibsen’s early biographers, Rudolf Lothar,
suggested that the Norwegian playwright’s celebration of solitude in
the mountains and his ability to learn from the heights how to stand
above life, show that he championed individuality rather than life in the
community of other people, and this was undoubtedly an attractive idea
for Delius. Lothar suggests that the hero of Paa Vidderne, who goes up into
the mountains, is hardened both physically and aesthetically. When he
sees his mother’s house burning in the valley below, he looks down from
the mountain to watch the ‘beautiful’ spectacle rather than rushing to
help her. We are told the hero stands to ‘observe like an artist who stands
above life’. Undoubtedly Delius would have understood and approved
this action and its aesthetic implication. For Ibsen and Delius the solitude
of the heights was what Christopher Morris calls ‘a source of strength and
an individualistic foil against the power of the masses’.
In this book it is suggested that for Nietzsche the mountains stand
for solitude, perspective and a wish to get away from the comfortable in
everyday life. Nietzsche went into the high hills to look down on earth not
up to the sky; he wanted to get close to nature and away from metaphysics.
Delius also loved the high hills so that he could absorb himself in nature
and had no profound interest in metaphysics. Morris points out that for
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Nietzsche life in the mountains was about ‘self-creation’ and learning to
live above those in the countryside below. Surely Delius would have
read of this ‘self-creation’ in the German philosopher’s works. Morris
suggests that for Nietzsche ‘…life finds its most sympathetic terrain in the
mountains.’ A mountain retreat is a place one can call home and offers
purification away from the polluted, stifling atmosphere of the lowlands;
and indeed this is surely an idea with which Delius would have agreed.
Nietzsche like Ibsen and Delius saw solitude in the highlands as a source
of strength.
In conclusion we can see that Delius’s love of the mountainous
country and the artistic inspiration it provided is part of a wider cultural
context. His enthusiasm is similar to that of many German artists and
musicians who were devoted to and inspired by mountains. This cultural
enthusiasm had existed since Schiller wrote his play William Tell. Whilst
Christopher Morris is concerned with other art forms and composers,
what he has to say about Ibsen and Nietzsche is helpful and illuminating
background information and indirectly informs us about what inspires
Delius. It is surprising and rather disappointing that there is no direct
mention of Delius in this book. You will enjoy this book if you are
interested in Delius’s enthusiasm for the high hills and want to learn
more about the cultural background to his art. Modernism and the Cult of
Mountains provides much food for thought.
Paul Chennell


THE BRITISH PIANO SONATA, 1870-1945
By Lisa Hardy
The Boydell Press
2012 pp256
ISBN: 978-1-84383-798-5
*£19.99
When we speak about the English musical renaissance − that extraordinary
flowering of musical creativity from the last quarter of the 19th century
to the middle of the 20th century − we will most often bring to mind a
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large body of works, many of which are fine orchestral achievements. We
might mention a number of fine symphonies by Elgar, Vaughan Williams
or Bax; several fine concertos by Delius, Elgar, Holst or Vaughan Williams;
or indeed a remarkable body of string music by Tippett, Britten, Elgar,
Vaughan Williams and others. However, we do not immediately talk of
piano sonatas when thinking of these composers. As Lisa Hardy remarks
in this most interesting book ‘…Delius, Elgar, Holst, Vaughan Williams
and Walton did not write piano sonatas. Nevertheless, Delius, Elgar,
Vaughan Williams, Bax and Britten all wrote piano concertos.’ Most of
these composers (excluding Britten) would not regard themselves as
proficient pianists. Once again with the English musical renaissance we are
faced with the importance – as Doctor Johnson advised – of ‘re-examining
your assumptions once every six months’. When we look more closely
at the output of British composers in this period there are in fact enough
examples of well-crafted and interesting piano sonatas for them to warrant
this fine study.
British composers such as Elgar and Delius appear to be as much
drawn to the violin as to the piano when writing instrumental music.
Both composers played this instrument and understood its potential
wonderfully well. Indeed Elgar regarded his Violin Concerto as one of
his finest achievements. However, with the book under review, we are
concerned with a wide variety of piano sonatas composed in a seventy-five
year period leading up the end of the Second World War.
From the start of the English musical renaissance, British composers
were preoccupied with Germanic principles of sonata writing, despite
their subsequent exposure to influences outside this tradition, among
them late romantic music, French impressionism, Russian nationalism,
Scriabin, British folk music, African-American music and neo-classicism.
Regardless of education − or the climate, fully explored here, at the Royal
College and the Royal Academy − the Austro-German tradition proved
inescapable. This first study of the subject offers detailed commentary
on key works, with plentiful musical examples, revealing influences and
techniques and demonstrating composers’ attitudes towards the genre.
The reception history of the piano sonata is also discussed, to build up
a picture of public musical taste. The appendix contains transcripts of
interviews, including one with Sir Michael Tippett; these are particularly
significant, as most of the subjects are now dead. Also included is a useful
reference section, cataloguing the sonatas, as well as a full discography
chronicling the recording history of each sonata, updated in 2012.
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When discussing Cyril Scott’s Sonata No. 1 Lisa Hardy draws our
attention to the influence of Delius in the ways that Scott’s music flows
freely. She suggests that like Scott Delius was an improviser. The
rhapsodic structures in this sonata are similar to those in the music of
Delius. Here we also learn of the harmonic similarities of the music of
these two composers.
When considering the music of Bax, the author remarks that he does
not use authentic folk melodies in the way that Delius has done in works
such as On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring. Lisa Hardy tells us that Bax
admired Delius’s music. Although towards the end of his life Bax was
much less positive on this subject when speaking with the conductor
Christopher Whelen.
Alan Bush composed a piano sonata, his Op. 2, before he studied
composition with John Ireland. Lisa Hardy remarks that ‘The pianism is
grounded in Chopin, using arpeggio accompaniment figures that weave
throughout the texture. The themes follow one another without being
sectionalised, using ideas of free flow as in the music of Delius and Scott.’
Apparently Alan Bush who was a pianist as well as a composer, included
some of Delius’s solo piano music in his repertoire.
Constant Lambert’s Piano Sonata, written in the late 1920s, was
influenced by African-American music, and as Hardy says, it can be
compared with the free flow of Delius’s music. This was the first British
piano sonata to be influenced by African-American music.
Lisa Hardy suggests that ‘Of all the major British composers, Delius
seems to have had the most significant influence upon the British piano
sonata.’ Delius, as we know, distanced himself from any kind of sonata,
as he had no real interest in conventional musical structures but rather
preferred to develop his own. His influence on the British composers
who wrote piano sonatas really came from his orchestral music. This
is a most attractive, helpful and well-produced book which adds to our
overall understanding of an often-overlooked part of the English musical
renaissance.
Paul Chennell
Offer details
*The publisher Boydell & Brewer is kindly making this book available at a
reduced rate of £14.99. The usual price is £19.99. To order from Boydell &
Brewer:
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• Securely online at: www.boydellandbrewer.com (place item(s) into
basket and enter offer code when you check out)
• By post at: Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 3DF
• By telephone: 01394 610 600
• Or via e-mail: trading@boydell.co.uk
Payable by Cheque (payable to Boydell & Brewer), by MasterCard, Visa
or Maestro/Switch.
(Please add full delivery address, card number, name on card, expiry
date & security code/Issue Number)
Postage: Please add £3.00 for the UK, for Europe £6.50 per book (up to a
maximum of £26.00), international £10.00 per book.
In all instances please be sure to quote reference 12358.
Offer ends 30 June 2013.
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CD REVIEWS
FREDERICK DELIUS: FRENCH MASTERWORKS

Prelude to Margot la Rouge, In a Summer Garden, Three Verlaine Songs
(orch. Heseltine), Two Verlaine Songs (orch. Bo Holten),
Paris: The Song of a Great City.
Henriette Bonde-Hansen (soprano), Aarhus Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Bo Holten
Recorded October & December 2011 and May 2012
Danacord DACOCD728
Duration: 54.08
£15.25
This latest addition to the Delius Masterworks series from Danacord
includes works inspired by France and follows three previous Danacord
issues devoted to works with Norwegian, Danish and English connections.
Like the earlier CDs in the series this one gives us the now familiar warm
sound of the Aarhus Symphony Orchestra and the wonderful voice of
Henriette Bonde-Hansen whose operatic soprano timbre is so well suited
to singing Delius songs in their orchestral versions.
Nowhere is the lovely sound of the Aarhus orchestra more apparent
than in the first track, the Prelude to Delius’s opera Margot la Rouge, written
in 1902 for the Sonzogno opera competition. Eric Fenby described this
Prelude as ‘one of the most perfect and inevitable pieces of music ....’
qualities that are clear in this beautifully paced performance which shows
off some gorgeous woodwind and horn solos. Delius’s opera failed to win
a prize in the competition but he must have realised that the Prelude was
music worth rescuing as much later he and Fenby re-used it to form the
introduction to the Idyll. The Prelude works really well as a short standalone piece and deserves to be heard much more often.
The next piece is a decidedly slow-paced performance of In a
Summer Garden. At nearly 16 minutes this must be one of the slowest
ever recordings − most, including Beecham, are around 13-14 minutes
and the fastest (Ormandy) takes about 11 minutes. Whilst this laid back
performance conveys an excellent impression of Delius’s garden on a
lazy hot afternoon I feel that it is at the expense of flow and structure – so
often the work fails to keep moving and seems almost to grind to a halt!
The tempo of the middle section (allegedly portraying the river Loing) is
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as slow as Beecham’s 1951 recording, and whilst Beecham moves things
forward with an almost imperceptible accelerando, Holten doesn’t, thus
giving me more the impression of a static millpond than a flowing river!
It is worth noting that there is no ‘correct’ tempo for this middle
section. The time signature is 6/4 and Delius’s marking is ‘Very quietly
(not too slow) crotchet equals quaver of preceding’. Most conductors interpret
‘preceding’ as meaning the previous 6/8 bar, but this bar is the last of a six
bar rallentando so the speed of the quaver in the ‘preceding’ bar (and hence
the crotchet beat of the middle section in 6/4) depends entirely on how the
conductor paces this rallentando. Ormandy’s very fast tempo for the middle
section could be due to his interpretation of ‘preceding’ as meaning the
last in tempo bar of the 6/8 section which came before, not the preceding
bar itself. But there are many delights in this performance, notably from
the woodwind and Bo Holten manages an excellent and surprisingly
vigorous build-up to the work’s climax. Personally, I prefer a more lively
In a Summer Garden but I can imagine that this laid back performance might
appeal to others.
The works of perhaps greatest interest on this CD are the orchestral
versions of Delius’s five Verlaine songs, recorded here for the first time.
The earliest three songs (Il pleure dans mon coeur, Le ciel est par-dessus le toit
and La lune blanche) were orchestrated by Philip Heseltine in 1915 and the
two later ones (Chanson d’automne and Avant que tu ne t’en ailles) transcribed
by Bo Holten very recently. Many Delius songs have been orchestrated
by various individuals, including Delius himself, and if sensitively done,
an orchestral version can significantly enhance the original. Personally, I
think a satisfactory song orchestration has to remain as faithful as possible
to the original piano version and the orchestration must ‘sound like
Delius’. This involves not only a deep understanding of Delius’s music but
also the subtle way his orchestral style changed throughout his life.
The Heseltine orchestrations are, as Bo Holten says in the sleeve note,
rather lean and spare. Despite this, the second and third songs sound quite
like Delius and adapt well for orchestra. The accompaniment to the first
song (Il pleure dans mon coeur) is much more pianistic and is probably the
hardest to transcribe. Heseltine’s orchestration isn’t really very effective
– it doesn’t sound particularly Delian and the repeated quaver arpeggio
figure, a vital element in the piano part, often fails to stand out enough
from the orchestral texture.
‘Lean’ and ‘spare’ are certainly not adjectives which apply to
Bo Holten’s orchestrations of Delius’s later Verlaine settings: Chanson
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d’automne (1911) and Avant que tu ne t’en ailles (1919). Orchestral textures
are rich and complex – possibly too opulent for songs written at a time
when Delius’s writing for orchestra had become more spare than it had
been earlier. There are wonderful sounds here which often enhance the
text but Holten has added his own extra material which I feel oversteps
what would normally be done in orchestrating a piano part. For example,
there is unnecessary decoration, harmony is needlessly thickened out and
in Chanson d’automne (bar 20) he has added a rising triplet horn motive.
These additions are skilfully done and often sound quite Delian but
whether this is orchestration or re-composition is debatable. Henriette
Bonde-Hansen’s rich soprano voice is marvellous and always a delight
and, as on the rest of the disc, the orchestra plays beautifully.
Lastly, we have an exciting performance of Paris which shows off
plenty of virtuoso playing from the orchestra. Bo Holten occasionally
has odd choices of tempo (fig. 18 is certainly not taken molto adagio)
but there are thrilling moments, especially the rush to the climax from
fig. 31 onwards which really works, despite the fact that Delius marks
it rallentando! Surprisingly, there is a rather prominent wrong bassoon
note two bars after fig. 25 which somehow escaped editing. Orchestral
balance is generally good but personally I miss the three gong strokes
underpinning the low forte chords at fig. 33 which seem like a bell, ending
the gaiety and summoning the nocturnal revellers to bed! Here, the gong
is nearly inaudible – admittedly Delius’s dynamic is mf but it’s the only
moment when it’s played, so let’s hear it! Holten takes some liberties with
offstage solos at the end but these are quite effective.
By now readers will be aware that I have a number of reservations
about these performances. However, I want to stress that these are
my personal feelings and others may well be completely satisfied by
everything on this CD. There are many good things here, and plenty of
reasons to buy this latest Danacord issue − the Verlaine song orchestrations
are rarities and give a new dimension to these pieces. The performances
of In a Summer Garden and Paris, though idiosyncratic, can stand alongside
the many other available recordings as alternative ways of interpreting
these works though neither would be my first listening choice.
Tony Summers
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FREDERICK DELIUS: BRIGG FAIR, PIANO CONCERTO (IN
THREE MOVEMENTS), IDYLLE DE PRINTEMPS, PARIS.
Howard Shelley, Royal Scottish National Orchestra,
Sir Andrew Davis
Recorded Glasgow 20-22 December 2011
Chandos; CHAN 10742
Duration: 75.35
£13.75
Sir Andrew Davis continues his Delian Odyssey with recordings of the
familiar and the unfamiliar. It was in January last year, as guest speaker
of the Royal Philharmonic Society, that he spoke of the great pleasure he
was having at this later stage in his career of exploring the larger works
of Delius. Several of the shorter, better-known scores had appeared
fairly frequently in his programmes with A Song of Summer, it seems, a
particular favourite of his at the Proms. In 1980 he took Sea Drift to the
Edinburgh Festival, and in 1992, with the BBC Symphony Orchestra, he
recorded for Teldec a fine all-Delius CD that included Paris, Brigg Fair, In a
Summer Garden and three shorter works (now available on Apex). Then in
March 1999, from the BBC’s Maida Vale studios, he not only conducted an
enterprising all-Delius broadcast consisting of Dance Rhapsody No 1, Idyll
and North Country Sketches, but he was also the accompanist in Four Old
English Lyrics.
But it was his rare airing of The Song of the High Hills at the Barbican
in October 2010 that signalled the start of a more intense interest in Delius.
He went on to record that work, together with Appalachia, for Chandos,
following that impressive recording with another that for the first time
brought together all three string concerti. Last August he opened the
2012 Edinburgh Festival with a highly acclaimed sold-out performance
of A Mass of Life (sadly not taken for transmission by the BBC), and now
we have a third disc from Chandos, following up the string concerti with
the piano concerto, not as one might have expected in its more familiar
guise but in its earlier three-movement form. Some Society members may
remember attending its first British performance in January 1996 when it
was given by the Bromley Symphony Orchestra and its conductor Adrian
Brown, with soloist Karl Pendlebury.
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Soon after Delius first met Grieg in Leipzig in the autumn of 1887, he
was given by the Norwegian composer a copy of his piano concerto which
he heard Grieg perform in London the following May. Delius then tried
his hand at a work for piano and orchestra. Among his early attempts was
one in variation form entitled Légendes (Sagen). Next came a one-movement
Fantasy for Orchestra and Pianoforte which would appear to be the earliest
form of the present piano concerto, and eventually he completed the threemovement version heard on this CD. First performed at Elberfeld in October
1904, with Julius Buths as soloist and Delius’s good friend and champion
Hans Haym conducting, it received a handful of performances on the
Continent before a dissatisfied Delius revised it extensively. First he recast
the work into a single movement: the first two movements were remoulded
as the Allegro non troppo and Largo sections, while the third was completely
discarded and a new finale written from almost entirely new material. (If the
cadenza in the third movement sounds familiar, that is because it was later
adapted as the cadenza in the slow movement of the Violin Concerto.)
But these were not the only revisions. Delius sought advice from the
Hungarian pianist Théodor Szantó whose rewriting of the solo part made it
a more virtuosic work. In this form it was first given in London in October
1907 at a Henry Wood Promenade Concert with Szantó as soloist. Despite
the undoubted curiosity of the earlier three-movement version, one can
only agree with Delius in rejecting the weaker third movement that may
well make any further public performances unlikely. Yet this is not its first
recording. In March 2005 David Lloyd-Jones set it down for Hyperion
with Piers Lane and the Ulster Orchestra (CDA67296). Both are convincing
readings and make fascinating listening, not only to hear Delius’s earlier
thoughts and to see how they were fashioned into the concerto we know
so well, but also to compare Delius’s style of piano writing with what must
generally be Szantó’s more bombastic rewritings. Not a work, then, that
one would want to listen to frequently but, because of its historical interest,
well worth the odd hearing. It even makes one more appreciative of the
often maligned final version.
Two familiar works fill most of the remaining space on this CD. The
beginning of Paris is usually dark, mysterious, not unlike the start of
another portrait of a great city, Vaughan Williams’ A London Symphony. In
this performance, however, one is aware that the opening is being taken
faster than usual, and the oboe and bassoon solos in the first minute at
figures 1 and 2 have lost their foreboding and any suggestion of shaking
off sleepiness as the city slowly awakens. It is not surprising that the
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overall timing here of 18’ 43“ is noticeably shorter than others: Holten 21’
00“, Silvestri 21’ 38“, Mackerras 21’ 49“, Beecham (1955) 22’ 10“, Fredman
23’ 03“, Collins 23’ 46“, Del Mar 25’ 38“, and much shorter even than
Davis’s earlier recording of 22’ 28“. Although he brings much excitement
and energy to this new recording in which the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra play with great precision, in some ways his earlier interpretation
is preferable. On Telarc the first statement of that wonderful theme on
violas at fig. 13, Adagio con espressione, benefits from a slightly slower
pacing, bringing out more of the yearning in what is surely one of the most
beautiful moments in all Delius. On a small matter of balance, the ff harps
at fig. 23, so noticeable in many other recordings, here seem too distantly
placed so that surprisingly the glockenspiel is rather more prominent.
Brigg Fair is a work that Andrew Davis said should be in the repertoire
of all orchestras, especially British ones, but sadly is not. In one or two
places he seems to have rethought his approach. With the introduction
of the folk-song, whereas in past performances and on the Teldec disc he
followed all three tenuto marks between figures 3 and 7 (something that
few conductors, including Beecham, do), here in accordance with general
practice he observes only the first of these. The lovely pastoral section at
fig. 15 benefits from the warm Chandos recording, with the strings being
given a noticeably stronger glow, contrasting dramatically with the hushed
strings on Teldec. Davis seems also to have reshaped the final climax. On
Teldec this is clearly underpinned at two bars before fig. 40 by the fortissimo
bass drum stroke (famously misplaced in Beecham’s last recording of the
work), but this goes almost unnoticed in this new version, partly because
the direction Becoming gradually softly and slower is observed a bar too early
before the climax has made its full impact. Nevertheless, this is a pleasing
performance, although it is a pity that the mistake in the exposed flute in
bar 8 was not corrected.
The other rarity on this CD is Idylle de Printemps. Dating from 1889
and built largely on its short opening idea, it came to life when it was
recorded in August 1995 by David Lloyd-Jones and the English Northern
Philharmonia for Naxos (8.553535). It received its first concert performance
in November the same year in St John’s, Smith Square, London, with
Ronald Corp conducting the New London Orchestra. It is here enjoying its
third recording, providing a charming interlude, or entr’acte, between the
Piano Concerto and Paris. In conclusion, despite one or two reservations,
this is a CD that one can recommend.
Stephen Lloyd
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Norman O’Neill: STRING QUARTET IN C; PIANO
TRIO IN ONE MOVEMENT; PIANO QUINTET IN E
MINOR; THEME AND VARIATIONS FOR PIANO TRIO
Theme and Variations for Piano Trio
The Bridge Quartet and Michael Dussek (piano)
Recorded February 2012
EM Records EMR CD005
Duration: 69.28
£12.00
One of the pleasant surprises at the 2011 Dorchester-on-Thames English
Music Festival was a performance by the Bridge Quartet of Norman
O’Neill’s Piano Quintet in E minor, which was extremely well received
alongside Stanford’s more austere Quartet No 3. Then at last year’s
Ealing Autumn Festival the same quartet played O’Neill’s String Quartet
(together with the Delius), and both these works with two others comprise
this first O’Neill CD.
The life of Norman O’Neill – member of the so-called Frankfurt
Group, close friend of Delius, theatre musical director and best known for
the incidental music he wrote for many plays – was definitively told by his
son-in-law Derek Hudson in Norman O’Neill: A Life of Music (Quality Press
1945), a book that has long been out-of-print but which is essential reading
for any Delian. O’Neill was another English-born composer to die in that
fatal year of 1934. While crossing Oxford Street on the way to conduct a
rehearsal of his music at Broadcasting House, he was struck on the head
by the wing mirror of a three-wheeled vehicle and, while it did not seem
serious at the time, blood poisoning set in and he died three weeks later at
the age of 58.
In 1975 in a centenary programme two delightful overtures, In
Springtime and In Autumn, were broadcast by the BBC Concert Orchestra,
conducted by Ashley Lawrence, but sadly do not seem to have been heard
since. Extracts from his two most famous theatrical scores, for J M Barrie’s
Mary Rose and Maurice Maeterlinck’s The Blue Bird, were once recorded on
78s, but very little else has been issued in any format. So this new CD of
his chamber music is an important issue as for many people it will be an
introduction to his music.
And a fine introduction it is. O’Neill’s output was chiefly restricted
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to theatre music, and while there may be no hidden masterpieces, does
any chamber work have a more heart-warming opening than his onemovement Piano Trio of 1909? This is music that speaks immediately to
the listener with a warmth and lyricism that are quite captivating. Lasting
only about nine minutes, it is a work that deserves to be better known
and one that can easily be tucked into a chamber programme. The more
whimsical String Quartet, of twice that duration and consisting of two
linked movements followed by a scherzo, is notable for its deeply-felt
adagio movement.
The most substantial work on this CD, the four-movement Piano
Quintet, was first performed in 1904 in London with O’Neill’s wife Adine
at the piano. They had met at Frankfurt where Adine (née Rückert) was
a pupil of Clara Schumann. In his excellent notes the violist Michael
Schofield suggests that, as a result of O’Neill’s Frankfurt studies with
Ivan Knorr, friend of Tchaikovsky, the Quintet bears more relation to the
Russian than the Germanic school of composers. Strong, long melodic
lines make this a most engaging work. Last on this CD is an extensive
Theme and Variations for piano trio (1895) on the song Polly Oliver, first
performed in Frankfurt.
Eric Fenby has described how Delius spoke of the ‘charming and
genial’ O’Neill with the greatest affection and always looked forward to
his yearly visits to Grez. The warmth of his personality shines through
these works. Those seeking angst and despair will find none here. The
performances and the recording are exemplary. This is a most welcome CD
of pleasure and delight.
Stephen Lloyd
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PART-SONGS BY JOHN IRELAND
AND FREDERICK DELIUS

Birmingham Conservatoire Chamber Choir
PAUL SPICER, director
SOMMCD 0119
Duration 66.00
£11

There are so many exceptional aspects to this remarkable CD, which
was made possible with financial assistance from The Delius Society
and The John Ireland Trust, that it is difficult to know quite where to
begin. Particularly outstanding, however, is the high quality of the
recording which sustains depth of sonority throughout the entire dynamic
range. Paul Spicer extracts some fine, stylistic and delicately balanced
performances from the Birmingham Conservatoire Chamber Choir and
the singers respond to his thoughtful direction with understanding and
enthusiasm, making the entire listening experience most enjoyable and
highly rewarding.
The Part-Songs of Delius have fared quite well as far as modern
recordings are concerned. In 1969 the Louis Halsey Singers recorded four
of the composer’s Part-Songs which were released on LP, coupled with
ten of Elgar’s Part-Songs, on the Argo label. This particular recording was
recently re-released on CD on Decca’s Eloquence label, (see The Delius
Society Journal, Autumn 2012, No. 152 p104). Then in 1993 came a recording
of the complete Part-Songs by the Elysian Singers of London under the
direction of Matthew Greenhall, first released on the Continuum label,
and later re-released on the Somm label in 1997. This particular recording
is probably the definitive recording of Delius’s Part-Songs as it not only
includes the choruses from Irmelin, A Village Romeo and Juliet, and Hassan,
but also the two songs for female voices with piano accompaniment:
Little Birdie and The Streamlet’s Slumber Song. Nevertheless, the current
recording essentially contains the complete a-capella Part-Songs of Delius,
and is a timely addition to the recorded corpus of the composer’s vocal
music.
The five early Part-Songs written during Delius’s time in Leipzig,
even though they are not representative of the composer’s mature style,
are given an exceptionally eloquent and exquisite rendition. One is struck
by the skill of the part writing which, due to the clarity offered by the
recording, becomes particularly perceptible. The five later Part-Songs of
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the composer’s mature years are presented in an equally sensitive and
sympathetic manner. The Birmingham Conservatoire Chamber Choir
gives each song an extremely atmospheric reading and the singers must
be congratulated on their excellent attention to detail and acute awareness
of nuance. Edward Harrison brings a suitably light, carefree mood to the
wordless tenor solo in the second of the Two songs to be sung of a summer
night on the water which he phrases splendidly.
I hesitate to even mention it, but the only minor quibble I have
with the performances of the Delius Part-Songs is that Midsummer Song
is performed at a marginally slower tempo than that to which I have
become accustomed. Nevertheless, there are still plenty of interesting
and colourful details to enjoy in the performance, and such a minor point
shouldn’t deter anyone from purchasing the CD.
It is always interesting to hear the works of Delius presented alongside
his contemporaries. Therefore, another gratifying feature of this CD is the
fact that it gives one the opportunity to become familiar with the PartSongs of John Ireland. The CD liner notes do not say whether the sixteen
songs by Ireland are premier recordings, but upon hearing them, one is
certainly left wondering why they are not more widely known. As one
would expect, they are cast in a different vein to the Part-Songs of Delius,
but they are nonetheless highly enjoyable, containing, as they do, a variety
of moods and impressions. In fact, there are some real gems to be found
amongst the Part-Songs presented here: The Holy Boy, originally written
for piano and later arranged for various instrumental combinations, is
particularly appealing, as is Spring, the sweet spring. All of these songs have
an immediate surface appeal, but A New Year Carol, The Peaceful Western
Mind, Laughing Song, and A Cradle Song quickly become firm favourites.
Ireland’s skill in composing for this particular medium is highly evident,
and the lyrical, flowing strands of his part writing are fully complemented
by the admirable acoustics of the Church of St. Alban the Martyr in
Birmingham where the recording was made. For any vocal enthusiast who
is unfamiliar with these beautiful works, the CD is essential.
This joint venture by The Delius Society and The John Ireland Trust has
proved to be particularly successful, and the CD is highly recommended.
David Eccott
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THE DELIUS COLLECTION
Anthony Rolfe Johnson (tenor), Felicity Lott (soprano),
Sarah Walker (mezzo soprano), Thomas Allen (baritone),
Julian Lloyd Webber (cello), Ralph Holmes (violin),
Eric Fenby (conductor/piano), Norman Del Mar (conductor),
Vernon Handley (conductor), Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Heritage HJTGCD700
£25.75
As Stephen Lloyd points out in his excellent sleeve notes, the majority of
the recordings in this 7-CD collection are those made by Eric Fenby in the
1970s and 1980s. This collection of recordings also includes performances
by other well-known artists associated with Delius’s music which first
appeared on the Unicorn-Kanchana label. It is good to have all these performances grouped together in a box and still sounding well after many
years. At just under £4 a disc this is a very attractive package indeed.
Naturally the Fenby recordings are what attract us first. He does not
in any way rush The Song of the High Hills All parts of the orchestra and
chorus are well balanced and we are given a clear, warm and generous
recorded sound. I particularly enjoyed the superb contribution of the brass
players. The choral singing is thrilling, although it has to be said it is a little
distant on the recording. The placing of the choir is of course vital to the
success of any performance of this work. The end of this piece in particular
is very moving as given by these artists. Both the Fantastic Dance and the
Dance Rhapsody No. 2 were very successfully realised here.
Eric Fenby’s direction of the Irmelin Prelude is beautifully paced and
the woodwind playing is particularly fine. When we listen to A Song of
Summer in this beautiful interpretation we cannot hope to be nearer to
Delius’s intentions for this piece. This is certainly a wonderful and moving
document of their collaboration. The presentation of Songs of Sunset is so
successful because the orchestra, choir and soloists all manage to provide
us with a clear and attractive realisation. Sarah Walker is occasionally
a little matronly; maybe a little more youthful ardour would help. The
Ambrosian Singers achieve a wonderful atmospheric interpretation in
the third song Pale Amber Sunlight, and the violin solo in this song is most
beautiful. It is unfortunate that a rather insistent vibrato spoils Sarah
Walker’s singing in the fourth song Exceeding Sorrow. On this same disc
the Idyll is given a wonderful presentation, again making us remember
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how marvellously Fenby worked with Delius. His conducting is quite
measured so that nothing rushes along too quickly. There is great clarity
in the orchestra so that we can hear everything in the score. Felicity Lott
has a wonderful youthful tone in this piece which is most attractive. Her
singing is thrilling. There are occasions when she vividly suggests the
black American musical qualities of part of this score. This performance
as a whole is most enjoyable and successful.
Julian Lloyd Webber joins Eric Fenby for a performance of the Cello
Sonata, and this is a most beautiful, sensitive achievement which shows
us the greatness of this work. This recording has good sound quality.
The subtle harmonic colours are thoroughly realised in this performance,
making this a compelling reading of the score. This is visionary, hypnotic
music. Similarly Ralph Holmes’s 1972 recording of the Violin Sonatas
with Eric Fenby provides us with performances of real distinction. Violin
Sonata No. 1 is given a brisk clear sound. This is lyrical violin playing
beautifully accompanied by Eric Fenby. The tension in this music is
brought out most effectively by both performers. In Violin Sonata No. 2
these artists succeed in delivering the lyric beauty of this music. They keep
the music flowing in the appropriate Delian manner and all is clarity here.
Ralph Holmes applies a degree of restraint in his performance, but his
music-making is clear eyed and thrilling. In Violin Sonata No. 3 we hear
the same virtues from both artists. Whilst the performance is lyrical it is
also quite brisk and the music gains from this. The dance-like character
of the second movement of this sonata is brought out well here. The third
movement of this sonata is eloquent and most moving in this realisation. I
was reminded here that Ralph Holmes is a worthy rival for Tasmin Little;
it will always be a pleasure to hear their different approaches to this music.
In An Arabesque, which is here given a wonderfully clear and atmospheric realisation by both orchestra and chorus, Thomas Allen’s singing is
commanding and most enjoyable. Eric Fenby brings out the poetry in this
beautiful score.
Under Fenby’s direction Songs of Farewell is very moving and reminds
us that this is one of Delius’s finest achievements, in his late style which
is more economical and more spare than some of his earlier work. As
mentioned before, we cannot hope to be closer to Delius’s intentions than
we are with this interpretation. The same might be said of Cynara also
included on this disc.
Norman Del Mar is represented in this set by several works. In Dance
Rhapsody No 1 the RPO is on good form for him, and he provides firm clear
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direction. The orchestral sound is well balanced. The ending of this work
is not too sentimental. Norman Del Mar and Philip Fowke set a vivacious
pace in the Piano Concerto; the piano sounds rather close on the recording.
Fowke does his best with this work, which is surely the least successful of
Delius’s concertos. This may be fine music making but does nothing to
improve my opinion of this score. Del Mar’s performance of The Walk to the
Paradise Garden on Disc 3 is rather slow, but with some lovely woodwind
and string playing. These lovers linger just a little bit too long on the way
to the Paradise Garden.
On the sixth of these seven discs Norman Del Mar directs Paris
played by the RPO. The beginning is rather languid and deliberate in
character. Whilst the music making is very clear; we can certainly hear all
that is going on in the score; nevertheless the impact of the work is significantly reduced by the slowness of the performance. The last of Del Mar’s
contributions included here is the 1990 recording of Life’s Dance which is
given a vigorous interpretation and finishes this collection very effectively.
This work may not be one of Delius’s finest, but the ideas behind it had
been in his head for a considerable while. One can’t help feeling that the
orchestra must have enjoyed bringing this work to life, which is vigorous
and pensive by turns.
The group of recordings conducted by Vernon Handley includes
Ralph Holmes in the Violin Concerto, which is here given a virile and lyrical interpretation. Vernon Handley is very supportive and keeps the music
moving along. Ralph Holmes’s sound is not as warm as that of Tasmin
Little, and his tone sounds colder and brighter. There is wonderful clarity and detail from the orchestra in this version. It was marvellous to be
reacquainted with the Suite For Violin and Orchestra, especially as here
we have Ralph Holmes’s superb playing. At the beginning the music is
reminiscent of Fauré. Holmes has a clear, clean tone. Handley moves the
orchestra along most effectively in this Suite.
In conclusion I should say that the presentation of this set is most
attractive. I will be returning regularly to these discs and hope to be able
to compare them with new versions yet to come, and simply enjoy their
mastery.
Paul Chennell
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TO FREDERICK WITH AFFECTION:
JAZZ VIEWS OF THE MUSIC OF DELIUS
Digby Fairweather and Friends, Digby Fairweather (trumpetcornet) Julian Marc Stringle (reeds) Chris Gower (trombone)
Dominic Ashworth (guitars) Len Skeat (bass) and Neil Bullock
(drums/percussion); Ralph Sutton, piano; Alan Rogers, piano; Paul
Guinery, piano; Don Goldie, trumpet; Jack Teagarden, trombone;
Henry Cuesta, clarinet; Don Ewell, piano; Stan Puls, double bass;
Barrett Deems, drums
Rose Cottage Records RCR004
Duration: 54.78
£10.00
The first thing to say is that this is a thoroughly entertaining CD. We are able
to hear several Delius scores in a completely different way − from a different
angle. Various Delian melodies and themes form the basis or inspiration
for the jazz included on this CD. This fascinating group of recordings
provides us with a good workout for our musical ears. Digby Fairweather
has always loved this music, though he left it on one side for many years.
To Frederick with Affection is Digby’s homage to the music of Delius. In
the sleeve notes he tells us that: ‘In a sense it has been a lifelong mission,
beginning with my late father John Fairweather and his ongoing passion for
the on-record relationship between the composer and Sir Thomas Beecham
which echoed and re-echoed through the bedroom doors of my post-war
childhood, teenage and early twenties years’. Digby Fairweather returned
to Delius about ten years ago after a considerable break. The full story can
be found in (The Delius Society Journal No. 151 p24.)
These performances show how Delius’s music is of great interest to
jazz musicians and how influential it has been. It is clear that in part what
they like is his inventive harmony. Certainly Digby Fairweather takes
some familiar Delian themes a long way from their original uses and gives
us several pleasant surprises.
The CD falls into two parts: Tracks 1 to 8 consists of performances by
Digby Fairweather And Friends featuring a jazz suite based on the music
of Delius. As well as the suite, there are on tracks 9 to 16 piano solos
from Ralph Sutton, Alan Rogers and Paul Guinery featuring the music of
Bix Beiderbecke, Edward MacDowell, George Gershwin - and Frederick
himself!
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I particularly enjoyed Track 10 which contains the superb performance
of Dance for Harpsichord played here by Paul Guinery, in a performance
which can only be regarded as a revelation. Digby Fairweather’s sleeve
note says that jazzmen don’t like too much commentary on music. They
should I think be prepared to receive praise for successful and inventive
music making. This CD is a delight from start to finish.
In his article Delius and All that Jazz, included in DSJ 151, which I
mentioned earlier, Digby Fairweather told us of the inspiration behind
this work and its connection with his and his Father’s tastes in music.
I am certainly no expert when it comes to jazz, but I did find this musical
tribute helpful in hearing Delius in a different way. This CD is warmly
recommended!
Paul Chennell
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CONCERT AND OPERA REVIEWS
HASSAN: COMPLETE INCIDENTAL MUSIC

Southbank Sinfonia, Wellensian Consort, Philip Smith (narrator),
Neil Thomson, (conductor)
Cheltenham Town Hall
7th July 2012
This concert of rare performances was one of a series in the 2012 Cheltenham
Festival marking the 150th anniversaries of both Debussy and Delius. The
complete Hassan music was interspersed with a narration, based on the text
of Flecker’s play and spoken by Philip Smith who had stepped in when
Amr Waked was unable to travel at the last minute. Curiously, the concert
programme did not list the Southbank Sinfonia players or the author of
the narration.
Unlike the Town Hall concert on 6th July, the small orchestra required
was placed well forward, in front of a screen behind which the small
chorus required for Hassan (the Wellensian Consort) sometimes sang. The
clarity resulting from this layout greatly enhanced the overall sound of this
concert.
The programme began with Debussy’s evocative and sensual Dances,
for solo harp and strings, delicately played by an unnamed harpist. A
chamber ensemble drawn from the members of the Southbank Sinfonia
(flute, clarinet, harp, string quartet) then played the Prélude à l’Après-Midi
d’un Faune in an arrangement for this combination by Adriano. In this
version the instrumentation exactly matches that of Ravel’s Introduction
and Allegro but it has to be said that the reduction of Debussy’s original
to such small forces is only partially successful. It was beautifully played
and some passages work well but the lack of divided strings was very
noticeable and occasionally actual notes essential to the harmony were
unavoidably missing, in my view seriously detracting from the overall
effect. One wonders why this version was included in the programme
– perhaps because it needs only one flute and clarinet it fits with Hassan,
whose orchestra is scored for single woodwind players.
After the interval we had a rare performance of Delius’s complete
incidental music for Hassan, interspersed with a narration describing the
principal events in Flecker’s play. Hearing Delius’s music live one is
struck by how good this music sounds, how perfectly most of it captures
the moods of the play and how original some of it is – there are surprising
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passages that show a much wider range of musical language than we
might have expected from Delius. The Southbank Sinfonia and Wellensian
Consort gave a fine and committed performance with many evocative
passages – especially the unaccompanied choral sequences sung from
behind the screen. There was one jarring moment: a wrong flute note (C
sharp) in bar 2 of the third interlude (‘Hassan falls under the shadow of
the fountain...’) which I later discovered is a misprint in the score (and
therefore in the parts) but interestingly has been corrected to A sharp in
Vernon Handley’s recording with the Hallé.
Hearing the movements of Hassan separated by only short passages of
recitation is not the same as hearing it correctly spaced out within the play
and in the concert hall one does have the impression that there is perhaps
too much music, and too much of it sounding similar. And there are some
less satisfactory moments: Delius never seems at ease depicting nastiness
and horror and the music he writes to anticipate the torture to death of
Rafi and Pervaneh (‘The Procession of Protracted Death’) is mild indeed
if you imagine what Bartok or Berg might have produced at this moment!
But in the context of a play perhaps what Delius wrote is adequate – it’s in
the concert hall that one might expect something more gut-wrenching to
describe a scene of such unbelievable cruelty.
We are of course all grateful for the chance to hear a live performance
of Delius’s marvellous music but what is needed now is a recording (or
even better, a DVD) of the entire play with Delius’s music placed exactly as
he intended within the action. I hope someone will take up this suggestion!
Tony Summers
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SONATA FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
IN B MAJOR, OP. POSTH
SONATA FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO NO.3
Midori Komachi, violin
Simon Callaghan, piano
Princess Alexandra Hall, Royal Overseas League
Friday 21st September 2012
We are fortunate on this occasion to offer two reviews of the Violin Sonata
No. 3, the second of which is from our Japanese member Shigeo Nakano. It is hoped
that members will enjoy the contrast of views of this music in these two engaging
reviews. (Ed.)
On the eve of the Society’s Study Weekend, Delius in 2012: An International
Celebration, a number of members were in the audience for this very
attractive concert entitled Delius and Gauguin – A Conversation. Held in
the delightful concert hall at the Royal Overseas League, the generous
programme included, in addition to the Delius Sonatas, two of Edvard
Grieg’s Lieder arranged for violin and piano by Émile Sauret, the Sonata
for violin and piano in G minor by Debussy and Ravel’s Sonata for violin
in G major.
Midori was born in Japan but has spent most of her young life in
Europe having performed as soloist and chamber musician in Switzerland,
Poland, France, Croatia and Holland as well as the UK. She is currently
about to complete her MMus degree studying with Maurice Hasson at the
Royal Academy of Music and has been the recipient of numerous awards.
She has forthcoming engagements in Japan and is looking forward to a
recording project in the USA along with Simon Callaghan.
In this concert programme Midori sought to bring together a group
of composers who, along with artists and writers in Paris around 1894
gathered around Gauguin, (whose Nevermore was at one time owned by
Delius), to indulge in musical and colourful exchanges. This interaction
would have been highly stimulating for Delius as he began to establish
himself.
The programme opened with an engaging performance of Delius’s
early B major Sonata, followed by the Grieg pieces and concluding the first
half with a splendid rendition of the Debussy Sonata.
After the interval we heard the Ravel Sonata and none of its humour
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and quirkiness was lost. The blues movement was played with real
conviction and this was a delightful performance. Delius’s third Violin
Sonata provided a very satisfying conclusion to the concert and once again,
as with all of the preceding works, this was played with great maturity and
was very warmly applauded by an appreciative audience. As a delightful
bonus Midori offered us Lullaby for a Modern Baby as an encore.
Impeccable and sympathetic accompaniment was provided by Simon
Callaghan who is already well known to Delius lovers through his
partnership with Hiroaki Takenouchi in the first of two outstanding
SOMM recordings of arrangements for two pianos of orchestral works of
Delius. Their second CD is due out shortly. We were delighted to hear that
Simon’s partnership with Midori is set to continue and we look forward to
further opportunities to hear them perform together.
Michael Green


SONATA FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO NO.3
Midori Komachi, violin
Yuno Kanou, piano
Grand Studio, Shibuya Cultural Centre, Tokyo Japan
Friday 9th November 2012
Last September, Midori Komachi, a London-based young promising
Japanese violinist, gave three consecutive concerts in London to
commemorate the Delius anniversary year. In fact, her concert, which
was so nicely reviewed by Michael Green as seen in this edition of The
Delius Society Journal, is one of them. Then, taking the opportunity of her
homecoming last November, Midori also brought this project to Japan.
Consequently, her Tokyo concert was basically identical with those in
London in terms of its concept as well as its content. However, Delius’s
earliest sonata in B major (1892) in the original UK programme was
omitted here, to my regret, probably due to the limited time available
on this occasion. As for Midori’s profile and the specific programme of
the concert, please refer to Michael’s article above mentioned, to avoid
repetition.
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Unfortunately, Delius’s music rarely appears in the current concert
scene in Japan, and even during this anniversary year the situation has
remained unchanged. Therefore, thanks to Midori, this comfortably
modest concert with about 50 people in the audience, had become a rare,
precious gem for us, for the commemorative year of this unreasonably
neglected composer.
Before starting her concert with Sonata No.3, Midori gave a brief
presentation concerning the title of her project Delius and Gauguin - A
Conversation. She stated that for Delius, his encounter with Gauguin at
the final stage of his formative years in Paris was a matter of significant
importance, as it brought a drastic turning point for him to become the
fully mature, real Delius as we know him now. Showing a photocopy of
Gauguin’s Nevermore, Midori particularly stressed the significant meaning
of this painting, which gave great and lasting impact to the composer’s
creative mind. Through this, according to her statement, ‘his palette
of harmony developed a range from the extremities of dark to brilliant
colours, and was used in a way that was similar to Gauguin’s expression
of colours in Nevermore…..’
Her interpretation must be very interesting and suggestive to those
who are more or less familiar with Delius and his music. However,
it seemed that quite a few members of the audience on the day didn’t
necessarily share such background view. Therefore, I would say that his
earliest B major sonata should have been included, in order to demonstrate
explicitly the conspicuous difference between his earliest and last sonata
by comparison.
Following this presentation, we heard the Violin Sonata No.3.
Midori’s rendering with firm confidence was sincere and honest, and
she played with almost impeccable technical mastery. In a good sense
she stayed rather reserved on the whole. I personally felt that sometimes
she might let herself float in the spontaneous wave of emotion, but it is a
matter of taste, of course.
As for the rest of the programme, Ravel’s G major sonata (1927)
was played in particularly impressive manner. Midori displayed superb
virtuosity expressing deep sympathy for the work. I think the chemistry
seems quite right for this work.
Last but not least, the piano accompaniment by Yuno Kanou
deserves special mention. Her solid, attentive performance never failed
to produce a natural flow of the exquisite harmonic progression, which is
the quintessence of Delius sound. Born in Japan, Yuno also studied at the
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Midori’s Tokyo Concert, November 2012.
Photo: Shigeo Nakano

Royal Academy of Music and graduated in 2008 with the highest grade.
She started her career as a concert pianist while quite young, and has
already been honoured with many awards.
We are very pleased to hear that Midori is going to release her first CD
album in the USA this autumn, in which some Delius sonatas must surely
be included. In the history of performing these sonatas, some noted female
violinists have already played a significant role, such as, the legendary
May Harrison as the dedicatee and the first performer of the third sonata
in 1930, Wanda Wilkomirska with her revealing analog recording in the
mid 70s, and Tasmin Little with her epoch making CD in the late 90s. I
believe that Midori can successfully follow this great tradition with her
long-awaited first album.
Shigeo Nakano
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A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET
(concert performance)
Vreli: Anna Devin, Sali: Joshua Ellcott, Manz: Christopher
Maltman, Marti: Andrew Shore, The Dark Fiddler: David WilsonJohnson, Young Vreli: Sarah Young, Young Sali: Alex Karlsson,
The London Chorus, The New London Orchestra, Ronald Corp,
conductor
Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank Centre, London.
25th September 2012
With Covent Garden having dropped A Village Romeo and Juliet from its
schedule following the sad death in July 2010 of Sir Charles Mackerras,
those who were unable to travel to Karlsruhe or Wexford to see the
only staged performances of Delius’s operatic masterpiece in his 150th
anniversary year were at least rewarded last September with a single
concert performance in the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London. For this we
have to thank Ronald Corp and the New London Orchestra. (Some may
remember the Chelsea Opera Group’s concert performance of Koanga
under David Lloyd-Jones in the same hall back in May 1995.)
Although there was no mention of it in the programme book (printed
with a rather unfriendly font), a reduced orchestration with triple wind was
used, prepared by John Longstaff for both this performance and Wexford.
Even so, the QEH’s stage was cramped, permitting no movement of the
singers, which was a pity. It may have been for musical reasons that the
young Sali and Vreli were placed next to the conductor, but positioning
them in between Manz and Marti might have pointed out more effectively
in the opening scene the division between the two families. Then, when at
the end of the third scene Sali strikes Marti and fells him to the ground (the
only piece of dramatic action in the whole opera!), the performers were too
far apart for even a token shake of the fist to indicate what had happened.
A concert performance of A Village Romeo and Juliet at least eradicates
the problem of how in the opening scene to depict two farmers ploughing,
and indeed of how best to represent the sinking of the barge at the
opera’s close. But whereas in Fennimore and Gerda the vocal lines are more
conversational and depend less on the staging and any action, in A Village
Romeo key scenes such as the dream wedding are so important to the
emotional impact of the opera that one feels more keenly the loss of scenery
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and movement, and of any visual interaction between the characters.
It was an unfortunate necessity that there should be a break of
continuity at the conclusion of The Walk to the Paradise Garden, allowing
time for the horns to be, as the score directs, ‘in the far distance (behind
the stage)’ for their magical bars that follow the off-stage vagabonds at the
start of the final scene. Hiring extra horns in these cash-strapped times was
understandably not an option.
We were given a very competent if not always poetic reading
that would have benefitted from more strings. But the rewards of this
performance were in the singing. Outstanding were Anna Devin, a
wonderfully expressive Vreli, so effectively conveying with her facial
expressions all the emotions of her character, and David Wilson-Johnson,
who was a vocally strong and sympathetic Dark Fiddler, a role he was
returning to since appearing in 1984 with Opera North. Joshua Ellcott
was a good Sali if not quite matching the intensity and passion of his
Vreli, while Christopher Maltman and Andrew Shore were well suited to
the roles of Manz and Marti. Sarah Young and Alex Karlsson portrayed
well the young Vreli and Sali, although at one or two moments they were
prematurely drowned - by the orchestra.
Such a presentation, of course, works better for those who already
know the opera and are able mentally to supply the stage action so
essential to the story. It would be interesting to learn the reactions of
those who were hearing A Village Romeo for the first time. Rare occasions
such as this are to be seized and one is grateful to all the performers for
providing the opportunity. After all, the last opportunity of seeing the
work in England had been an amateur staging in 1993 (University of Hull
Opera Group: The Delius Society Journal No. 111, pp.18-19), and before that
in 1984 when presented by Opera North (The Delius Society Journal No. 84,
pp.10-14). When will the next one be?
Stephen Lloyd
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EALING AUTUMN FESTIVAL 2012
DELIUS AND DICKENS
12th-27th October 2012
It was an enterprising idea to celebrate jointly the anniversaries of the birth
of Delius in 1862 and Dickens in 1812 even though, not surprisingly, there
was no attempt to establish any links between these two major figures,
born fifty years apart. Indeed, sensibly, the main concentration on Delius
took place over the first weekend with two Delius Days and the remainder
of the Festival featured Dickens and other literary figures but also touched
on Grainger and Delius with film screenings of Passion, a biopic about
Grainger’s fraught relationship with his mother and the beautifully filmed
A Village Romeo and Juliet with the Charles Mackerras audio recording.
There was also a Darling Delius coffee-time concert and a craft session
called Crazy Victorian Hat-Making!

Friday 12th October
The Festival was launched in Ealing Town Hall with a recital by our Vice
President, Julian Lloyd Webber, who has been tireless in his promotion of
Delius during this anniversary year with countless concerts up and down
the country following his extensive tour of Ireland late last year. From all
accounts this was a well-attended and thoroughly enjoyable concert which
included the Cello Sonata along with works by Bach Adagio in G, Bridge
Scherzetto, Britten Scherzo Pizzicato from Sonata in C, Faure Élégie and
Saint-Saens The Swan. Pam Chowhan is a very accomplished pianist and
is always the perfect musical partner for the intense lyricism and thrilling
panache of Julian’s playing.

Saturday 13th October
The first event on the Saturday was a guided walk, led by David Blackwell,
a local historian and Terry Sanderson, to the house in Hanwell where Delius
stayed briefly in 1892. The walk finished at St Mellitus Church, Hanwell
where there was a display of local photographs. The church was then the
venue for the afternoon concert which was in two parts; the first being a
recital by Maté Racz (violin) accompanied by the Festival Director, Gillian
Spragg. A small audience was treated to a wonderful performance of the
Delius Sonata in B. This was played with great passion and sensitivity, the
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violinist, always tonally secure, allowing himself to linger movingly over
those ethereal high notes. This was a very convincing performance and if
the soloist had been offering a CD recording of the work the writer would
have snapped it up! To follow, there was a short selection of Hungarian
favourites played with tremendous zest and thoroughly deserving of the
warm applause it earned.
The second half of the concert was provided by the Bridge Quartet and
once again we were rewarded with playing of the finest quality. Norman
O’Neill’s much neglected String Quartet, which they have recently
recorded, made a very favourable impression, as did Grainger’s delightful
Molly on the Shore, but for Delians the real highlight was a performance of
the Quartet which received a lovely interpretation, played with conviction
and surely proving that the work is not lacking in variety of mood. The
scherzo and ‘Late Swallows’ slow movement were particularly rewarding.
Happily the Bridge has recorded this work and it stands up extremely well
against its competitors.
Following a showing of Ken Russell’s Song of Summer many of us
took some refreshment before making our way to St Barnabas Church for
the evening concert. This was a far superior venue and a large audience
welcomed the West London Sinfonia and their excellent conductor, Philip
Hesketh. The programme opened with In a Summer Garden which was
sensitively played, suffering only from a rather thin sound in the upper
strings. This was something of a shortcoming throughout the evening and
it was understood that with at least five orchestras in the west of London,
competition is fierce for string players and they are hard to come by! This
notwithstanding, the audience responded enthusiastically to a powerful
and highly competent performance by the young pianist, Viv McLean, of
the rarely heard Piano Concerto in its single movement form. The church
acoustic did not allow for appreciation of all the detail but the moods of the
work were certainly captured and the playing appeared to be flawless. Viv
explained afterwards that he had become very fond of the work and would
very much welcome other opportunities to perform it. And so concluded a
very satisfactory day with some fine Delian performances.

Sunday 14th October
The Sunday events were located in Ealing Town Hall and, after a rather
disappointing and poorly attended lunch there was a showing of Derek
Bailey’s film Discovering Delius.
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The afternoon concert,
again rather poorly supported,
followed a ‘sharing cultures’
theme with groups of songs and
solo piano works showing an
Indian influence. In the first half
we heard a group of songs by A
Scarlatti, Caldara and Caccini and
later nine of Holst’s songs from
the Rig Veda. These were sung
splendidly by Anando Mukerjee
(tenor) accompanied by the
excellent Pavel Timofejevsky.
In between the song groups
Gillian Spragg provided us with
an attractive selection of piano
pieces by Holst Toccata, Two
Northumbrian Folk Tunes, Two
Pieces for Piano: Nocturne and Jig
and Delius Three Preludes and
Dance for Harpsichord. These by
Anando Mukerjee, tenor
no means ‘throw away’ pieces,
Photo: Michael Green
played with great competence,
left us wishing that both of these composers had written more piano music.
In the second half we enjoyed two more groups of songs again interspersed
with piano music: Anando Mukerjee presented Delius Sakuntala, Indian
Love Song and To the Queen of my Heart and Bridge Two Tagore Songs and
later songs by Alfano and an aria from Meyerbeer’s L’Africane. The second
group of piano pieces included Delius’s Five Pieces and short pieces by
Elgar who though he did not consider himself to be much of a pianist,
certainly wrote some very effective piano music. All in all this was a
splendid concert with excellent performances throughout and it deserved
a far larger audience.
The day continued with A Cosmopolitan Englishman presented by Alan
Brett, whose cello illustrations were again accompanied by Gillian Spragg
and concluded with The Ultimate Delius Concert a selection of archive
performances on film.
The Festival, supported by the Delius Trust, was a worthy event
and it is to be regretted that more of our members were unable to attend
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these fine concerts, including as they did, some rare music by Delius
and other composers. Clearly run on a shoestring and with minimal
resource to manage the administration, stage management and front of
house functions, our member, Gillian Spragg is to be congratulated on
her initiative in mounting this Festival and putting such an ambitious
programme together. We must hope that the Dickens elements which
followed, were better supported.
Michael Green


DELIUS: IRMELIN PRELUDE; TWO AQUARELLES;
PAA VIDDERNE: MELODRAMA
Chetham’s Sinfonia, Hallé Youth Orchestra
Dane Lam, conductor
Manchester Cathedral
Wednesday 17th October 2012
Manchester Cathedral, with its sandstone interior walls, could not possibly
be anywhere else but ‘oop North’ − cavernous and rather dark − but, with
a near capacity audience, the atmosphere was positively buzzing, first with
anticipation and then with enjoyment. The huge orchestra − the Chetham’s
Sinfonia (their ’junior’ orchestra), augmented with ‘visitors’ from the Hallé
Youth Orchestra and the Liverpool Philharmonic Youth Orchestra − was
106 strong, with more strings than Richard Strauss ever specified, and
a mere seven horns and eight trumpets. That did not, however, for one
moment mean that we were in for a noisy evening − given the reputations
of all three orchestras, how could we? The Irmelin Prelude was as tender as
any professional band could play it, with warm string sound and a sweet
first oboe, and it was immediately clear that the up-and-coming Australian
conductor, Dane Lam, had a real rapport with the students.
Lionel Carley having introduced the concert, what could be more
appropriate than to have some Grieg − the Norwegian Dances. The first was
crisp; the second, just as specified in the score, gracious; the alla Marcia had
a real spring in its step; and the last was full of character. After the interval,
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the Chetham’s Chamber Choir, under Martin Bussy, sang two of Delius’s
mature part-songs − the blithely joyous Midsummer Song and On Graig Ddu,
one of the most miraculous in the repertoire − and time stood still for us.
The devoted Delians, however, had been patiently waiting for the final
work − the early and rarely performed melodrama Paa Vidderne. Even the
placing of the narrator, Jonathan Keeble, high up on top of the rood screen,
was dramatic − and his voice carried effortlessly over the orchestra. The
poem, by Ibsen, tells of a young man testing himself in the mountains: he
meets a curious stranger, who urges him to give up his home in the valley
for a higher fulfilment in the mountains − Delius’s doppelgänger mirroring
his turning his back on a commercial life to become a creative artist. The
music, full of character and energy, was just the thing for the orchestra,
who played as if their lives depended on it. What an exciting and happy
evening!
Martin Lee-Browne


DELIUS: CELLO CONCERTO; FLORIDA SUITE
Raphael Wallfisch, cello, Chetham’s Symphony Orchestra, Stephen
Threlfall, conductor
St George’s Hall, Bradford
Thursday 18th October 2012
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester
Friday 19th October 2012
There was as much of a buzz before these, the major concerts of the
celebration, as there had been for the Sinfonia in the Cathedral − if perhaps
a little more staid, as befitted the fact that to play for us we had Chet’s
glory, its Symphony Orchestra under the passionately dedicated Director
of Music, Stephen Threlfall. Without exaggeration, such was the quality
of their music-making that we could have been in the Royal Festival Hall
with a professional orchestra on the platform. Not only did the technical
challenges of the music hold no terrors for them, but there was that
awareness, excitement, musicality, tenderness and vitality that one only
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hears from the very best young orchestras. The National Youth Orchestra
has a serious rival!
Both concerts offered the same programme − beginning with Grieg’s
incidental music to Peer Gynt. And what a start! Really rhythmic and
vivid playing, total unanimity, bright tone, excellent balance, with the
central section as tender and beautifully phrased as could be wished.
The departments of the orchestra were equally strong, and responded
to Stephen Threlfall’s direction as if their lives depended on it: there are
certainly no passengers in this orchestra, and their élan and evident joy
in their music-making matched, even exceeded, that of their younger
colleagues in the Sinfonia. The choral passages were beautifully sung by
members of Chetham’s Chamber Choir
What followed were two of the finest performances of any of Delius’s
music that I have ever heard – the second, in the RNCM’s acoustically
splendid (if now rather old-fashioned looking) concert hall, even finer
than the first: the Cello Concerto, with Raphael Wallfisch playing the solo
part. He has a very special rapport indeed with young musicians: he often
turned round on his stool to encourage the strings, and inspired every
single member of the orchestra to give of their best. The Concerto has
many moods, and the warmth and poignancy of the playing throughout
brought tears to the eyes of this reviewer and many others in the hall.
After the interval, the mature Delius gave way to the young man’s first
orchestral work – Florida. The stillness of the opening was breath-taking;
how well the strings played the long flowing lines; the winds were
full of character, the brass were never brazen, and confidence radiated
everywhere.
Those three marvellous concerts will remain in my memory for many
years to come!
Martin Lee-Browne
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CELLO SONATA; ROMANCE; CAPRICE AND ELEGY
Raphael Wallfisch, cello, John York, piano.
The Carole Nash Hall, Chetham’s School of Music
Saturday 20th October 2012

This recital was the final event in the Chetham’s Delius Celebration and it
was fitting that it should feature Raphael Wallfisch who had played such
an important role in the festival with performances of the Cello Concerto
in Manchester and Bradford and a masterclass earlier in the day. Some of
our members may have heard Raphael, and his splendid accompanist John
York, previewing the Chetham’s events in an interview with Sean Rafferty
on the Radio 3 In Tune programme a few days earlier, when they played
several of the shorter pieces in this programme.
The recital opened with a warm account of the early and quite
substantial Romance and this was followed by Caprice and Elegy and then
the Cello Sonata. As with his entirely satisfying interpretation of the
Cello Concerto, the single movement work of 1916, composed for Beatrice
Harrison, flowed wonderfully, never losing its sense of purpose, with the
cello taking the leading role throughout and melodically rich. In the words
of John York ‘The piano part is full of complex, difficult counterpoint,
massive hand filling chords and luscious harmony’. Following broadly
an ABA structure, the central section eschews any real development of the
thematic material and, instead, becomes gently rhapsodic before leading to
a magnificent Delian finish.
Two works by Grieg completed the programme; first an attractive
arrangement by the composer, of the Allegretto movement from his Violin
Sonata Op.56. Originally a birthday gift for his brother John, the dedicatee
of the cello sonata, this is lyrical music with a catchy central dance episode
unmistakably characteristic of the composer. The recital concluded with
Grieg’s Cello Sonata of 1883. Here the composer is at the height of his
powers but under stress of marriage and family problems at the time.
Although reconciliation in the marriage subsequently took place, the
sonata should be heard in a context of personal upheaval and self-doubt. It
is a powerful work in three movements sharing the same moods and even
some of the thematic material with the famous Piano Concerto. Very much
a sonata for cello and piano, as equal partners, John York explained to me
after the concert that the work might be heard more often if the piano part
was not so very challenging. This may be so, but the audience enjoyed a
wonderfully passionate and controlled performance by both players who
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surmounted all the difficulties with great style and confidence.
Raphael and John have issued a CD on the Nimbus label containing
all of the pieces performed in this concert along with several additional
shorter items. A copy has already found its way into my collection!
Michael Green


A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET
Wexford Festival Opera,
Wexford Opera House,
conducted by Rory Macdonald
October – November 2012
When the Royal Opera decided – on the combined grounds of Sir Charles
Mackerras’s death and a claimed financial crisis - not to go ahead with its
proposed production, it seemed as though this, by far the best of Delius’s
operas, would not be heard in the anniversary year outside Germany – but
in the event there were two performances, and they gave an interesting
opportunity to compare concert and staged versions within five weeks.
Although white tie and tails on the platform do not sit easily with
Gottfried Keller’s story, so enthralling and committed was Ronald Corp’s
performance at the Queen Elizabeth Hall that the whole audience seemed
to go out feeling thoroughly exhilarated and fulfilled − but convinced
that the opera is probably far better experienced in the concert hall than it
would be in the theatre. That was indeed borne out by the production in
Wexford’s gorgeous new Opera House: when the audience emerged into
the foyers, and then into the narrow High Street (in which the theatre’s
entrance is almost un-noticeable), they were quite subdued and there was
nothing at all of the buzz of the South Bank.
In the absence of Sir Charles, Rory Macdonald (a protégé of Mark
Elder) would have graced the pit at the Royal Opera House. He clearly
loves the score, and could not be faulted in his sensitivity, his shaping
of the music, keeping it flowing, and his balancing, both within the
marvellously responsive orchestra and between them and the stage. The
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singing, too, was of an extremely satisfying high standard. The young
lovers, Jessica Muirhead and John Bellemer, were very much the ’right’
ages, and both floated or soared over the glorious orchestral textures –
sometimes so delicate and full of pathos, and at others almost as passionate
as in Tristan. David Stout was convincingly mysterious, sometimes almost
doom-laden and sometimes almost human, as the Dark Fiddler, and his
words were particularly good – while the very experienced Quentin Hayes
and Andrew Greenan as the rival claimants of the land, Manz and Marti,
were believable characters. Indeed, there was no weak link in the cast.
The predicament of the young lovers, with their greedy and
materialistic fathers, and the looming appearances of The Dark Fiddler,
is a tragedy, a simple and heart-rending tale of an innocent young couple,
but not the stuff of drama. A Village Romeo is therefore extremely difficult,
if not impossible, to stage convincingly. In some of the scenes, it is hard to
avoid a slightly Hugh the Drover-ish feel of rustic goings-on, and to bring
out the utter magic and other-worldly qualities of others – particularly,
of course, the ending. It is after the Fair Scene that the story takes on an
almost visionary quality, and becomes really too hard to transfer to the
stage. Delius, as Paul Guinery has written, ’aspired to a level of poetic
symbolism, rather than realism, which is always a difficult ambition
to bring off in the opera house’ – and, to quote Eric Fenby, ’the music
expresses the inexpressible.’
It is often difficult to separate the qualities or otherwise of the
production and the mise en scène of an opera At Wexford (at least to this
writer and another of the very few members of the Society who were
there), although the music was glorious, there was little particularly
noticeable about the production, and the setting was a considerable
disappointment – whilst the latter was not naturalistic, it had no special
atmosphere or sense of other-worldliness. Scene I (perhaps intentionally)
could almost have been ’designed’ by Van Gogh or Gauguin. A wide strip
of dark brown cloth, representing the disputed land (on the front of which
the two fathers, napkins tucked under their chins, sat and shared their
lunch as if they were good friends), was looped-up from near the footlights
to the top of the back of the stage, with the floor on either side a somewhat
gaudy yellow and a pointless scattering of a few stones – although the
huge cairn in the centre of the stage, on the top of which David Stout first
appeared, looked appropriately forbidding (See the front cover of Opera
magazine for January). The Fair Scene, with a top-hatted ringmaster,
was a kitsch riot of caricature clowns, dancing girls, drunks and harlots,
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mostly in near day-glo colours, and the crowd swamped the lovers. Most
bizarre of all, throughout the whole of the nine-or-so minutes of The Walk
to the Paradise Garden Vreli and Sali ploughtered unfalteringly towards the
audience – which curiously seemed to be the wrong way - on a (thankfully
invisible) treadmill, as though they were tramping up the foothills of the
Brecon Beacons. Sad to say, therefore most things about the production
and setting were either unremarkable, prosaic or a considerable let-down.
Nevertheless, it was marvellous to have had an opportunity of seeing
the work, and we must be truly grateful to Wexford Opera for having
taken on Covent Garden’s mantle. If only, though, the music-making had
been matched by what we saw on the stage!
Martin Lee-Browne


CELLO SONATA
Jenkinson Frith Duo
Hereford Concert Society, The Courtyard, Hereford
Thursday 8th November 2012
The Courtyard Theatre in Hereford has an excellent studio for smaller
scale concerts and is the chosen venue for an enterprising series of chamber
concerts promoted by the Hereford Concert Society.
The cellist, Richard Jenkinson, studied with Florence Hooton, Raphael
Wallfisch and William Pleeth and has won a number of awards including,
in 1994, the Guildhall’s coveted Gold Medal. Chamber music has always
been an important part of his musical make-up and he has performed
abroad in China, France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and the U.S.A.
He first played with Benjamin Frith in 1996 and together they form the
backbone of the Frith Piano Quartet.
Benjamin Frith was encouraged by his teacher, Fanny Waterman,
to pursue a musical career after winning the UK Dudley National
Piano Competition at the age of 14. Today he has made 17 solo discs
and performed with many great orchestras including the Hallé, Israel
Philharmonic, Warsaw Philharmonic, CBSO and many BBC orchestras.
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Like Richard, Benjamin has also been awarded a number of prestigious
prizes including shared top prize in the 1986 Busoni International Piano
Competition and first prize in the Artur Rubinstein International Piano
Masters Competition.
This highly accomplished Duo opened their programme with
Schumann’s Three Fantasy Pieces Op.73 subtly catching the light, shade
and many changes of mood in this appealing music. There followed an
early work by Worcestershire composer Ian Venables, highly regarded
for his songs. His early Elegy, Op.2 of 1980 is a deeply personal work
suggesting the feeling of loss associated with either death or unrequited
love. Difficult to categorize but broadly falling in the post- Elgar and
Finzi style Venables’ music has a distinct personality of its own and
the composer finds new ways of expressing himself as captured in this
successful performance. The first half of the programme concluded with a
fine performance of the Sonata in E Minor by Brahms.
The second half of this generous recital consisted of two more
sonatas: those by Delius and Rachmaninov. Composed in 1916 for Beatrice
Harrison whom Delius met in London while escaping from his home in
Grez-sur-Loing during the German occupation, this proved to be one of
the most performed of Delius’s compositions during the Anniversary year.
Its single movement contains a gentler central section contrasting with the
more rhapsodic outer parts. This was a lovely performance, never selfindulgent on the part of the cellist (who plays with hardly a pause) and
always achieving a feeling of going somewhere – not always easy with
Delius. The final item in the recital was a splendid performance of the Cello
Sonata by Rachmaninov. Full of wonderful melodies and very expressive
cello writing this work makes the greater demands, perhaps, on the pianist
but these proved to be no challenge for Benjamin Frith who combined with
his partner to provide us with all those characteristic touches of Russian
melancholy coupled with the more exciting and dramatic episodes in the
work.
This was an excellent recital, much appreciated by the audience. My
only wish was that it might have been played to a fuller house.
Michael Green
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EXHIBITION REVIEW
EDVARD MUNCH: THE MODERN EYE
Centre Pompidou, Paris 22nd September 2011 – 23rd January 2012
Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt 9th February 2012 – 28th May 2012
Tate Modern, London 28th June 2012 – 14th October 2012
Last summer a major exhibition of paintings, photographs and films by
Edvard Munch was shown at Tate Modern, after appearing in France
and Germany. This was of great interest because of the longstanding
friendship between Delius and Munch. Edvard Munch: the Modern Eye was
a major exhibition which reassessed the work of this Norwegian painter. It
proposed a ground-breaking dialogue between the artist’s paintings and
drawings made in the first half of the 20th century and his often overlooked
interest in the rise of modern media, including photography, film and the
re-birth of stage production.
Few other modern artists are better known and yet less understood than
Munch (1863-1944). He is often presented primarily as a 19th century painter,
a Symbolist or a pre-Expressionist, but this exhibition aimed to show how
he engaged emphatically with 20th century concerns that were thoroughly
representative of the modernity of the age. Organised in close cooperation
with the Centre Pompidou in Paris and the Munch Museum in Oslo, it
featured over sixty carefully-selected paintings and fifty photographs,
alongside his lesser-known filmic work. These reveal Munch’s interest in
current affairs and how his paintings were inspired by scenes observed in
the street or incidents reported in the media. Far from confining himself to
the studio, he frequently worked outdoors to capture everyday life.
The show also examined how Munch often repeated a single motif
over a long period of time in order to re-work it. Gathered together in this
show were different versions of his most celebrated works, such as The Sick
Child from 1907 and 1925 and The Girls on the Bridge from 1902 and 1907, and
others from collections including the Gothenberg Konstmuseum and the
Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo. Like other painters such as Bonnard and Vuillard,
Munch adopted photography in the early years of the 20th century and
his photographic activities were largely focused on self-portraiture, which
he obsessively restaged and reworked. Self-portraits also lay at the heart
of Munch’s painted oeuvre. In the 1930s he developed an eye disease and
made poignant works which charted the effects of his degenerating sight.
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His last work, on display here, was one such self-portrait.
Munch’s use of prominent foregrounds and strong diagonals reference
the advancing technological developments in cinema and photography.
Creating the illusion of actors moving towards the spectator, as if looming
out from a cinema screen, this pictorial device can be seen in many of
Munch’s most innovative works such as On the Operating Table 1902-03 and
The Yellow Log 1912 from the Munch Museum. Munch was also keenly
aware of the visual effects brought on by the introduction of electric lighting
on theatre stages and used this to create ethereal drama in, for example,
his 1907 Green Room series. The duality of presence and erasure is further
explored in key works such as The Sun 1910-13 and Starry Night 1922-24,
where matter takes on an ephemeral or ghostlike appearance.
The exhibition was organised by the Centre Pompidou, Musée national
d’art moderne, Paris, in cooperation with the Munch Museum, Oslo and in
association with Tate Modern, London. It was curated by Angela Lampe
and Clément Chéroux at the Centre Pompidou and by Nicholas Cullinan
at Tate Modern assisted by Shoair Mavlian. The show looks at themes
and theories and explores various aspects of Munch’s modernity. This
exhibition examines Munch’s engagement with self-portraiture and his
interest in the particular pictorial qualities of certain media.
Delius and Munch first met in about 1890, when the Norwegian was
painting in and around Paris. The two men remained friends for over forty
years until Delius’s death. It is believed that twelve prints of works by
Munch were owned by Delius at the time of his death. In his book Frederick
Delius & Edvard Munch, John Bolton Smith explains that after Delius’s
death all of the pictures in his house remained there and an inventory was
made which is now in the possession of the Delius Trust. Twelve prints by
Munch are mentioned in the inventory. With the help of Eric Fenby and the
inventory Jon Bolton Smith did his best to positively identify the Munch
Prints. Of these twelve four were included in the exhibition under review:
they are: Self Portrait (1895); Vampire; Puberty; and Jealousy.
Self Portrait (1895) is given the name Self Portrait With A Skeleton Arm
in John Bolton Smith’s book. This picture, which Eric Fenby remembers
seeing at Grez, seems to be confirmed by the entry in the inventory. This
lithograph uses the recently-revived technique of lithography. The picture
is indebted to the growing influence of symbolist artists such as Redon and
Gauguin whose work Munch had seen in Paris between 1889 and 1892.
This picture shows a significant development in Munch’s artistic technique
and use of media: it is inspired by various Italian pictures from the early
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16th century. This is is one of Munch’s first lithographs, a medium in which
he would go on to distinguish himself.
The catalogue for this exhibition tells us that Vampire is one of Munch’s
pictures which he endlessly returned to. Repetition appears to be a
predominant and permanent feature of Munch’s work. The version of this
picture on show in this exhibition dates from 1893. The catalogue indicates
that Munch made twelve versions of this picture in all.
The version of Puberty included in this exhibition was a late version
of one of his major works from the 1890s as we are told in the exhibition
catalogue. In this picture a young, naked girl is sitting on a bed, with green,
brown, red, orange carpet on the floor; a blue-white covering on the bed
and white, orange and brown wall coverings. The overall colouring of this
picture is rather sober.
Jealousy is one of ten paintings given the collective title The Green
Room and was painted in 1907 when Munch was greatly influenced by his
traumatic failed relationship with Tulla Larsen. In 1899 Delius wrote to
Munch asking if he would accompany him on a tour of Norway, and telling
him that Tulla Larsen is staying in Grez. In this same letter Delius asks how
Munch’s etching of The Sick Girl is progressing. This picture exists in several
versions, and three most beautiful versions from 1907, 1925 and 1930 were
shown in this exhibition. As Lionel Carley tells us in Delius A Life In Letters
Volume 1 p211, Munch stayed with Delius at Grez for a while in 1903 after
the break-up of his relationship with Larsen, in an attempt to avoid her.
In his book Delius: Portrait of a Cosmopolitan Christopher Palmer
mentions that Delius and Munch shared an enthusiasm for J. P. Jacobsen
and Nietzsche. Whilst Delius does not appear to have owned a copy of the
picture The Sun, this beautiful picture was shown in the exhibition, and was
indeed a highlight. Palmer says of this picture, which is part of the Oslo
University murals, that ‘the spirit of this mural is reflected in the burst of
energy with which “O du mein wille” opens A Mass of Life.’ Whilst both
men produced works inspired in part by Nietzsche it is not clear what they
thought of each other’s responses to this inspiration.
In conclusion I must say this was a fascinating show and I learned a
great deal from it. I came away believing that Munch was indeed more of a
20th century artist than one had previously imagined. The catalogue which
accompanied this show was a magnificent publication and a most helpful
source of information. This show was a superb international achievement.
Paul Chennell
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS
DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
New Cavendish Club
14th November 2012
Delius and Debussy: Two 150th Anniversaries
A Talk by Tony Summers

This was the first of the 2012-13 season of London Branch meetings, as
the rest of the autumn was filled with many other events. Roger Buckley
introduced our speaker and said that they had known each other for
many years. Both Delius and Debussy were born in 1862, but from what
we read in the media you would think that it is the only thing they share.
Whilst they do not appear together often in the concert hall or on CD,
they do have a surprising amount in common, in their music and their
personalities. They share a similar aesthetic outlook; they both had a very
sensitive ear for harmony, both developed their new harmonic language
by juxtaposing existing harmony in new ways by improvising at the
piano until they found things that sounded good to them. And the sort of
things that sounded good for these two composers tended to be rather the
same. To a greater or lesser extent they were inspired by the same three
composers: Wagner; Grieg and Chopin. Their music often depicts similar
subjects particularly scenes of nature; the seasons and seascapes. They
both died from prolonged, debilitating illnesses that slowed down, but did
not stop composition; but they both needed help to complete some of their
last works. Their music has attracted similar criticisms. Both composers’
works have been described as; ‘formless’, ‘over-reliant on harmonic
colour’, ‘lacking rhythmic interest’, ‘limited emotional range,’ ‘little
intellectual content’; and their operas described as ‘undramatic’. They
had a number of similar personality traits: were both sensitive and refined
individuals; they loved good food, wine and women of course: they were
confirmed atheists. Both had what might be termed their difficult side and
particularly when they were young, they preferred the company of artists
and writers rather than other musicians.
There is no evidence that Delius and Debussy knew each other.
Delius was not uncritical of Debussy’s music; he found that Debussy was
a highly sensitive composer and he admired certain works namely the
opera Pelléas et Mélisande and he said he found the music mannered and
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lacking in melody. As for Debussy’s view of Delius, Tony knows nothing
except for the often quoted view he wrote of some Delius songs which
were performed in Paris in the early ’90s but this does not tell you anything
about what he really thought about Delius. This remark tells us much
more about the idiosyncratic reviewer that Debussy was.
Debussy is now seen as one of the greatest and most influential
composers of the 20th century and Delius is still seen as part of a musical
backwater, and is a specialist or even strange taste. So we heard about
Debussy since the life and work of Delius is more familiar to us.
Debussy was brought up in a modest household in Paris, but unlike
Delius he did not face family opposition to his musical ambitions. He learnt
the piano from an early age and became a good pianist. Aged just 11 he
passed the highly competitive examination to enter the Paris Conservatoire,
and was one of the youngest students to enter that institution. He spent
eight years studying there, and this meant total immersion in what can
only be described as one of the most rigorous musical training regimes
anywhere. Debussy was exceptionally good at the rigorous sight reading
tests at the Conservatoire, and remained a fine sight reader all his life. He
won the Prix de Rome at the second attempt in 1884, with the result that he
could more easily have works published and performed. Debussy was on
the French musical map by the mid-1880s, formidably well trained, with a
string of short pieces to his credit.
There is quite a contrast if we look at Delius over the same period,
because of course he had to fight hard to achieve success. Compared
to Debussy his musical education was minimal. He would probably
say he didn’t need it, but as a result he had to spend much more time
working things out for himself, in order to develop his style. With his
early works, there is much where you can see him working things out.
Lack of performances was a huge handicap for Delius. Tony suggested
this has never been stressed enough in the past: it’s easy to forget that he
hardly heard any of his works performed for more than ten years after he
started to compose. As Anthony Payne remarked in the recent film by John
Bridcut, the lack of exposure is a real handicap to someone who is trying
to feel their way into their unique style as a composer. Yet despite all
this, there is a great similarity in the two composers’ early styles: they are
obviously working along the same lines. We heard two short extracts from
two early pieces which sound remarkably similar. If we take Debussy’s
Printemps and Delius’s Idylle de Printemps, and listen to the tune that opens
this piece by Debussy, it could almost be by Delius. Printemps has a rising
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figure that reminds us of Delius.
When we hear more of both of these pieces we start to see more
differences. Printemps is still an apprentice work, with some strange things
in it. However it does seem a more polished work than Delius’s piece
Idylle de Printemps. The Delius piece – when you hear it – seems to be a
more disjointed work: it has lots of nice ideas but he is still not quite sure
what to do with them. It is the sort of piece that he had to work through
to find his mature style. Debussy probably had to do less of that working
through, probably as a result of his musical training. Delius was so often
trying to capture this sense of flow in these pieces which don’t owe their
structure to pre-existing forms. Delius found it quite a job to capture the
sense of flow. But similarity in their musical language which we can detect
is not surprising when you consider that they developed their harmonic
language by improvising at the piano. We know that Delius did this by
marking chains of chords in a notebook that sounded good: Debussy was
doing much the same thing also. He used to improvise for hours at the
Conservatoire. There is a famous account of one of these improvising
sessions in the presence of his composition teacher, Ernest Guiraud.
One of Debussy’s friends noted down what was being said and played.
Debsussy is playing chains of chords, cadences that don’t go anywhere;
parallel triads and sevenths; the sort of thing that Delius might have done.
Guiraud is completely puzzled, he says; ‘I don’t understand what you are
playing at all; what’s the theory behind this?’ And Debussy said; ‘there
is no theory you just have to listen, pleasure is the law’. That could so
easily have been said by Delius and it is something fundamental between
the two composers that seems to bring them together. So not surprisingly
they hit on similar harmonic progressions, and so Tony illustrated these in
a little more detail. One of Delius’s devices is harmonising a melody with
chains of descending sevenths. Debussy does this too. We then heard an
early example from the 4th movement of the String Quartet, where one of
the motifs is harmonised in just this way; you hear this four times when it
appears in the last movement.
Tony then played a similar harmonisation in an extract from Paris.
Now that was a particular Delian device. We then heard some more
examples, this time from Debussy’s Nocturnes. Delius also does this
although less often. There is a striking example in A Village Romeo and
Juliet associated with the appearance of The Dark Fiddler when he first
encounters the children in Scene 1, we have these ninths moving about in
strings and in subsequent appearances we hear very similar harmony. It
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is quite an interesting example and Tony could not think of anything else
where Delius does this in quite the same way for so long. We heard the
passage referred to. At the end of the opera there is another sequence like
this after the big love duet when the lovers decide to cast themselves adrift;
the agitato passage with the frenetic violin solo in the background consists
of a minute of music, almost entirely with chains of ninth chords unlike
anything else in Delius.
There are striking similarities regarding harmony between the two
composers. Inevitably these similarities led some at the time of A Village
Romeo and Juliet to wonder how much influence one composer might
have had on the other: we don’t know. Delius lived in Paris and then
Grez; went to many concerts and heard a number of these works, but it
is much more relevant that they were developing along the same lines.
Tony does not think – except possibly for the odd bar now and then – that
one can mistake one composer’s work for the other. There are too many
things which differ in the way they write for the orchestra. There is one
key work of Debussy, which was the Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune first
performed in 1894; this had a huge influence on 20th century music. As
late as 1908 Delius was writing to Granville Bantock saying that he had
never heard Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune or seen the music, which is
quite surprising. According to Eric Fenby a few years later, he acquired a
Pianola and a piano roll of Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune and he became
obsessed with it; he played it all the time – apparently for days – and
declared it to be Debussy’s finest work. It is possible that it may have had
something of an influence on him, even at this late stage because one of the
extraordinary things about this piece apart from its wonderful harmony is
its unique structure which distinguishes it from anything else previously
written. Many people have failed to analyse it satisfactorily. Debussy
created a composition that just seems to work wonderfully, and to flow.
Delius heard this piece at about the time that he wrote Summer Night on
the River and the revised version of In a Summer Garden which seems to
owe something to Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune in the way that the music
flows from one idea to another in a seemingly effortless way; a supreme
example of Delius’s mastery of this flowing structure is Summer Night on
the River. It has also got a Debussy-like impressionistic ending with a
pointillist orchestration. We then heard this piece.
There are other examples in the two composers’ works that are
remarkably similar. Delius’s orchestral style isn’t that close to that of
Debussy but there are some notable examples where similar textures
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are created. We can compare parts of La Mer to the opening of the last
movement, the March of Spring from the North Country Sketches, and
particularly to the middle movement of La Mer. It is quite extraordinary
how similar some of the textures are.
Something else Tony discovered concerns their song output: both
composers wrote a lot of songs − about fifty to fifty five − and in both cases
they wrote at least two thirds of their song output in the years before 1900.
Debussy being a good Frenchman set only French texts whereas Delius
being a cosmopolitan, set French, German, English and Scandinavian
texts. Tony found just one song they both set and that is Verlaine’s Il pleure
dans mon coeur which Debussy set in 1888 as part of his Ariette oubliée set
and Delius set in 1895 as the first of his Verlaine songs. It is interesting to
compare them. There are similarities but their take on this poem is quite
different. We heard the Debussy setting first and then we heard the Delius.
In the period 1900 to 1910 both composers produced major works on
which their reputations rest today. Both produced important orchestral
works: Delius wrote Brigg Fair; Dance Rhapsody No.1 and In a Summer
Garden. Debussy produced La Mer and the Three Orchestral Images but there
were important differences also, because for Delius this was the period
when he produced his major choral works, including Songs of Sunset and
A Mass of Life. Debussy wrote very little for chorus and orchestra. For
Debussy this was the decade of impressionist works. He wrote piano
music most of his life but this was the decade when he developed the
impressionist technique that he used in most of the piano works that
emerged, on which a lot of his reputation rests today. He once wrote that
he envisaged writing for a piano and that he imagined the piano without
hammers. The works he produced at this time were Masques; L’isle
Joyeuse; the three Estampes; Images; the first book of Preludes; Children’s
Corner – a huge amount of impressionist piano music. Tony then played
an example of the piano music, from the Second Book of Images; with a
typical Debussy impressionist name Cloches a travers les feuilles. It has
typical impressionist piano techniques: pedal; blurred texures; use of the
whole tone scale, something Debussy used regularly; Delius used it as well
but much less often and not in quite the same way. At the climax of the
work we heard bell sounds and the bell effect in this piece is reminiscent
of the second of Delius’s piano Preludes: this may be pure coincidence but
the similarity is striking.
Tony remarked that as time went on Debussy used less and less
melody in his works and this didn’t happen in the same way with Delius.
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After 1910 both composers changed somewhat. This was to be Debussy’s
last decade because his career was cut short; he started to suffer from
cancer which killed him in 1918. Both composers’ music after 1910 became
more hard edged and starker; they both experimented more. Tony quoted
Christopher Palmer on this period; he said of these two composers ‘In about
1910 they both found themselves met by a similar kind of creative crisis.
They solved it in much the same way by paring away harmonic flesh…’
Delius wrote several works with Nordic subjects, such as Eventyr and
North Country Sketches. There is certainly a hardness of tone in the subjects
and more experimentalism. The ending of the Requiem for example is quite
extraordinary, bitonal, unlike anything else beforehand. He never did
anything like that again. Debussy’s ballet Jeux has been taken as a model
by many modern composers; it is just an extraordinary piece; with very
little real melody starting from nothing and fading out. One of Delius’s
extraordinary pieces from this period is Eventyr, which contains strange
dissonant music; stark music far removed from the Delian stereotype. We
heard a part of this marvellous work, demonstrating the stark harmony
and dissonant music and violent shouts. Delius had violent moments in
his music before but it was never quite like this, which is certainly more
Wagnerian.
Much of Debussy’s late piano music has this hard edged quality.
There is an example of it in some of the piano Etudes, notably the last;
Pour les accords, which in the opening and closing sections has a sequence
of quite aggressive, hard-edged chords, which frame the middle section.
However, there is a soft centre between these two hard-edged sections. At
this point we heard part of this piece, one of his last works.
Debussy had a frantic rush to complete his last works before he died.
He was very ill for most of the time, and the last works were three very
spare, almost classical sonatas; it was the first time he had used this sort
of form. He originally planned six sonatas but he only produced three;
for cello, for violin and a sonata for flute, viola and harp all of which are
nowadays extensively very highly regarded and played. In the 1920s and
1930s these pieces were regarded as by no means Debussy at his best. We
then heard part of the Sonata for flute, viola and harp.
It is interesting to note that both composers in their last years
needed help completing their works. Debussy was assisted with various
orchestrations by his colleagues, particularly Charles Koechlin. Delius’s
illness also interfered with his ability to complete works. He had help to
complete Hassan and of course Eric Fenby came on the scene and coaxed
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out a whole series of marvellous works in in the last few years. It is of
interest that there is a sort of parallel with Debussy because many years
ago, Edward Lockspeiser remarked on how those last sonatas contained
themes from earlier works which are inserted. To some extent the same
thing happened with Delius. He went back to look at earlier works and
there was a tendency to use old ideas. There are bits of Hassan which creep
into the Songs of Farewell. The Idyll of course was extracted from Margot la
Rouge and the Song of Summer emerged from A Poem of Life and Love. It’s
interesting that because Delius was a very sick man he didn’t progress
along any experimental kind of path as some of the works from the 19141918 period might have indicated,. Tony suggested that wonderful as
many of those works are from the last years, he went back to earlier styles
and interestingly unlike Debussy he didn’t go into a classical phase for the
last few works.
We ended with a piece of music which seems to unite the two of them:
part of Wagner’s Parsifal. This was the opera which Debussy most admired
and which influenced him. Delius also learnt a great deal from Wagner,
and the position of Parsifal is interesting because unlike the other music
dramas, Delius didn’t hear this until the 1890s. The Good Friday Music is the
most extraordinary pre-echo of early Delius, composed long before Delius
had written anything. It is possible that had Wagner lived a few more
years, he may have been writing even more like Delius.
Tony suggested that whilst both men were pioneers and developed
in a similar way, Debussy was in the right place at the right time and so
could flourish. Delius wasn’t in the right place at the right time. Debussy
was on the Parisian musical map after winning the Prix de Rome and
had no problem getting performances and publications unlike Delius in
his early years. Debussy was writing in Paris in the 1890s and that was
at a time when it was one of the great musical capitals for new music. It
is not surprising that people listened to this music. Debussy also made
a major contribution to the piano repertoire and spread his reputation in
this way. Many composers took a serious interest in Debussy. Compared
with Debussy Delius had much less luck: he found it difficult to have his
music published or performed early on. He avoided the Paris musical
scene although he was living nearby. When champions came along they
were relatively minor German conductors and premiers tended to take
place in out of the way places. He tried to get more important European
conductors to take an interest but nothing happened. He could have tried
Mahler or somebody in Vienna but he did not cultivate the musical world.
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He missed getting exposure and he had another problem connected with
getting performances. There were often huge gaps between composition
and a work being performed – sometimes five to ten years: it happened to
Arabesque and Song of the High Hills; Fennnimore and Gerda; A Village Romeo
and Juliet; it was partly bad luck. But if you read Robert Montgomery and
Robert Threlfall’s Music and Copyright: The Case of Delius and his Publishers,
Ashgate 2007, he had an awful lot of trouble obtaining the full co-operation
of some of his publishers, which didn’t seem to happen to Debussy. All of
Debussy’s works seemed to be performed within a very short time of being
written. Because music changed fast in the first decade of the 20th century
a five to ten year delay could mean the difference between a composer as
being seen as a bit old hat and it appears that Delius suffered from that.
When the championship of Delius moved from Germany to England he
did not then move into the European spotlight because England did not
become a renowned centre for new music until much later. Delius missed
the major exposure that Debussy achieved. With such major exposure
he might have been capable of an influence he did not in fact have. The
situation for Delius could change, as reputations do change. Debussy
was much less secure fifty years ago than he is now. In the early 1960s
Debussy and Ravel were composers who were seen by some as a bit of
a side-line, not main stream figures in 20th century music, in contrast to
their reputations now. Perhaps Delius’s reputation will grow, and some
European conductors will take up the Delian gauntlet.
Martin Lee-Browne thanked Tony and said that we had all learnt a
huge amount. We will go home and try and discover more of the similarity
between the two composers.

Recommended recordings:
Debussy: Printemps; Orchestre du Capitole de Tolouse,
Michel Plasson, conductor. EMI
Delius: Idylle de Printemps; English Northern Philharmonia,
David Lloyd-Jones, conductor. Naxos
Debussy: String Quartet; Quatuor Ebene, EMI
Delius: Paris; London Symphony Orchestra,
Sir Charles Mackerras, conductor. Decca
Debussy: Nocturnes; Orchestre du Capitole de Tolouse,
Michel Plasson, conductor. EMI
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Delius: A Village Romeo and Juliet; Soloists, Arnold Schönberg Choir,
ORF Symphonieorchester, Sir Charles Mackerras, conductor. Decca
Delius: Summer Night on the River; English Northern Philharmonia,
David Lloyd-Jones, conductor. Naxos
Debussy: Il pleure dans mon coeur; Dawn Upshaw, soprano,
James Levine, piano. Sony
Delius: Il pleure dans mon coeur;
Yvonne Kenny, soprano, Piers Lane, piano. Hyperion
Debussy: Cloches a travers les feuilles; Sviatoslav Richter, piano.
BBC Legends
Delius: Eventyr; Aarhus Symphony Orchestra, Bo Holten, conductor.
Danacord
Debussy: Pour les accords, Maurizio Pollini, piano.
Deutsche Grammophon
Debussy: Sonata for Flute, Viola and Harp, The Melos Ensemble. Decca
Wagner: Good Friday Music from Parsifal. Columbia Symphony Orchestra,
Bruno Walter, conductor. CBS
Paul Chennell


DELIUS SOCIETY PHILADELPHIA BRANCH MEETING
Although the weather outside the recital hall was chill and drear, the
lightning was inside, emanating from the fingers of Charles Abramovic,
Professor of Keyboard Studies at Temple University’s Boyer College of
Music. Delians, friends and Temple University music students gathered
in Rock Hall on Temple’s campus at 3.00 p.m. on Sunday afternoon 7th
October, 2012 for this programme, a Temple University Faculty Recital
co-sponsored by the Philadelphia Branch of the Delius Society, and the
last in its series of concerts celebrating the sesquicentennial of the birth of
Frederick Delius.
The Chairman (of the Delius Society Philadelphia Branch), Bill Marsh,
opened with a few comments about the programme and the composers for
the afternoon, and noted other recitals Mr. Abramovic has played for the
Society, as well as the CD he has made of Delius’s piano music. He then
turned the stage over to Mr. Abramovic.
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The printed programme had no notes about the music, so Mr.
Abramovic provided such verbally before each piece or set of pieces he
played. He opened with a Pavane and three Galliards by William Byrd
1543-1623, noting that the connection between Byrd and Delius, who were
separated in time by some 300 years, had to do with Percy Grainger’s
editions of some of Byrd’s music and the fact that Grainger was one of
Delius’s closest friends in a group dating from the 1890s known as The
Frankfurt Gang; which included Roger Quilter, Norman O’Neil, Balfour
Gardiner and Cyril Scott. The Pavane and two of the Galliards were fast
and frilly. The second of the Galliards was slow and used a theme − a
song by John Dowland 1562-1626. Chairman Marsh noted in his opening
comments that Sir Thomas Beecham hated harpsichord music and likened
its sound to ‘two skeletons copulating on a tin roof.’ Imagine that!
Next came Dance for Harpsichord by Delius and dedicated to Violet
Gordon Woodhouse, 1872-1948, herself an accomplished harpsichord
and clavichord recitalist who, together with Arnold Dolmetsch, was an
influential participant in helping lead the revival of harpsichord music in
the early part of the 20th century. It’s a wonder that the story of her life
and her unique relationships with four ‘husbands’ in a ménage-à-cinque
hasn’t been made into a Hollywood movie or a PBS special, but lacking
those options you will have to turn to Google and get a copy of Violet: The
Life and Loves of Violet Gordon Woodhouse by her grandniece, Jessica DouglasHome, published as recently as 1997. Unfortunately, this reviewer became
more captivated by the story of the dedicatee than the piece itself, which
Professor Abramovic described as ‘a piano piece trying to be a harpsichord
piece’, but he played it on the harpsichord nevertheless. It was modelled
in the style of a gavotte with characteristic Delian chromaticism.
Professor Abramovic switched pieces on the printed programme
at this point and turned next to the Nocturne from Delius’s Florida Suite,
arranged by Robert Threlfall, the British pianist and Vice President of the
Delius Society, who completed the collected edition of the works of Delius.
This transcription from the orchestral original, with its flowing triplets and
two against three figures, against descending cascades of sound, came off
rather well in the capable hands of Mr. Abramovic.
Picking up with the programme after the change in order, came
Delius’s famous On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring, arranged by Philip
Heseltine (aka Peter Warlock when signing his own compositions), and
dedicated to Balfour Gardiner. Abramovic gave a characteristically
profound reading of this Delian classic, although to this reviewer, at least,
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the bird was not as audible as he otherwise normally is. Maybe he was
snuggled low in his nest because of the wet weather.
Concluding the first half of Professor Abramovic’s recital was
the Sonata in E minor, op. 7 for piano by Edvard Grieg, his only such
composition written in 1865 when he was 22. From its fiery opening
Allegro Moderato, through the lyric opening and closing of the second
movement Andante Molto, the third movement Alla Menuetto, which to
this reviewer sounded more march-like in character than Menuetto, to its
agitated closing Finale, one could tell that Mr. Abramovic had been through
this piece more than once! He described it as highly academic in form
and it uses many of Grieg’s beloved folksong elements. Mr. Abramovic
commented that many years ago he had often thought of orchestrating this
Sonata, feeling that it would ‘make a nice little symphony.’ He commented
that Percy Grainger had had a similar idea in his day, but neither of them
had ever got around to putting pen and ink to paper in that regard. The
wonder is if today’s Sibelius computer music writing program would have
helped either of them to at least get started on the project.
After an intermission of about 15 minutes, our recitalist of the
afternoon dug in again with Handelian Rhapsody by Cyril Scott, 18791970, another member of the by now infamous – in this review at least
– Frankfurt Gang, and dedicated to Scott’s lifelong friend and fellow
Frankfurt Gang composer Percy Grainger. Scott was not only a composer
but also an author, poet and occultist with a strong interest in health
foods. He was an extraordinarily creative man who was once described
by Eugene Goossens as ‘the father of modern British music,’ but whose
output was largely ignored after the 1930s because of a narrow view by
the English musical establishment of the time as to what kind of music a
modern British composer should be writing. Other than being in the key
of D, the same as Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus, there wasn’t much Handelian
about this piece, as per Mr. Abramovic’s own affirmation.
Percy Grainger was represented in this recital by his Jutish Medley. In
1927 Grainger travelled to Jutland in northern Denmark, to gather folksong
melodies that he then wove into this highly romanticised medley, and
dedicated it to Delius’s wife, Jelka Rosen. The five movements of this
work are titled: Choosing the Bride; Dragon’s Farewell; The Shoemaker from
Jerusalem; Husband and Wife (A quarrelling duet; and finally Lord Peter’s Stable
Boy. These are the kinds of pieces characteristic of Grainger that are easy
listening in the hands of a master such as Abramovic, and might lead the
occasional pianist to want to go out and buy a copy to play for his or her
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own enjoyment, only to find that the melodic and rhythmic complexities
of the music are more than they bargained for. Caveat emptor!

Charles Abramovic at Rock Hall, Temple University, Philadelphia,
7th October, 2012
Photo: Michael Kulasz

Delius met Florent Schmitt, the next composer on the programme,
whilst he was socialising hard in the bohemian circle of artists and writers
who met at Mère Charlotte’s Crémerie in the rue de la Grande Chaumière
in Paris, in the mid-1890s. Although French by birth and musical training,
Schmitt anticipated the developments in modern Russian music in several
ways. His La Tragédie de Salomé, which was produced by the Ballets
Russes appeared a year before Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, and his work
influenced Stravinsky. In the Finale from Schmitt’s La Tragédie de Salomé
one could clearly hear Stravinskyesque chords, and perhaps of all the
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pieces on the programme, except for parts of of Grieg’s Sonata, this was the
most virtuosic tour de force of the afternoon, in this reviewer’s opinion, and
the spontaneous gasp from the audience, when the concluding fortissimo
chord of the piece reverberated off the walls of Rock Hall, drove that
impression home.
The last two numbers on the programme were by Monia Liter, a
new name to most. His Swing Prelude and Blue Fugue, both in jazz idiom,
sent the Delians out on a contemporary note. The stunning four-octave
ascending blaze of thirty-second notes at the end of the Swing Prelude is
noted as an optional ending in the score, but Abramovic went for it, and
that brought yet another gasp of delight from the audience.
Charles Abramovic has taught piano at Temple University since 1988.
He is a graduate of The Curtis Institute of Music, the Peabody Conservatory,
and received his DMA from Temple. His teachers have included Natalie
Philips, Eleanor Sokolof, Leon Fleisher and Harvey Wedeen.
Robert Camburn
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MISCELLANY
Frederick Delius der vergessene Kosmopolit
A new study of Delius’s life and work, Frederick Delius der vergessene
Kosmopolit, has recently been published, with a particular attention to the
reception of his music in Germany. Dr. Hans Gottlob has prepared this
study after much research, including a visit to the Delius Trust archive.
The book is available from the German publisher Aisthesis Verlag. Further
details are available from www.aisthesis.de. ISBN 978-3-89528-964-4.
Price: €28.00. We hope to include a review in the next Delius Society Journal.


Delius in China
Our Chinese member Zheng Xiao-Bin writes to say: ‘It was reported on
the website of the Chinese CCOM (Central Conservatory of Music), that
Tasmin Little gave a solo violin concert in CCOM on the evening of 4th
December, 2011. As well as other works, she played the Delius Sonata in
B Major, “with pure taste and integrity”. This is, as far as I am aware, the
first time that this Delius work has been played in China. I have in the past
been asked whether Delius`s music has ever been performed in China. I
would like to share this information with you and other members of the
society.’


Delius wind transcriptions
Bill Marsh writes: ‘A surprise tribute to Delius’s 150th came on 2nd
December 2012, at a faculty recital at Temple University in Philadelphia
when four members of The Philadelphia Orchestra and one former
member performing as the Conwell Woodwind Quintet offered new
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transcriptions by Peter Smith.
‘Peter is the son of Delius Society member Lloyd Smith, former
Associate Principal Cellist of the Philadelphia Orchestra and a member
of the Wister Quartet. Peter has been Associate Principal Oboe of the
Philadelphia Orchestra since 1991. Some of the works were arranged after
taking down the original versions by dictation from recordings given that
Peter had no scores for these. The programme included: Delius: Toccata;
Intermezzo; Fantastic Dance; Appalachia (extract); Prelude from Idyll; Sleigh
Ride; as well as works by Sobeck, and Danzi.
‘Unfortunately The Delius Society learned of this concert only after it
was over, but we were later provided with a copy of the programme.’


Madeleine Mitchell
Madeleine Mitchell writes with news including her concert in Rome last
September. ‘I hope we did Delius proud in Rome! Certainly the audience
much appreciated the music and we were delighted that David LloydJones from The Delius Trust was able to be there.’
Last October Madeleine Mitchell played Delius’s Legende with pianist
Nigel Clayton, and was interviewed by Suzy Klein on the BBC Radio 3
programme In Tune. She also played an extract from the new work written
for her by David Matthews, Romanza, prior to the premiere on Saturday 6th
October in Holy Trinity Church, Blythburgh, Suffolk with the Prometheus
Orchestra, conducted by Edmond Fivet, as part of the Alwyn Festival. The
premiere with piano was on 1st November 2012 at Aberdeen Art Gallery,
part of the Sound Festival (with music by Delius, Debussy, Cage & Hearne)
and the London premiere was on 24th March 2013 at King’s Place, for the
London Chamber Music Society.
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Astonishing dedication
Madeleine Mitchell sent this delightful anecdote to us in February: ‘My
mother, who is well into her 80s, is an amateur pianist who plays the
organ for her local church every Sunday at 8.30 a.m. in order that they
have some live music. Early last year she told me she’d just been up to
London specially, to look for some new music to play and said she was
delighted to have discovered an arrangement for piano of Delius’s Late
Swallows (“a beautiful piece she hadn’t come across before”) by Ronald
Stevenson which she said she’d played the previous Sunday despite deep
snow preventing most of the congregation attending, so there were maybe
fewer than 10 brave souls! So I asked her whether she knew it was Delius’s
150th birthday that week and she said, “that’s why I played it”! She’s a
very modest person but I was taken with this. I was able to tell her that I’d
played this beautiful work in the original version when I used to lead the
Bridge Quartet, at the church near Delius’s house in Grez-sur-Loing and
when I brought them to the RCM for a Delius event.’


Bigg Fair not Brigg Fair?
Peter Ratcliffe wrote at the end of last year: ‘Not only a Delius performance
on Slovak radio (a Beecham/RPO performance to boot) but also an
accompanying text to report: http://www.slovakradio.sk/radio-devin/
programova-struktura?datum=10.10.2012. Here’s a translation for you:
“Although he spent the majority of his life abroad, he is commonly
considered as the British composer incarnate, penning evocative and
timeless symphonic poems. In the popular and harmonious music of this
truly cosmopolitan composer there is a place for the wilderness of the
Scandinavian mountains and the tropical orange plantations of Florida,
as well as the light charm of the French countryside. His family was
infatuated with music, but despite his parents’ wishes he did not set out
on the predestined path of business. In his ‘Bigg (sic) Fair − An English
Rhapsody’ Delius used the eponymous folk song from Lincolnshire, which
his friend Peter Grainger (sic) had acquainted him with, as the theme for
orchestral variations.” I think old Fred has had worse write-ups than that.’
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Peter wrote again last January, as follows: ‘Brigg Fair had a repeat
airing recently on Radio Devin, to be followed a little time later in the
20-minute mid-morning slot by Percy Grainger (and an unaccredited
Benjamin Britten piece). Here’s a translation of the website’s blurb:
‘“Percy Grainger: The Gum Sucker (sic) march for piano and Simple
Symphony (sic). Australian composer Percy Grainger was a piano virtuoso.
He collected and arranged folk songs and himself composed in an original
style. His creative outlook had an unusual breadth: from mediaeval music
to the latest advances of his contemporaries (sic) Delius and Grieg. He
was a pioneer of what is called “free music”. He was convinced that music
should be accessible to all. He studied for a short time with Ferrucio (sic)
Busoni in Germany, later moving to London and building a reputation as
a concert pianist. Around 20 years of age he became friends with Edvard
Grieg, who instigated his collecting of English folk songs. He maintained a
very strong bond with his mother, which was severed by her suicide, when
she jumped from a New York skyscraper.”
‘Whoever does the research at Radio Devin obviously had an offday (I’m afraid to say they rarely have anything else), saying that Grieg
was Grainger’s contemporary is stretching the term to meaninglessness.
Still, it’s the music that matters most, even if it is credited to the wrong
composer. The March was played in the solo piano version by Marc-Andre
Hamelin.’
Peter has also informed me that the suggested weekend in Bratislava
is cancelled as he has not had enough expressions of interest from society
members.


William Lloyd Webber
2014 marks the centenary of the birth of William Lloyd Webber, and Julian
Lloyd Webber has written to alert us to this important date. Concert
promoters who wish to consider programming his music during 2014 can
find a list of key compositions and their publishers, including orchestral
music, choral works, vocal works, organ works and instrumental music on
Julian Lloyd Webber’s website: www.julianlloydwebber.com.
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Scandinavian Update
John Ehde writes: ‘Just a short report on the Delius performances with
Ensemble Felix in Sweden and Denmark. The ensemble consists of 10 high
rank semi-professional musicians and performs regularly in Denmark.
The setup is a string quintet and a wind quintet (decet) and alongside the
occasional original work for the ensemble (Gordon Jacob for instance) they
perform many of the classical masterpieces in arrangements for the
ensemble.
‘The arrangements of the Delius works for this occasion were done by
the group’s double bass player, particularly On hearing the first Cuckoo in
Spring and Intermezzo, and I arranged the Caprice and Elegie. As we had to
skip quite a few of Delius’s doublings and divisis I was apprehensive as to
whether we would be able to reach the overtone rich sound so important
in parts of the music, but with careful use of balance and careful intonation
we came very close! Astonishing with only 11 players playing separate
parts. I say 11 because we included a guitar player for the harp part in the
Caprice and Elegie. That worked ever so well!
‘The all English programme for our 3 concerts included: Gordon
Jacob: Diversions; Delius: On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring; Intermezzo
from Fennimore and Gerda; Caprice and Elegy; Reginald Smith-Brindle:
Variants on two themes of J. S. Bach; Gustav Holst: Suite No.1.
‘Lomma Church is situated just outside Lund in southern Sweden; the
other two venues are in Copenhagen where the Ensemble has its residence.
‘Both audience and players were spellbound by the beauty of Delius’s
music. As one player put it so rightly: “It is all about the flow of the
harmonies; if that works in an organic way the magic appears”!
‘I spoke to the audiences and told them about my meetings with Eric
Fenby etc. We hope to perform the two Aquarelles at our Xmas concert in
December. You can learn more at: www.ensemblefelix.dk or www.ehde.
dk’.
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The Delius Arts and cultural Centre Celebrates
On Friday 7th December, 2012 a specially commissioned music and
movement installation with performance piece to commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the birth of the composer Frederick Delius was presented.
FRITZ: A System of Weaving’ explored the various tensions in Delius’s
life which impacted on his compositions and also explored the relevance
of Delius in today’s Bradford. It included material generated by the artists’
responses to various sites in the city associated with him and his family, as
well as improvisations based on his works.
The piece explored the question: ‘How do we reconcile Delius’
disregard for our City with the necessity of marking his birth here?’ This
was a free event which was performed on a loop giving the viewer the
opportunity to stay and absorb the evolution of the piece or pop in and pop
out.


Czech Delius
Christopher Redwood has written in with information concerning − what
is to me − an unfamiliar recording of two Delius works. Orchestral Concert
CDS offers the Brno Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Jiří Waldhans in
recordings of the Irmelin Prelude and La Calinda, from performances given
at the Royal Festival Hall on 22nd October 1966. The CD also contains
works by Dvořák: Symphony No. 9 and Jan Novák: Philharmonic Dances.
The catalogue number is: CD1/2008 It would be interesting to hear if any
other members know of this CD and what they think of the performances.


The Delius Society on Facebook

Members are strongly urged to look at our Facebook page, as this is full of
pictures and videos of films related to Delius. Society member Jayne Strutt
has made a number of interesting videos around various Delius works.
Our Facebook page was particularly lively and helpful in 2012, attracting
new members to the society.
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Delius Available
We have heard from Mr. Len Olson who writes: ‘I have a set of Delius
Society recordings, volume III. Appalachia set #355 Directed by Sir Thomas
Beecham. Would you know of anyone looking for these? They are in
excellent condition. Part 1 - volume III with sheet music. Thank you very
much for your time.’
Anyone who is interested in this should contact Mr. Olson directly
and not the editor. Len Olson’s e-mail address is: olsonlaja@yahoo.com.
We have also been contacted regarding Delius Society Journals
which are available, as follows: A collection of past Journals, from DSJ
121 onwards, is available free of charge. Perhaps a new member might be
interested? Any member interested should either collect from Chagford,
South Devon, or be prepared to refund the cost of postage. Please apply to
June Ashburner (June@mythicgarden.eclipse.co.uk, 01647 231311).


A Delian Harvest
Bill Thompson writes: ‘Several years ago Film Score Monthly released a
CD containing the surviving soundtrack music from the 1946 film The
Yearling. The film score consisted of arrangements by Herbert Stothart of
music from Appalachia by Frederick Delius.
‘The CD, which pairs The Yearling with the score for Random Harvest,
was a limited edition of 3,000 copies. I understand that a few copies
remain for sale by Screen Archives Entertainment. www.screenarchives.
com/title_detail.cfm/ID/6304/RANDOM-HARVEST-THE-YEARLING/


Thanks to the following for their contributions: Zheng Xiao-Bin; Peter Ratcliffe;
Madeleine Mitchell; Bill Marsh; John Ehde; Christopher Redwood; Lionel Carley;
Jayne Strutt; Len Olson; Roger Buckley; Michael Green and Bill Thompson. (Ed.)
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EVENTS
Details of events are included in an attempt to give as complete coverage
as possible, even if some have taken place by the time members receive the
Journal. Concert details are accurate at the time of going to press but
it would be wise to confirm with the relevant box office prior to booking
tickets. Ed.
Delius Society London Branch Season, 2012-13
All Meetings take place at the New Cavendish Club,
44 Great Cumberland Place,
London W1H 8BS (unless otherwise stated)
Nearest Underground station: Marble Arch (Central Line)
Wednesday 14th November 2012 at 7.15 p.m.
Delius and Debussy: two 150th anniversaries
Tony Summers compares and contrasts the musical legacies of exact
contemporaries Delius and Debussy, and considers to what extent and
how differently they have influenced the course of Western music.
Tuesday 29th January 2013 at 6.30 p.m.
A Birthday Meeting and Social Evening. A welcome drink on arrival
2012 – What a Year!
Mike and Chris Green reflect upon some of the memorable events of our
Anniversary Year.
The Chairman’s 2012 Certificate Award and Presentation celebrating
individuals and organisations whose contribution has been outstanding.
Thursday 7th March 2013 at 7.00 p.m.
Steinway Hall, 44 Marylebone Lane, London W1U 2DB
(Nearest Underground station: Bond Street)
2012 Delius Prize-winner’s Recital
Jon Stainsby, baritone,
Seho Lee, piano
Programme featuring songs by Delius (including Seven Songs from the
Norwegian, sung in that language, with which Jon Stainsby and Se Ho Lee
won the 2012 Delius Prize), Debussy, Duparc, Grieg and Colin Matthews.
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Friday 21st June 2013
The Delius Society AGM and Lunch,
The Delius Prize 2013 (tenth year)
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG

Other Events
Thursday 1st November 2012 at 12.45 p.m.
Sound Festival – NE Scotland, Cowdray Hall, Aberdeen Art Gallery
Delius: Légende for Violin and Piano;
and works by: Debussy: Violin Sonata; Matthews: Romanze – Premiere;
Cage: Nocturne; and Hearne: Endurspegla;
Madeleine Mitchell, violin, with Nigel Clayton, piano
Friday 2nd November 2012 at 8.00 p.m.
Benslow Music, Hitchin, Hertfordshire
Delius: String Quartet;
and works by Grainger: Molly on the Shore; and
Schubert: String Quintet in C Major;
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Friday 9th November 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Shibuya Cultural Centre, Owada, Tokyo
Delius: Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 3;
and works by: Debussy: Sonata for Violin and Piano in G minor;
Grieg-Sauret: (Lieder arr. Violin and Piano) and
Ravel: Sonata for Violin and Piano in G major;
Midori Komachi, violin, with Yukino Kano, piano
Sunday 11th November 2012
Vanløse Church, Copenhagen, Denmark
Delius: On Hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring; Caprice and Elegie;
Intermezzo from Fennimore and Gerda; 2 Aquarelles;
and works by Holst, Gordon Jacob.
Ensemble Felix Chamber Orchestra, Copenhagen, John Ehde, conductor
and ‘cello soloist
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Saturday 17th November 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool
Delius: Violin Concerto;
and works by Edward German: Overture: Nell Gwyn; Elgar: Overture
Cockaigne; and Vaughan Williams: Symphony No.2 London;
Tasmin Little, violin, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra,
John Wilson, conductor
Sunday 18th November 2012 at 3.00 p.m.
St Michael & All Angels Church, Oxford
Delius: Double Concerto;
and works by: Saint-Saens: La Muse at la Poète and
Elgar: Enigma Variations;
Olivier Bonicci, violin, and Jacqueline Johnson, ‘Cello,
Oxford Studio Orchestra, Christopher Fletcher-Campbell, conductor
Saturday 24th November 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Hull City Hall, Hull
Delius: Brigg Fair;
and works by: Wagner: Overture The Mastersingers. Debussy: Prelude à
l’après-midi d’un faune; Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.4; and
Parry: Symphonic Variations;
Martin Roscoe, piano, Hull Philharmonic Orchestra,
Andrew Penny, conductor
Saturday 24th November 2012
Methodist Church, Station Rd. Barnes, London
Delius: On Craig Ddu; The Splendour falls on Castle Walls; Serenade
from Hassan; Caprice; and works by Bantock, Lutyens, Rachmaninov,
Arensky, Salter, Brahms and Coleridge-Taylor.
Ionian Singers, Rebecca Hewes, cello, Timothy Salter, conductor/piano
Thursday 29th November 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Cadogan Hall, London
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden;
and works by Vaughan Williams: Tallis Fantasia; Shostakovich: Concerto
for Piano, Trumpet and Strings; and Sibelius: Symphony No.5;
Natasha Paremski, piano, Michael Allen, trumpet,
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Rory Macdonald, conductor
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Sunday 2nd December 2012 at 3.00 p.m.
Assembly Hall Theatre, Tunbridge Wells
Delius: Winter Night (Sleigh Ride);
and works by Chausson: Poème; John Williams: E T; Prokofiev: Lieutenant
Kije, Troika; Saint-Saëns: Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso; and
Thomas Hewitt Jones: A Christmas Cracker;
Nicola Benedetti, violin, Royal Tunbridge Wells Symphony Orchestra,
Roderick Dunk, conductor
Sunday 2nd December 2012 at 3.00 p.m.
Temple Performing Arts Center, Temple University, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Transcriptions for Wind Quintet
Delius: Toccata; Intermezzo; Fantastic Dance; Appalachia (extract);
Prelude from Idyll; Winter Night (Sleigh Ride);
And works by Sobeck, and Danzi
Conwell Woodwind Quintet
Saturday 8th December 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
St Michael and All Angels, Bramhall, Cheshire
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden; Winter Night (Sleigh Ride);
and works by: Vaughan Williams: Toward the Unknown Region; The lark
Ascending and Dona Nobis Pacem
Chorale Chamber Choir, Jo Rondel, soprano, Dmitry Yumashev, baritone,
and Louise Latham, violin, Cheshire Sinfonia,
Peter Stallworthy, conductor
Saturday 8th December 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
St George’s Bristol
Delius: Winter Night (Sleigh Ride);
and works by: Tchaikovsky: Rococo Variations; and
Mahler: Symphony No.5;
Joseph Spooner, ‘Cello, Bristol Concert Orchestra,
Stefan Hofkes, conductor
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Saturday 8th December 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Thame Leisure Centre, Oxford Road, Thame, Oxfordshire.
Delius: Sea Drift;
and works by: Ravel: Rapsodie Espagnole; and Bizet: Carmen Sequence;
Lord Williams Festival Chorus,
Ealing Symphony Orchestra, John Gibbons, conductor
Sunday 20th January 2013 at 3.00 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring;
and works by Walton: Portsmouth Point; Ireland: Piano Concerto; Vaughan
Williams: Tallis Fantasia; and Elgar: In the South ‘Alassio’;
Leon McCawley, piano, Philharmonia Orchestra, John Wilson, conductor
Thursday 24th January 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
On Tour with Ibsen and Shakespeare
Grieg Hall, Bergen, Norway
Delius: Paa Vidderne Concert Overture;
and works by Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.3;
and Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano, Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra,
Andrew Litton, conductor
Saturday 26th January 2013 at 2.00 p.m.
The Delius 151st Anniversary Party
St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, Glenside PA 19038
Showing of Tasmin Little’s film The Lost Child and
Ken Russell’s film Song of Summer
No admission charge
Saturday 26th January 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Lincoln Middle School, Syracuse NY
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring;
and works by Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante for Violin & Viola;
Ein musikalischer Spatz; Sinfonia Concertante for winds;
Syracuse Friends of Chamber Music
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Monday 28th January 2013 at 2.00 p.m.
Grieg and Delius on Tour
Grieg Hall, Bergen, Norway
Delius: Paa Vidderne Concert Overture;
and works by Grieg: Peer Gynt Suite No.1; and
Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet
Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, Andrew Litton, conductor
Thursday 31st January 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Usher Hall, Edinburgh
Delius: Paa Vidderne Concert Overture;
and works by Grieg: Piano Concerto; and Strauss: Ein Heldenleben;
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano,
Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, Andrew Litton, conductor
Thursday 31st January 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Opera House, Cork, Ireland.
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Friday 1st February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Sage: Hall, Gateshead
A Hero’s Life
Delius: On the Mountains;
and works by: Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.3; and
Strass Ein Heldenleben;
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano,
Bergen Symphony Orchestra, Andrew Litton, conductor
Saturday 2nd February 2013 at 5.00 p.m.
Västanfors Church, Västanfors, Sweden
Delius: Cello Concerto;
and works by Grieg and Sibelius.
John Ehde, cello, Bergslagen Chamber Symphony Orchestra Sweden,
Erik Jacobsson, conductor
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Sunday 3rd February 2013 at 4.00 p.m.
Västerås Concerthall, Västerås, Sweden
Delius: Cello Concerto;
and works by Grieg and Sibelius
John Ehde, cello, Bergslagen Chamber Symphony Orchestra Sweden,
Erik Jacobsson, conductor
Sunday 3rd February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Dunamaise, Portlaose, Ireland
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Sunday 3rd February 2013 at 8.00 p.m.
University of Warwick, Warwick Arts Centre, Coventry
Delius: Paa Vidderne Concert Overture;
and works by Grieg: Piano Concerto; and Strauss: Ein Heldenleben;
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano, Bergen Symphony Orchestra,
Andrew Litton, conductor
Tuesday 5th February 2013 at 7.45 p.m.
The Anvil, Basingstoke
A Hero’s Life
Delius: On the Mountains;
and works by: Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.3; and
Strauss Ein Heldenleben;
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano,
Bergen Symphony Orchestra, Andrew Litton, conductor
Tuesday 5th February 2013 at 7.30pm
Birr Theatre, Birr, Ireland.
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
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Wednesday 6th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Siamsa Tire, Tralee, Ireland.
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Thursday 7th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Cliffs Pavilion, Southend-on-Sea.
Delius: Paa Vidderne Concert Overture;
and works by Grieg: Piano Concerto; and Strauss: Ein Heldenleben.
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano,
Bergen Symphony Orchestra, Andrew Litton, conductor
Saturday 9th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
St Luke’s, Battersea, Ramsden Road London SW12 8RQ
Delius: Cello Sonata
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Sunday 10th February 2013 at 4.00 p.m.
Rock Spring Congregational Church, Arlington VA USA
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden (original arrangement by
Joseph Scheer); String Quartet;
and works by Bax and Vaughan Williams
IBIS Chamber Music Society
Tuesday 12th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Leeds College of Music:
Delius: Sonata for Violin and Piano in B major;
and works by: Korngold: Much Ado about Nothing Op.11;
Gershwin: Porgy and Bess; and Bloch: Violin Sonata No.1
Chloë Hanslip, violin, with Danny Driver, piano
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Wednesday 13th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Thursday 14th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m. and
Sunday 17th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden;
and works by Tchaikovsky, Barber, and Shostakovich
Valery Sokolov, violin, Hallé Orchestra, Andrew Gourlay, conductor
Thursday 14th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Lighthouse, Poole
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach, Rachmaninov and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Saturday 16th February 2013 at 5.00 p.m.
Johannes Church Stockholm, Sweden
Delius: Two Aquarelles; Cello Concerto
and Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 2 A London Symphony.
John Ehde, cello, Bergslagen Chamber Symphony Orchestra Sweden,
Erik Jacobsson, conductor
Saturday 16th February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
St Peter’s Church, Canterbury
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Tuesday 19th February 2013 at 8.15 p.m.
Concertgebouw: Recital Hall, Amsterdam
Scandinavian Songs
Delius: Seven Danish Songs (excerpts);
and songs by: Peterson-Berger, Rangstrom, Chausson, Saint-Saëns,
Schumann, Nystroem and Sibelius.
Katarina Karneus, mezzo-soprano, with Joseph Middleton, piano
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Friday 22nd February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
St Sepulchre-without-Newgate, London.
Delius: Late Swallows;
and works by: Elgar: Serenade for Strings; Sibelius: Romance for Strings;
Britten: Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings; and Grieg: Holberg Suite;
Nicky Spence, tenor, Angela Barnes, horn,
The Northern Lights Symphony Orchestra, Adam Johnson, conductor
Saturday 23rd February 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Wigmore Hall, London
Delius: Violin Sonata No. 2;
and works by Bridge: Phantasy Piano Quartet in F# Minor;
Finzi: By Footpath and Stile; Butterworth: Love Blows as the Wind Blows and
Elgar: Piano Quintet in A Minor,
Christopher Maltman, baritone; Ian Brown, piano
Nash Ensemble
Saturday 9th March 2013 at 2.15 p.m.
Concertgebouw: Main Hall, Amsterdam
Delius: Brigg Fair;
and works by Britten: Phaedra; and Dvorak: Symphony No.8;
Christianne Stotijn, mezzo-soprano,
Netherlands Radio Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Mark Elder, conductor
Saturday 9th March 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
King George’s Hall, Blackburn.
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden;
and works by Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet Overture;
Barber: Violin Concerto; and Shostakovich: Symphony No.6
Valeriy Sokolov, violin, Hallé Orchestra, Andrew Gourlay, conductor
Thursday 14th March 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Music Hall, Cincinnati OH
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden;
and works by Brahms and Elgar
Yefim Bronfman, piano, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
Sir Andrew Davis, conductor
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Thursday 28th March 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Vestry Hall, University of West London, London W5 5RU
Delius: Cello Sonata
And works by Armstrong, Thompson, Glover, and Bax
Lionel Handy, cello, Nigel Clayton, piano
Friday 5th April 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Buxton Opera House, Buxton
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach, Rachmaninov and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Sunday 7th April 2013 at 3.00 p.m.
The German Society of Pennsylvania, 611 Spring Garden Street,
Philadelphia PA 19123
English Song Recital including works by Delius, Warlock, Quilter,
Grainger and C.W. Orr
Mark Stone, baritone
Friday 12th April 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
King’s Place, London
Delius: Légende; and works by Schubert, Grieg, Debussy and Ravel
Tasmin Little, violin, Thomas Carroll, cello and Martin Roscoe, piano
Sunday 14th April 2013 at 4.00 p.m.
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion: 5th Floor, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Delius: Romance for ’Cello and Piano;
and works by Chopin: Cello Sonata; and Schumann: Cello Sonata No.2
Andrew Schulman, cello, with Steven Vanhauwaert, piano
Thursday 18th April 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Grieg Hall, Bergen, Norway
Delius: Paa Vidderne Symphonic Poem after Ibsen;
Norwegian Bridal March (Grieg, arr. Delius);
Norwegian Suite (Incidental Music to Folkeraadet); Winter Night
(Sleigh Ride); On Hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring;
and Grieg: Piano Concerto
Christian Ihle Hadland, piano, Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra,
Sir Andrew Davis, conductor
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Saturday 4th May 2013 at 3.00 p.m.
St Mary’s Church, Painswick
Painswick Music Society - Joint concert with the Finzi Friends
Delius: Three Norwegian Songs;
and works by C W Orr: Seven Songs from A Shropshire Lad;
Quilter: Drink to me Only and The Ash Grove; Warlock: Three Songs;
Sanders: Three Songs; and Finzi: Earth and Air and Rain;
Mark Stone, baritone, Simon Lepper, piano
Thursday 9th May 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Guildhall, Portsmouth
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach, Rachmaninov and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Saturday 11th May 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Pittville Pump Room, Cheltenham
Delius: A Song before Sunrise;
and works by: Schumann: Piano Concerto; and Brahms: Symphony No.4
Alex Wilson, piano, Cheltenham Symphony Orchestra,
David Curtis, conductor
Saturday 11th May 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
St Mary’s Church, Hitchin.
Delius: A Song before Sunrise; On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring;
and works by Boyce: Symphonies No. 4 and 8; Fauré: Pavane;
Mendelssohn: Nocturne from A Midsummer Night’s Dream; Rooke:
Saxophone Concerto – (first performance); Ravel; Pavane pour une infante
défunte; and Schubert: Symphony No.5
Alison Eales, saxophone, Hitchin Symphony Orchestra,
Paul Adrian Rooke, conductor
(Tickets: 01462 458614)
Thursday 16th May 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Jersey Opera House, Jersey
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
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Saturday 18th May 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Braintree Theatre, Essex
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Fauré, Bridge, Bach, Rachmaninov and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Saturday 25th May 2013 at 10.45 a.m.
English Music Festival, Dorchester Abbey,
Dorchester-on-Thames, Oxfordshire
Delius: Violin Sonata No. 1;
and works by Havergal Brian: Legend; Darke: Violin Sonata No.1 – first
public performance; and Britten: Suite Op.6
Rupert Marshall-Luck, violin, Matthew Rickard, piano
http://www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk/programme.html
Saturday 25th May 2013 at 10.45 p.m. Late Evening Concert
English Music Festival. Dorchester Abbey,
Dorchester-on-Thames, Oxfordshire
Delius: Intermezzo from Hassan;
and works by: Elgar: Chanson de Matin; Chanson de Nuit; Mackenzie:
Benedictus; Sullivan: The Lost chord; and music by Richard Jones and
Ketelby.
Edmund Taylor, violin, Martin Yates, piano.
http://www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk/programme.html
Saturday 25th May 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester
Delius: Légende;
and works by: Elgar: Pomp and Circumstance March No. 5; Vaughan
Williams: The Lark Ascending; Symphony No. 5;
Tasmin Little, violin, BBC Philharmonic Orchestra,
Sir Andrew Davis, conductor
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Wednesday 29th May 2013 at 8.00 p.m.
English Romantics in the Twentieth Century
Dillington House, Ilminster, Somerset
Delius: Cello Sonata;
and works by Ireland: Cello Sonata; Mother and Child; Earth’s Call;
Gurney: Songs – titles to be confirmed; Frank Bridge: Dweller in my
Deathless Dreams; Speak to me and my Love;
Rowena Calvert, cello, April Frederick, soprano, and
Mark Bebbington, piano
There will be a pre-concert talk by Roderick Swanston. www.dillington.com
Saturday 1st June 2013 at 2.15 p.m.
The Ludlow English Song Weekend
Delius: Late Swallows;
and works by Bridge: Phantasy Quartet; and
Gurney: The Western Playland;
Jonathan McGovern, baritone, Susie Allen, piano,
Carducci String Quartet
Saturday 15th June 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
St George’s, Bristol
Delius: Légende for Violin and Orchestra; Fantastic Dance;
and works by Vaughan Williams: The Lark Ascending; Overture: The
Wasps; Ravel: La Valse; Wagner: Prelude and Liebestod from Tristan and
Isolde; Arne: Rule Britannia; Elgar: Pomp and Circumstance March No.1; and
Parry arr. Elgar: Jerusalem;
Jo Edwards, violin, Amy Catt, mezzo-soprano,
Bristol Concert Orchestra, Stefan Hofkes, conductor
17th to 21st June 2013
Birmingham Conservatoire: Delius/Ireland Festival
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG
During the course of this major event we will hold our AGM,
our Annual Lunch and The Delius Prize 2013.
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Friday 21st June 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Town Hall, Birmingham
Delius: Sea Drift;
and world première of Benjamin Britten’s tone-poem for large orchestra
Chaos and Cosmos; Gwion Thomas, baritone, Chorus and Symphony
Orchestra of Birmingham Conservatoire, Lionel Friend, conductor
Friday 27th September 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Westbourne Hall, Westbourne, West Kirby CH47 4DQ
Delius: Late Swallows;
and works by Haydn: Quartet in G Major, Op.77 No.1; Philip Glass:
Quartet No.5; and Beethoven: Quartet in B Flat Major Op.18 No.6;
Villiers String Quartet
Sunday 20th October 2013 at 3.00 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden; and works by Grieg and Holst,
Alice Sara Ott, piano, Philharmonia Orchestra,
Vladimir Ashkenazy, conductor
Further information and booking details from:
Website www.philharmonia.co.uk
Saturday 9th November 2013 at 7.30 p.m.
Lincoln Drill Hall, Lincoln
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden;
and works by: Britten: Four Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes; Walton:
Crown Imperial Coronation March; Eric Coates: London Suite: and
Elgar: Enigma Variations;
Lincoln Symphony Orchestra, Richard Crossland, conductor
A full list of all concerts and events is always available on the website;
www.delius.org.uk. (Ed.)
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